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Editorial notes

Special issue: Emergent educational imaginaries during the
Covid-19 pandemic
Aslam Fataar and Azeem Badroodien
On 17 May 2020, we issued the following invitation to a range of South African scholars who do
work in the history, sociology, policy and comparative studies of education. We did this in our
capacity as current (Azeem) and former (Aslam) editors-in-chief of this journal:
We are coediting a special issue of the Southern African Review of Education that features different
angles and perspectives on Covid-19 and education. We are inviting you and a variety of colleagues
to offer different insights into the pandemic and its effects/implications, as a way of offering
direction and value to the work and thinking of our students and fellow academics.
Your article would need to be between 6,000 and 8,000 words, submitted by the due date of 15 June
2020. We insist on a quick turnaround because our intention is to produce the special issue by the
end of July 2020. We are committed to an expedited double-blind peer-review process. Speed is
essential, yet rigour will not be sacrificed.

What was essential for us was to create a venue for educational thinking about the impact of the
Covid-19 pandemic on educational theory, policy and practice. The call for papers was
accompanied by a think piece written by one of us (Fataar) and subsequently published as part of a
long article compiled and edited by Fazal Rizvi and Michael Peters in the prestigious and respected
journal, Educational Philosophy and Theory (Peters & Rizvi et al. 2020). This, we believed,
would serve as a prompt for the different ways contributing authors might take into consideration
when writing their articles. We publish the piece here in full:
Educational transmogrification and exigent pedagogical imaginaries in pandemic times

The Covid-19 pandemic simultaneously engages, intensifies and subverts existing educational
inequity and iniquity. This begs the question of whether educational imaginaries can emerge in
pandemic times that gesture towards significant educational equity, virtue and dignity. Gesture is
important. It is a sign that insists on, yet, resists the deadness of our time. It signifies life left in the
educational body, the body hoping to be educated, always available for educational resurrection.
As the coronavirus pathogen spreads roughshod across the world, it affects our ‘right to breathe,’
causing us finally to account for our own death (Mbembe 2020). Yet, pandemic times, on our death
bed, allow us to fantasise, nay imagine, the rebirthing of life, a life yet denuded and repressed,
squeezed of its last breath by the suffocation and destruction wrought by decades of neoliberal
education reform, now corralled and transmogrified under pandemic conditions.
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Transmogrification in South Africa has become manifest in the emergence of a pandemic pedagogy
based on the rapid move to online education. This is a country where the right to breathe is vastly
unequally distributed. Online education has rapidly come to authorise visions of a default
educational life under the pandemic. However, only 20% of the country’s educational institutions
have managed to move their curricula online, with varying levels of efficiency. The most efficient
institutions grafted their online offerings onto colonially and apartheid acquired privilege.
A deracialised and now middle-classed student body, the 20% elite surfaced by contemporary
market-based assimilationism, is finally fulfilling the neoliberal dream of isolation from the
barbarians. Locked down behind the barriers of pandemic isolation, these students are
self-educating, staring into screens in a state of anguished comfort. What has emerged is a pandemic
pedagogy accomplished through the modality of the machine and accompanying online learning
platforms. The triumph of techne and instrumental reason has emerged as the victor in the early life
of the pandemic. A maladapted vision of doing the new educational normal has been installed,
circulating tropes of older knowledge exclusion, seamlessly, unquestioningly.
Despite its prominence in the curriculum imagination under the pandemic, online education is a
minority experience. The majority of the country’s students, black and poor, are experiencing
pandemic lockdown without any meaningful education. Their schools, colleges and universities
have been shut to prevent viral spread in decrepit and packed living quarters that make physical
distancing unlikely.
Their educational institutions are unable to leverage robust online platforms for learning. These
students are bereft of machines for learning and data for connectivity. Positioned in spaces of
intense squalor, they exercise their desperate bodies as a type of soft infrastructure, plugging
welfare gaps, looking after siblings and parents with co-morbidities such as tuberculosis and
HIV/AIDS.
They engage in a ‘pedagogy of care’ to develop practices of survival. They invent ways of
assuaging their family’s food hunger that increased manifold under pandemic lockdown, securing
clean water and obtaining medicines, masks and sanitising equipment.
Instead of isolation, the majority student experience is one of intense engagement with the existing
resources and infrastructures of their environments. They are engaged in informalised,
context-mitigating, and socially engaged processes of learning to survive, and to keep body, mind
and soul together. They acquire contextually engaged critical literacies that are vital for their
survival and adaptation. Their intellectual engagement and practices of mitigation have
foregrounded intensified relational pedagogical engagement. Such a perspective holds lessons for
resuscitating educational imaginaries in pandemic times. (Fataar in Peters & Rizvi et al. 2020)

In response to the call for articles on Covid-19 and education, we received and processed a number
of articles. The ten assembled here made it through the submission, peer review, resubmission and
publication process. All of them took up the challenge to respond to the call in different
complementary ways, enriching our collective understanding of education during these pandemic
times.
The lead article is by Crain Soudien who explores what the insights from the shock of Covid-19
might hold for educative learning; his focus is on individual learning in systemic context, and how
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systems account for issues of individual difference among learners. The next two articles provide
critiques of unequal education systems that have manifested deep inequalities during the pandemic
along lines of race, gender, geography and the digital divide. Both articles place the role of disaster
capitalism at the centre of such educational inequality. Sayed and Singh place the focus on the
construction of the underlying policy discourse that informs governmental policy making,
especially the merging of science and governance on the one hand, and complex interplay among
research, punditry, interest groups and educational decision on the other. These led to questionable
Covid-19 education policy decisions. Black, Spreen and Vally discuss the generative structures
that have rendered educational institutions vulnerable during the pandemic and make an argument
for an alternative educational imaginary.
The next three articles turn to the institutional and curriculum impact of the pandemic. Allais and
Marock warn about the negative impact on skills formation in the country and call for the
development of coherent skills development programmes to be offered in strengthened vocational
educational institutions that move away from narrow market-led training. Motala and Menon
discuss one university’s attempt to take its curriculum online during the early stages of the
pandemic lockdown. Chisholm provides insight into the historical development of health
education in South Africa immediately after the Spanish flu of 1918. She discusses the take-up of
health education in the colonial and apartheid curriculum and compares this with the health
education emphasis in the postapartheid curriculum.
As a set, the last four articles discuss an intersection of issues around children’s learning
experiences during the lockdown. Isaacs focuses on the play practices of learners before and
during lockdown, specifically offering a narrative of one learner’s play practices. Daniels’s article
focuses on parental learning support, discussing the learning and social support practices in one
domestic arrangement offered by surrogate parents to three children. Taylor focuses on the home
educational practices of learners in their domestic environments and, finally, Jansen’s article ends
the special issue with his discussion of student experiences of online learning during lockdown.
What emerges from the ten articles is that whether at the conceptual, systemic, institutional,
curriculum, or home level, as an educational community we are at a serious crossroads in how we
approach schooling in South Africa, and how we respond to educational change in the post
Covid-19 moment. In the past few months, we have come to vividly see the fault-lines of the
country’s inequalities, which, according to Arundhati Roy, were brought plainly to the surface.
What surfaced were the fragile ecosystems of the poor being violently shocked into meltdown
(Sayed and Singh), troublesome education trends being put into motion across different sectors
and schooling spaces (Black, Spreen and Vally), pressure being placed on institutional and
curriculum adaptation (Motala and Menon; Chisholm), skills formation systems coming
increasingly under threat (Allais and Marock), and school and domestic learning circumstances
being severely strained (as explained in the articles by each of Isaacs, Daniels, Taylor and Jansen).
Teachers have come under severe fire both physically – when placed as service providers at the
frontline of the pandemic – and professionally, where their commitment to their craft and their
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ability to deliver have been questioned. Education, it would seem, is being made to answer for, and
bear the brunt of, the collective inability of South Africa as a country to withstand the fallout of the
Covid-19 pandemic on almost all fronts, with schools serving as a battleground for ideological
control over a new educational nirvana.
Most worrying in the ‘new’ Covid-19-induced social order of South Africa has been how
individual self-interest has been positioned in opposition to broader human inclinations to help
struggling communities at a time of catastrophe. Neoliberal disdain has transformed these human
inclinations into a language of private troubles, private pain, and private endurance detached from
the broader public malaise. In doing so, feeding off dominant narratives of privatisation,
consumerism, and atomisation, those that privilege a politics based on material pursuit and
individual self-gain have gone into open conflict with an emergent politics keen on reimagining a
world where the social is not completely hollowed out, and a more just and equitable society still
remains possible.
Two different views are thus arguably at the centre of the ‘return to school debate’ as South
Africans begin to reenvision their futures post Covid-19. One is a view about dominant power
hierarchies and interest groups that see the return of learners to school as critical to their
maintaining control over the narrative of schooling inequality in South Africa. The other is a view
that sees the reorganisation of current education offerings as an important opportunity to shift
dominant state and civil society educational discourses to recognise the severe limits to which the
present education system is able to serve the needs of the majority in South Africa. While these
views are borne of a simplistic binary, the Covid-19 moment has brought into sharp focus the need
for us to collectively challenge our stances on reciprocity, human dignity, repair, and commitment
to equal sharing. Soudien observes in the first article that we may not have quite arrived at the
moment of world dissolution as captured in Atwood’s (2004) apocalyptic Oryx and Crake. But,
what the morbid tallying of ‘dying and dead bodies’ on a daily basis seems to have cemented in the
public imagination are foreboding images of capitulation and decay, where counting the numbers
seemingly deadens feelings of loss and succumbing to the inevitability of what is to come. Moving
forward, these images and dispositions will be difficult to psychologically reverse – both in the
psyche of learning populations and as part of the psyche of the educational policy machinery. As
such, while the next period will test new and emergent imaginaries, our responsibility is to ensure
they are not stillborn.
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Systemic shock: How Covid-19 exposes our
learning challenges in education
Crain Soudien
Human Sciences Research Council and University of Cape Town

Abstract
In this brief engagement, in which I draw on both my own work and the work of several
commentators and scholars on the state of our contemporary condition, I ask what the shock of
Covid-19 might mean for our ability to think of education and, particularly, for the task of learning
in deeper and more inclusive ways. I begin with the argument that systems of education have as
their main purpose the achievement of educative learning, and that the focus of this aim is the
individual learner. In reflecting critically on how systems manage this objective, I look at how
systems deal with issues of difference – what they seek to institute and protect, what they struggle
with – and suggest that they have difficulty in holding the individual learner in view and in their
practice. In closing, I explore the question of what new possibilities or insights the shock of
Covid-19 might open for a system and how such a system might operate.
Keywords: Covid-19 and education, differentiated learning, universalism and individualism,
equality and education, educational justice
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Introduction
The idea of a ‘reset’ in thinking about a post Covid-19 future for our planet is now, to put it
prosaically, commonplace. The world, one frequently hears, will never be the same again. It is
true. The world will never be the same again. It never is, actually, from one simple moment in time
to the next. Everything changes. Always. The change that Covid-19 has wrought, however, is
extreme. It hasn’t quite shut the world down in the way the world organically dissolves, literally, in
Margaret Atwood’s (2004) apocalyptic Oryx and Crake. There, we see new orders of sociality that
are forced upon the world by uncontained viral contagion. Her survivor, Snowman, is almost the
last standing human in a landscape of rampant genetic effluvium. The disease also hasn’t changed
our world in the way portrayed by South African crime writer, Deon Meyer (2016), in his novel
Koors (Fever). He draws for us there, a picture of terrified virus-free survival colonies struggling
to hold on to life in the harsh South African scrub.
We are in neither Atwood’s nor Meyer’s end-of-the-world tragedy. Our social order, whatever one
might think of it in terms of legitimacy, justice and freedom, remains in effect. It is under heavy
attack though. Its political, economic, cultural and social certainties about humanness and human
connection, human responsibility and human accountability are in serious question. The medium
and modality through and with which these certainties find material expression – globalisation –
has been fundamentally disrupted. While we remain in Held et al.’s (1999: 15) ‘time-space’
compression, Covid-19 has reconstituted our routines, rhythms and relationships. Conditions for
both authoritarianism and agency have been rearranged. The terms of globalisation and hegemony
have shifted. Whether they have shifted enough to bring the world structurally and consciously to
new possibilities for democratisation and social justice, to a radical reset, however, is the question.
Has the shock of Covid-19 altered the terms and criteria through which democracy, equality, social
inclusion and social justice are understood, approached and worked with sufficiently to bring us to
a new and better world? Or is the world just different – or, worse, simply destined for greater
inequality and inequity?
In this brief engagement, in which I draw on both my own work and the work of several
commentators and scholars on the state of our contemporary condition, I look at the idea of a
systemic shock and reflect on what this manifestation of a shock – Covid-19 – might mean for our
ability to think of education in deeper and more inclusive ways (see UNESCO 2020; Saavedra
2020; Reimers & Schleicher 2020; Reddy et al. 2020). I begin by asking what the systemic purpose
of education is, look at how systems deal with issues of difference – what they seek to institute and
protect, what they struggle with – and explore the question of what new possibilities or insights the
shock of Covid-19 might open for a system and how such a system might operate.
The argument I make builds on work I have begun to address on the question of difference and
learning (see Soudien & Harvey 2020 and Soudien 2020). Prompting the argument is the need to
engage with the inherent impulse of systems to restabilise. There are, of course, multiple
components, mechanisms and processes involved in stabilisation. I focus in this discussion on
those elements in education systems that involve people, and, in this case, learners. The elements
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of the stabilisation process I am interested in are those of standardisation and universalisation. I
make the argument that these elements effect, through the idealisation of what is universal, often
unknowingly, multiple-level injustices on who we are as sentient beings. They have the effects of
homogenising and standardising our capacities and potentials. They have difficulty in managing
our differences – in both their good and bad forms – however our dominant ideologies and cultures
come to a determination of these. These are the ways, I argue, of normative orders. In managing
difference, they cannot but oppress. When norms operate on global scales, the oppression is deep.
How, against this, is a reset possible?
To come to a sense of how universalisms condition the education discussion, it is important to look
briefly at the modalities through which education is experienced in the world today – through
systems of education – and how systems understand their purpose.

Revisiting the question of the purpose of education
Obligatory in the process of training to be a teacher right up to the 1990s was a course in the
philosophy of education (see Dewey 1965; Peters & Hirst 1970). A major focus of the course was
understanding the aims of education. The most perceptive philosophers were at pains to hold back
from categorical and once-and-for-all explanations. Straughan and Wilson, for example, arrived at
a point in their deliberately pedagogical text, Philosophizing About Education, to acknowledge
that education could be any of the following:
•
•
•
•

having a certain minimum general knowledge, or,
the quality of and depth of a person’s knowledge, or,
‘the art of arousing a child’s mind from its repose,’ or
‘that which does a child good.’ (1983: 11, 27, 29)

As the recent conversation of Johan Hattie and Steen Nepper Larsen (2020) makes evident, we
remain, philosophically at least, at the point reached by Straughan and Wilson almost 40 years ago.
What was that point? It was that it is extremely important to be conscious of our situational biases,
social positions and social histories – we all have them – in the statements we make about what are
better forms of education and what is in the interests of a child. Because of this sociological reality,
Straughan and Wilson (1983) argued, it is hard to make truth claims about the aims of education.
In all of their caution, however, they never hesitated to look for and to validate the importance of
thinking in conscious and deliberative ways. This is what they implicitly argued needed to be in
demonstration. In thinking about systems, their anxiety about bias and positionality, however, is
critical. All their philosophic qualifications are about recognising self-, sectional, exclusionary
interest in deciding what the purpose of education is. They leave us with the great difficulty of
projecting and building systems of education that have built into them this self-awareness, of
developing systems that are in the interests of all. No Child Left Behind.
As comparative educationists, we are familiar with the idea of a system of education. We are
familiar with the thinking of early scholars such as Johann Amos Comenius who proposed the idea
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of a single educational system for the world based on universal textbooks and common school
forms (see Stone 1981: 50). We are also familiar with the debates in comparative education that
arose out of Comenius’ proposals, particularly those relating to similarities and differences
between and among different educational systems around the world. Valuable in those debates was
the attempt to distil the general and essential features that a system should have, namely, a
structure with the purpose of facilitating effective learning, policies for guiding the activity of
learning and supportive instruments, institutions and processes to enable learning to take place.
The structure, in its allocation of differentiated responsibilities, had to be well thought out, and
appropriately steered according to policies of enablement. And the people who came to function in
the differentiated responsibilities that were identified had to be trained to nurture effective and
meaningful learning. We learnt, too, from these debates that the central aim in setting in place
these instruments and institutions was to secure educative teaching.
A logical next step in that discussion about educative teaching was the question of difference.
Almost from its inception, the comparative education discussion had in view the reality that people
as human beings were unique in and of themselves. A comparative education textbook of the
1980s, The Education System: Theory and Practice published in South Africa, interestingly and
surprisingly given the ideology of apartheid that remained unaddressed in the text, captures the
theoretical substance of that discussion well (van Schalkwyk 1988: 21–22):
The educationist must know and understand the particular, diverse individual and changeable
manifestations of a matter such as the school, as it can vary from time to time and situation to
situation. He must know what factors can contribute to particular forms, which the school can
assume and what influence these factors can have on the events of education. This fundamental
feature enables him to compare the various types of schools on the basis of their common and
diverse features and hence arrive at a clearer understanding of the different educational milieus of
the world so as to understand his own system better.
This fundamental feature also enables the educator to understand the educand/pupil better. It leads
him to view a man as a species possessing a unique identity. Education can do no more than develop
man’s inherent attributes within the limits imposed by his potential as a human being (his universal
aspect). The education system has a particular structure and aim because of what man is. Together
with his universal human attributes, man is also a unique individual – a particular manifestation of
humanity. . . . In a universal sense, everyone has certain functions, for example, an aesthetic
function. In order to create sufficient scope for developing this particular function, the education
system must make provision for tuition in, for example, art and music in an aesthetically pleasing
environment. One child will have a greater aptitude for composing and understanding of literature
where another will be better at sculpture, painting or music. . . . This fundamental feature also
requires what can be termed total education. The educand must be seen as a complete/total being
and all his qualities and abilities must be developed to the full.

As this account of the state of thinking about education demonstrates, the learning individual is a
focus of much of the thinking about systemic development around the world. It was evident in the
global, Education for All (EFA) movement that came out of the 1990 UNESCO, Jomtien, Thailand
conference. There, 150 governments committed themselves to the World Declaration on
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Education for All:
Every person – child, youth and adult – shall be able to benefit from educational opportunities to
meet their basic learning needs. These needs comprise both essential learning tools (such as
literacy, oral expression, numeracy, and problem solving) and the basic learning content required by
human beings to be able to survive, to develop their full capacities, to live and work in dignity, to
participate fully in development . . . and to continue learning. (UNESCO 1990: Article 1)

This focus on the learner is also evident in the Sustainable Development Goals and, most recently,
in the latest World Bank (2018) report, The World Development Report (WDR), which diagnoses
the state of learning in the world today. The objective of the ideal system anywhere, the WDR
says, is learning. Everything in the system is aimed at what sits at its ‘bulls-eye,’ as the WDR
describes it – learning. The subject of that learning is the individual child.
Looking at systems around the world, the WDR concludes that the objective of reaching the
individual child is not being achieved. It acknowledges that the world has,
examples of families, educators, communities, and systems that have made real progress . . . [but
that globally] 12 million children are not acquiring functional literacy or numeracy, even after
spending at least four years in school. . . . Across 51 countries, only half of women who completed
Grade 6 . . . could read a single sentence. (World Bank 2018: 4, 71–73).

The WDR is conscious that there are big challenges in achieving basic literacy around the world.
In making sense of the challenges, it correctly returns to the question of the ways in which systems
work and concludes that the issues of alignment are at the heart of the difficulties. Systems, it says,
consist of three-tiered structures composed as concentric circles, each of which is made up of a
number of elements. An outer ring contains the most significant actors and stakeholders who might
influence how learning occurs. These actors include peers/communities, civil society, politicians,
bureaucrats, the private sector, international actors, the judiciary and other actors. The
intermediate circle contains what it calls immediate school-level ingredients. These are prepared
learners, skilled and motivated teachers, learning-focused inputs and school management. The
inner ring is the activity of learning. Describing the purpose of these structures it says: ‘Imagine
that a country has set student learning as a top priority and that it has in place reasonable learning
metrics. It still needs to leap a major technical hurdle, however: ensuring that system elements
work together’ (World Bank 2018: 11–12).
It is this question of the learning subject, what the system elements work together for, I am
suggesting that the shock of Covid-19 forces us to return to. Central in this question is the
imperative of building functional systems for learning. In this imperative, commit as systems do to
supporting the individual learning subject (as the theory behind systems thinking indicates), in
their operations they implicitly and insistently homogenise the learning subject. They do that, I
argue below, through universalising the social identities of learners and through homogenising
how they learn – everyone learns in the same way. There is awareness of the challenges with the
ways in which social identity is managed in education in much critical commentary. It has become
an issue, for example, with respect to class, gender and race and has led to, beyond simple political
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correctness, important paradigm shifts in understandings of social inequality. And so, in terms of
our theory, we are relatively speaking, not entirely as I argue below, on safe ground. The same
cannot be said for learning. There is much less awareness about how human beings actually learn.
Covid-19, I am suggesting, based on the preliminary evidence adduced by Reimers and Schleicher
(2020) and the countless anecdotes one hears about how parents are managing their children’s
learning and of teachers discovering new insights into their learners in their online engagements,
has brought us to the point of interrogating the question of the universal and the individual beyond
our putative safe ground. It is the ‘beyond’ that is the focus of the remainder of the discussion.

The ‘inclusion’ discourse
So where are we in the discussion about inclusion and inequality? It is not incorrect to say that
the education community and the social sciences in general have a fair sense of the nature of
inequality and the challenges of injustice in terms of the educational experience. Social theory
has advanced to the point where conceptual innovations have developed in approaches such as
feminism, queer theory, critical race theory, disability studies, postcolonialism, decolonialism
and decoloniality, inter alia, informed by established, existing and new understandings of
humanness, sociality, solidarity and eco-citizenship to give us a fair sense of inclusion and
exclusion and how they work.
Directly relevant for the discussion raised here is that significant elements of the advances that
have been made in the social sciences are evident in the broad field of education studies. A
literature review of this development would demonstrate its large scale and scope. An
important example of this body of thought, somewhat surprisingly, is the WDR. While not
uncritical of the WDR, Archer of the global nongovernmental organisation, ActionAid, says that
it is the ‘sheer existence’ of the report that drew his attention (as quoted in Ginsburg et al. 2018:
277). He, for example, approves of the report’s critique of the turn towards private schooling:
‘This is bold stuff coming from the World Bank’ whose President was, until recently, advocating
for Bridge International Academies (ibid.: 278).
Other critics such as Barerra-Osorio describe it as ‘an important source of information and ideas
for scholars. More importantly, policy makers will find the Report a source of clear guidance in the
difficult task of creating innovative and effective education policies’ (in Ginsburg et al.: 280).
Vally (ibid: 281) describes the report with its ‘critical approach to technology, the importance of
early childhood, the affirmation of Sen’s capability approach, and an epigrammatic nod to Emma
Goldman’ as a ‘welcomed departure from previous World Bank policy statements.’
Developments such as these provide the kind of evidence for the important observation made by
Charles Taylor (2005) about the state of the world’s formal understanding of rights. His contention
is that the world is in a significantly different place to where it was in earlier times: ‘[the] modern
order gives no ontological status to hierarchy or any particular structure of differentiation’ (Taylor
2005: 12). This sensibility he says has ‘infiltrate[d] and transform[ed] our social imaginary. In the
process what is originally an idealisation grows into a new and constantly developing imaginary
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through being taken up and associated with social practices’ (ibid.: 28–29). The result, Taylor
explains, has been a profound enlargement of the social imaginary – the very consciousness
people have of themselves, of others and of their place in the world. The normative order is
unquestionably more inclusive than it has ever been before. Looking at history. Taylor shows how
‘whole segments of our supposedly modern society,’ (ibid.: 28) right up until the late 19th century,
such as the French peasantry and women in the family, ‘remained outside of this social imaginary’
(ibid: 28). He continues to explain that social and political developments made it not only possible
but desirable for excluded and marginalised groups to be brought to visibility, to have voice and so
be incorporated into the structures of power in most parts of the world.

But there are still problems . . .
Advance as we have, we remain blinkered. This blinkeredness is a product of hegemony.
Hegemony – the social/political/economic order essentially embodied in the force field of
modernity – has directed our thinking about the learning experience, and other facets of our
contemporary lives, in very particular ways. In our analysis, we have come to focus on the social
and separated it from other dimensions of what makes human beings come to be human. The
cognitive is particularly relevant for our purposes. In this social, we focus on singular and
disconnected elements of our identities and the attachments that go with them – gendered, raced,
classed privileges on the one hand, and their comparative exclusions on the other. We struggle to
see people beyond the social universe we have constructed for ourselves. The problem is twofold.
It is about social analysis, which functions according to our ‘grand narratives’ about how the world
is socially composed and, then, more problematically for what Covid-19 now puts in front of us,
about how we as human beings learn. The first order of exclusion is about those whom we choose
not to see. The problems in our self-accounting and the communities we describe as ‘my people,’
‘our people’ – or, worse, ‘those people’ – lie in the normative and formative ways self and other
have come to be configured in our dominant social orders. The second, perhaps similarly, is about
those whom we don’t know about. Hence, we cannot see them.
The philosopher Ranciere (2010) is useful in helping us come to understand how our hegemony
works as an explanatory framework. This hegemony (my term), he says, is underpinned by a
‘broad agreement,’ a consensus, for making sense of the world. This consensus, he says,
is not people’s agreement amongst themselves but the matching of sense with sense. . . . It claims to
observe merely that which we can all see in aligning two propositions about the state of the world:
one maintains that we have at last come to live in times of peace; the other states the condition of
that peace – the recognition that there is no more than what there is. . . . But all too often the peace
invoked evades its obviousness: a body of workers rejects the assertion that there is only what there
is. . . . Consensus, therefore is the machine of vision and interpretation that must ceaselessly set
appearances right, put war and peace back in their place. . . . All this goes to show that we are merely
being asked to consent. . . . In [the] . . . play of oppositions, the very possibility of a specific conflict
necessarily disappears without remainder: one which bears on what there is, which lays claim to one
[my emphasis] present against another [my emphasis] and affirms that the visible, thinkable and
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possible can be described in many ways. This other way has a name. It is called politics. (Ranciere
2010: ix–x)

Ranciere does not say so explicitly, but the point he could be argued to be making is that the
opponents in the debate about the state of the world today are, actually, in agreement with each
other about what they are looking at. They have composed the world in particular terms. They are
either very happy and satisfied with the places and locations of each other in the picture they have
composed for themselves, or they are unhappy and in disagreement. Even where they ask for the
picture to be erased – the ‘burn-the-whole-thing-down argument’ – their intention is simply to
repopulate it with the same people, socially placed differently, in order to be happier from their
perspective. The same subjects. Same social descriptions.
Here then, is the provocation. We live in the consensus of grand narratives in the social sciences.
They are the grand narratives of race, class and gender. To make the argument that these narratives
are wrong leads one into cul-de-sacs. That argument can be made, but a more useful discussion is
about how the narratives work. What their effects are. The effects they produce are material. The
tragedy of gender-based violence and its patriarchal ubiquity, its naturalisation in our cultures, the
extraordinary civilisational blight of contemporary racism, demanding of us the cry that ‘Black
Lives Matter!’ and the shame that the average income of the richest 10 per cent of the population in
economically developed countries is about 10 times that of the poorest 10 per cent, give our grand
narratives obvious justification. These problems are real.
But they hide the different – the difference of the social and the multiple other ways in which we
are different. With respect to the social, the categories of race, class and gender are, on the one
hand, homogenised, fixed and standardised, and, on the other, privileged in relation to other forms
of difference. Systems thinking, for example, operates with the categories in their idealised forms.
Difference is a matter of difference from the ideal versions of the categories, whiteness, maleness,
middle-classedness. This is where much of the discussion around the world is in relation to social
difference. Where systems have to be fixed, they are generally conceived of and understood
relatively in terms of the dominant narratives of whiteness, maleness and middle-classedness. It is
these conditions that are either iconicised and reified, and so defended without any awareness, or
criticised and vilified, and so completely rejected. Evident here, is a cost. Foucault describes this as
the degree to which ‘individual or collective experiences [come to] depend on singular forms of
thought, that is, on that which constitutes the subject in its relation to truth, to the rule, to itself?’
(quoted in Anderson 2006: xxii). Our representational strategies of who we are bring some of what
is going on into view and leave a lot out – people with different gender orientations, different
sexualities, different abilities, different cultural histories, different technological capacities,
different desires. They are all norm-referenced.
There is more to the problem, however, and this brings us to other forms of difference. Choose, as
we do, to leave out those versions of our social selves we don’t like; more problematic, and more
critical, is the challenge we have in seeing the multiple other ways in which we function as
knowing and feeling beings. In mind here, is the difference of cognition. It is this that Archer (in
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Ginsburg et al. 2018), unwittingly perhaps, and now Covid-19, puts on our agenda. As the world
rushed to online learning during the closure of schools and educational systems many teachers,
parents and caregivers around the world came to the discovery of how much more there was to the
learning experience of their children. They came to learn, quickly, the reality of the criticism the
left wing of the grand narrative was making (see Fernando Reimers and Andreas Schleicher’s
2020 report of the survey of developments around the world about how systems have responded to
Covid-19). Without devices, internet connectivity and simply physically conducive environments
in which to learn, their children could not easily learn (see Reimers & Schleicher 2020 and Reddy
et al. 2020). As schooling systems shut down across the world, learning effectively stopped for 1.8
billion children (Saavedra 2020). But many also came to see, firsthand, how their children and
their wards managed the learning experience. They came into the psychosocial zone of cognition.
They saw how differently each of their children was positioned, located and enabled to manage
their learning. In play for teachers, parents and caregivers was what we are now confronting in
innovative fields of scholarship such as neuroscience – that our bodies, every single one of them,
work differently. They saw that their children’s learning was social, but it was also unavoidably
individual. Much work needs to be done to have a better empirical understanding of this situation.
Towards a better understanding of the common–individual relationship in our systems, we have to
come to terms with the enormity of the simultaneous presence of grand inequality in our lives in
synchronous combination with our individual learning realities. We have in this what can be
described as learning ecologies that are, in their macroelements, reflective of similarity but, in their
micro forms, distinguished by difference. Understanding this better is now our task. We have to
understand big sociology better, our biologies better and we have to come to a better awareness of
our distinctive biologies in their social settings. All of this must be held together (see Youdell
2016).
The biology discussion is important to recover. We are fortunate to be on the upward momentum
of extraordinary new insights into how our brains work (see Stern 2002; Heckman 2008; Daggett
& Nussbaum 2014; Filatova et al. 2018; Frias-Lasserre et al. 2018). Biologists, Wang et al. (2019:
1), working with neural observations of the resting brain, discovered that every single subject they
studied manifested interesting synaptic and chemical differences in the ways in which their brains
worked: ‘most previous large-scale circuit studies assumed that local circuit properties are the
same across brain regions. Since different brain regions have distinct microscale and macroscale
properties, assuming identical parameters across brain regions is overly simplistic.’ Brains work
differently, they emphasised.
It is not simply, however, studies of the brain as an organ, it is also about the brain in bodies that
are in social settings. The field of study that takes us there is the field of epigenetics and the
epigenome. Broadly speaking, epigenetics is the study of heritable phenotype changes that do not
involve changes in our basic cellular structure, our deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA), the substance in
our bodies that carries our distinctive genetic information. The epigenome refers to the collection
of marks on top of and around our DNA – our SNPs (single nucleotide polymorphisms; Mansuy &
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Mohanna 2011: para. 3). Twins, for example, will carry and have very similar genetic histories but
the ways in which their genes will express themselves will depend on the location of their SNPs.
SNPs modulate how DNA works without causing any change in the structure of the DNA itself.
Of what relevance is epigenetics for understanding learning? It is relevant because we now know
that our DNA does not on its ‘own sustain all biological functions, and that another level of
regulation is contributing’ (Mansuy & Mohanna 2011: para. 2). This other level of regulation
includes any factor outside the body that can influence what happens inside of it – diet, living
conditions, exercise, emotions, stress, chemicals, drugs:
Both positive and negative factors can modulate the epigenome. For instance, positive factors such
as enriched living conditions, like social interactions, physical activity and changing surroundings,
can promote beneficial epigenetic marks, while severe stress or agricultural chemicals can
permanently alter some marks. These modifications can impact various aspects of an organism’s
life during any phase of development. . . . Epigenetics provides support for another longstanding
unresolved question: the contribution of nature versus nurture. . . . It provides a molecular basis to
suggest that nurture has a strong impact on biological functions and behaviour, in some cases,
perhaps a stronger impact than nature (genes). (Ibid.: paras 3–5)

As Mansuy and Mohanna (2011: para. 13) explain, this has profound implications for
understanding our brains and how they work: ‘several enzymes that modify DNA or histone
proteins are essential elements of signalling pathways. This is because the formation of long-term
memory requires that epigenetic processes induce lasting changes in gene expression in brain
cells.’ Work on fear conditioning has also revealed the impact of stress on learning and particularly
the production of very particular kinds of acetylation – acetic acid – in the hippocampus in the
process of the formation of memory (see Dias et al. 2016).
Much of the new science has been aimed at managing brain disorders – however those come to be
defined – but it has a direct bearing on our discussion about learning, about executive functioning,
those self-regulating processes in our brains that enable us to plan, focus our attention, remember
and execute complex mental tasks. It brings us directly to the question of learning and its
optimisation (see Heckman 2008 and McEwan 2015). How epigenetic marks work has to come
much more directly into our thinking about learning and its management.

Where does this leave us?
In these new learnings, we have new political dynamics with which to contend. The psychiatrist
Nikolas Rose (2019) gives us a sense of what these are. Talking of mental health, he says people
inhabit a material world, an ecology that includes ‘homes, shops, buildings, roads, countryside –
intersubjective – communities of support or exclusion, discrimination, racisms, exposure to actual
or potential dangers and hazards from others – social – forms of work, experiences . . . saturated
with public and private meanings’ (ibid: 194). What he is doing is take the clinical experience
away from the psychiatrist’s chambers and show the large social canvas on which psychologies
depend. He could also, as he actually does elsewhere (see Rose 2012 and Mafoud et al. 2018), take
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our epigenetic insights into consideration and bring the focus back to learning. He could have
spoken of human beings living in the wondrous intricacy of individual bodies with brains that are,
in every single instance, completely different. I have said elsewhere that we have here multiplicity,
plurality and difference that is endless – ‘male’ brains, ‘female’ brains, ‘autistic’ brains, ‘artistic’
brains, ‘scientific’ brains, and much more, in a plurality of differently enabled bodies (Soudien
2020). In identifying the subjects of the brains, we still categorise in terms of our grand narrative
analytics but, as Jantz (2014: para. 2) explains, ‘the differences between male and female brains in
[the] areas [of processing, chemistry, structure, and activity] show up all over the world, but
scientists also have discovered exceptions to every so-called gender rule.’ Scholars, such as
Mikkola (2019: para. 49), have gone even further, arguing that ‘various critiques of the sex/gender
distinction have called into question the viability of the category women.’ The politics is intense.
We are in very new territory about how we understand what is happening inside our bodies and
brains.
The most significant new learning about this politics is that difference is present in our lives in a
plurality of forms. This plurality bears on our learning and understandings of our learning in new
and demanding ways. Constructions of who our learners are have to recognise the multiplicity of
factors that are active in young people’s lives – the big grand narratives on the one hand and, also,
the multiplicity of distinctive realities that each of our sociobiologies represents.

Where to from here?
Our discussion has major implications for thinking about resetting the system of education. If we
are to move our systems away from our normative markers with their idealised bodies and brains,
we have to begin the process of seeing our learners in their radically different multiplicities. The
WDR gives some pointers to a way forward. It says that
teaching strategies can deeply influence how students approach challenges in and out of school. . . .
Intense stress or sustained negative emotions – such as those associated with crises or acute
deprivation, where multiple stressors coexist – interfere with the brain’s ability to learn, retain and
use information . . . programs that increase the availability of protective factors . . . can improve not
only schooling but also overall life outcomes. (World Bank 2018: 70)

Earlier in the text, the WDR commented that
Just as with the construction of a house, the robustness of progressively more complex brain
structures depends on the robustness of foundational ones. For example, the development of
increasingly complex skills and functions builds on circuits formed earlier: linguistic development
relies on visual and auditory functions that are dependent on neural circuits lower in the hierarchy
which are most malleable in life; neural circuits that support higher cognitive functions. . . .
Moreover, physical, sensory-motor, cognitive, and socio-emotional development are interlinked,
constituting a web of dynamic links that ultimately determine a person’s ability to thrive. (World
Bank 2018: 69)

What we have here is significant. It proceeds from the basis that we have advanced in our
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understanding of our bodies and their learning dynamics. We still, however, struggle to broach the
full complexity that is before us. The WDR is a few steps behind where we need to be. The
bulls-eye of learning it has put before us is the product of systemic alignments that function around
one-directional logics. The brain is the target of all the factors. It doesn’t speak back. It is not, as it
actually does in real terms, reacting to what it receives. And so, the WDR, with this modelling – a
theory of change if you like – actually in the end leaves out the biological. It is still not able to see
the full implications of what our new learning is putting in front of us and to locate the issues about
bodies, brains and social spaces in their full entanglement and so to force us to think about
equality, fairness and justice anew.
The point I am seeking to make here is that the learning subjects in their intersectional
complexities are not visible in the developments that are in play in the new context of the
pandemic. There are, to be sure, understandable reasons for the restabilising steps that
governments and systems are taking to deal with the crisis. The logistical challenge of managing
learner and student progression in the world’s educational systems is a planning nightmare. But the
disease has helped to underline the reality that children have different learning requirements and
different capacities and different abilities to manage the process of learning. It is this complexity of
what is actually taking place in the process that is not in sight. Stabilisation is a return to the
conditions of dominance.
It is in coming to terms with every child’s unique strengths and weaknesses that the idea of the
sociologically and psychologically normative learner presents to us an important challenge. The
homogenised learner of our education systems, either in their social identities of privilege or
disadvantage, or their distinct learning realities, misrecognises the actual politics of the learning
experience. Covid-19 is putting this reality in front of us in powerful ways.
In charting a way forward, a reset is possible but, and we must not be naïve about this, it will only
happen with a new alignment of the affordances, mechanisms, institutions and support personnel
that exist in the learning ecology of each child. This alignment is about resetting the infrastructural
order, giving, for example, in the best of worlds, every child a device for being able to connect, and
in more resource-challenged environments, the minimum that we deem necessary: qualified
teachers, classrooms, nutritional support. In doing this we move towards our commitment to
having in place the minimal essentials of a functional system. But it is also about getting to the
more challenging requirement of addressing each of our children’s needs and aspirations. We face
here the question of personalised learning and the extraordinary reality that every one of us works
our way to understanding and cognitive control in different ways. The enormity of what we need to
face will lead us to the utterly pragmatic conclusion that personalised learning is neither possible
nor practical. In acknowledging this, however, we take the just and moral step of recognising that
our children, all of them, are different. In making that move we come face-to-face with the
profound lesson that learning is complex – how can it not be so – and start the empowering
journey, with our children (and they will take self-responsibility) of putting in place the ordinary
and the special affordances of improving their opportunities to learn. How we will do this will
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produce issues and challenges we haven’t foreseen. But go in that direction we must. For justice’s
sake.
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Abstract
The effects of Covid-19 have impacted every aspect of social life in the Global North and Global
South. The nature of the pandemic has exacerbated social inequalities and plunged fragile
economies and the impoverished into disarray. The response to the pandemic globally has been
premised primarily on advice from the science fraternity with little or no input from humanities or
social science experts. The merging of science and government has led to some questionable
policies, particularly in the education context. It is these contestations and contradictions that this
article discusses, focusing on the complex interplay between research and policy making, and the
notion of policy overreach. Further, it explores worrisome education trends that the pandemic has
set in motion whilst pointing to gaps and omissions in the current education debate. It concludes by
mapping an embryonic progressive education agenda in response to the pandemic.
Keywords: Covid-19, pandemic, education inequality, education policy making, SDG 4,
curriculum, education privatisation, education quality, affective dimension of learning
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Introduction
The effect of the Covid-19 pandemic on the modern world is unprecedented. Whilst the pandemic
has impacted all, it has thrown into sharp relief the fault lines of the world’s inequalities.
Experiences of the rich and the impoverished have always been significantly different. However,
Covid-19 has added to the existing struggle and suffering of the poor by shocking their fragile
ecosystems into meltdown. It has also simultaneously up-ended utilitarian social, political and
economic market privileging dogmas that, a year ago, would have seemed unpalatable to the most
ardent neoliberal.
The pandemic is not just a health crisis; it is a crisis of inequality and neoliberalism, a crisis of
disaster capitalism and decades of austerity programmes and sustained attacks on fragile public
systems and services provided by the state. The pandemic has forced governments to speedily
develop economic and social policies that can guide citizens to the ‘new reality’ in order to
minimise the spread and effects of current and possibly future threats, particularly in the social
sectors of education and health. The urgency of the response required and the bewildering array of
competing imperatives governments must reconcile in managing the egregious effects of the
pandemic, call for critical scrutiny of the education policy choices made and the options that
experts and pundits have put on the table.
This article reviews relevant public academic debates and literature to unpack the discursive policy
imaginary of education policymakers and policy experts as they seek to navigate, calibrate and
justify particular education responses to the Covid-19 pandemic. Moreover, this article seeks to
understand how education policies are conditioned by the uncertainty and unpredictability that
accompany periods of global social upheaval and the attending information asymmetries.
Using critical policy analysis (CPA), the article critically reviews education policies and choices,
both globally and nationally, in response to the Covid-19 pandemic with a particular focus on
South Africa. CPA provides a useful lens to unpack the choices and consequences of education
policies and ‘the complex connections between education and the relations of dominance and
subordination in the larger society’ (Apple 2018: 1). Specifically, CPA enables a critical
conversation of how existing global and national social inequalities are exacerbated in and through
education as a result of the Covid-19 pandemic. This article seeks to animate a discussion
surrounding future progressive education agendas in times of crisis and uncertainty, as is the case
at present.
Framed as a critical policy exploration of the effects of Covid-19 on education policy making and
choices, this article begins with a discussion of the impact of the pandemic on the Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs) that seek to eradicate poverty, promote sustainable development and
mitigate inequality. This first section pays particular attention to the education goal, SDG 4,
exploring how the pandemic is likely to stymie its laudable ambition of the provision of equitable
and quality learning for all. Global policy analysis of the SDGs in the context of the Covid-19
crisis brings into sharp relief the intersection of science and evidence for informing policy making
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during crisis, globally and nationally. In problematising the manner in which science and evidence
have been used – or misused – to inform education policy making in response to the Covid-19
pandemic, the second and third sections of this article examine education policy choices in South
Africa, and associated consequences. A discursive unravelling of the policy narrative from the
global to the national level is incomplete without illuminating vital education policy gaps and
silences, laying the groundwork for an embryonic progressive future education agenda in the
concluding section of this article.

The SDG agenda in the context of the pandemic: Compounding inequalities
The Covid-19 pandemic emerged five years after the global commitment to the 17 Sustainable
Development Goals agreed by all countries at the United General Assembly in September 2015.
These 17 SDGs – including the eradication of extreme poverty (Goal 1), zero hunger (Goal 2),
equitable and quality education (Goal 4) and reduced inequality (Goal 10) – seek to create a
prosperous, peaceful and sustainable planet. However, the realisation of these goals, and in
particular the education goal, is complicated by the Covid-19 pandemic for several reasons.
Without a doubt, achievement of the SDGs is challenged by Covid-19. Pandemics of health, like
the degradation of the environment, are global in cause, consequences and effects, but the
responses have not necessarily been so. Commitment to partnerships as key to achieving the SDGs
seems, in some cases, to have been eschewed in favour of national interest resulting in narrow
nationalist approaches to education policy making – particularly in some countries in the Global
North. The withdrawal of the USA from the World Health Organization (WHO) is one such
example. The USA is the WHO’s biggest donor, contributing approximately $900 million for
2018/19 through voluntary and assessed contributions (WHO 2020a). This USA withdrawal
undermines global efforts to eradicate existing viruses and diseases and could undermine the
world’s ability to respond to other public health threats as well (Branswell 2020). Although the
WHO still plays an important role in managing the pandemic globally by advising countries,
including South Africa, there is tension between the global focus of multilateral agencies such as
the WHO and the nationalist approach of some governments such as the USA. While Tedros
Adhanom Ghebreyesus, Director General of the WHO, heralded this a ‘time for all of us to be
united in our common struggle against a common threat’ (WHO 2020b: para. 13), this idea of a
‘common global response’ is under siege by some. If the SDGs are to be achieved, then sustaining
progressive forms of multilateralism and coordinated global responses in a post-pandemic context
is imperative.
Efforts to realise the ambitious agenda of the SDGs are made difficult in the midst of poverty,
increasing inequality and economic disparity. The most recent assessment of SDG progress notes
increasing inequality among and within countries; higher extreme poverty in rural areas than urban
areas; rapid and increasing levels of environmental degradation and global warming; rise in global
hunger; and increasing deprivation, violent conflicts and vulnerabilities to natural disasters
(United Nations Statistics 2019). Persistent global inequalities predate the pandemic. The
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simple reality is that even prior to the pandemic, ‘more than 820 million people regularly go
to bed hungry of whom about 135 million suffer from acute hunger largely due to man-made
conflicts, climate change and economic downturns’ (United Nations 2020: para. 1).
Inequality and conflict have been features of many countries in the Global South such as Libya and
Yemen, for example. In this already debilitating context, the current pandemic intensifies
and accelerates effects of poverty and inequality. With this pandemic, achieving the SDG
ambitions of equality and prosperity is a heightened challenge; the lives and livelihoods of the
impoverished face ruin and the fragility of the global economy accelerates inequalities.
A further major concern for global education efforts to achieve the SDGs, and the education
SDG 4 in particular, is that both domestic education resources and international aid may be
redirected from education to respond to the pandemic. It is important to acknowledge that
even before the pandemic, international aid to education was stagnating (UNESCO 2017), a
trend that is likely to be intensified as governments focus on national economic growth
priorities. The Global Education Monitoring Report highlights that ‘aid to education has
been stagnant since 2010, and the aid that is given often does not go to the countries most in
need, worsening the prospects for achieving global education goals’ (UNESCO 2017: 1).
In many ways, the Covid-19 pandemic, by accelerating inequalities and fraying the bonds of
multilateralism, obstructs the SDGs. Further, it brings into question existing global
priorities and commitments for tackling inequities given that many countries have
redirected international aid for domestic needs. The Global North, for example, which is
committed to providing 0.7% GNI for aid, is likely to redirect this for narrow national
goals, as evident in the merger of the Foreign and Commonwealth Office (FCO) and the
Department for International Development (DFID) in the UK.
The pandemic halts the attainment of the global development agenda through a potential retreat
into narrow national concerns and a reprioritisation of international and domestic resources. The
adverse impact of the pandemic on the global development agenda can be mitigated by ensuring
that global efforts during and post pandemic are coordinated. An important starting point is to
argue for debt relief for countries in the Global South as well as additional funds, as advocated for
by the president of Rwanda (Uwiringiyimana 2020). The pandemic as a global health crisis must
not also become a crisis of global efforts to eradicate poverty and inequality.

Science, evidence and education policy making: Assuming policy linearity and
the danger of policy overreach
The previous section argued that the pandemic is a global concern requiring a global response.
However, the effects of the pandemic are likely to be different between the affluent Global North
and impoverished Global South. Countries in the Global South are more likely to be the ‘hardest
hit by the virus [and] will also face a debt crisis’ (World Bank 2020a: para. 4). Furthermore, the
World Bank has noted that ‘most countries are expected to face recessions in 2020 . . . and every
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region is subject to substantial growth downgrades’ with East and South Asia, the Pacific, South
Asia and sub-Saharan Africa being the hardest hit (World Bank 2020b: para. 5). Sanchez-Paramo
(2020) asserts that the pandemic will hit poor countries the hardest because of existing social and
economic problems, pushing upwards of 49 million people into poverty, and to whom she refers as
the ‘new poor.’ This potentially undermines the progress that has already been made toward the
SDGs. In this context, the response to the pandemic must factor in and sustain the existing global
commitment towards the SDGs under worsening economic, social and political conditions. This
section explores the relationship between science, evidence and policy making to better
understand how governments globally, and in South Africa specifically, have responded to the
pandemic and the attendant consequences for education policy. The South African government’s
policy response to the pandemic has been heavily influenced by advice from medical science and
public health professionals, including the World Health Organization (WHO).
Scientists have featured prominently in the ways in which countries have responded to the
pandemic, including in South Africa. Media briefings on Covid-19 in the UK, for example,
typically present government ministers and the prime minister flanked by one or more science
advisors who are members of the government’s Scientific Advisory Group for Emergencies
(SAGE) committee. South Africa has similarly involved scientists and scientific advice as the
basis for policy formulation, policy choices and policy decision making. President Ramaphosa, in
his 23 April 2020 speech, distinctly noted that the policy approach of the government was ‘guided
by the advice from scientists’ (South African Government 2020b: para. 38) repeating in May, that
‘scientists are the ones who continue to lead our efforts in all of this’ (News24Wire 2020b: para.3).
The preeminence accorded to science and the invocation to ‘follow the science and scientific
advice’ has brought the ideas of science and evidence to the fore even in education, ostensibly
reflecting an evidence-informed approach to policy making. This embedding of science in policy
making in South Africa has been primarily in the form of the Ministerial Advisory Committee
(MAC) for Covid-19, comprising many members of the science fraternity: approximately 51
doctors, clinicians, public health academics, pathologists and other health care professionals
(Department of Health 2020). However, as Paterson (2020) astutely notes, there are very few
individuals on the committee with expertise about the broader societal impact of the virus. In
response, the South African government has incorporated the work of social scientists into its
deliberations of response to the pandemic.
There are several important observations about the linkage between science, evidence and policy
making in general, and education in particular, in relation to the pandemic and how it has been
dealt with globally and in South Africa. Whilst there is a global trend amongst governments to call
upon the science fraternity to advise policymakers during times of crisis, as is happening in the
current pandemic (Jasanoff 1998), scientists do not have all the solutions; as with social science,
the orientation of their research varies, often leading to different and sometimes contradictory
views (de Vos 2020). In a review of the epidemiology wars in the context of the crisis, Fuller
(2020: para. 3) adroitly sums the debate between scientists by noting different and competing
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scientific traditions in epidemiology that have been critical in decisions concerning virus trajectory
and government response:
Answering these questions [questions about the epidemiology of the virus trajectory and spread]
requires reconciling two competing philosophies in the science of Covid-19. . . . To some extent,
public health epidemiology and clinical epidemiology are distinct traditions in health care,
competing philosophies of scientific knowledge. In one camp are infectious disease epidemiologists
who work closely with institutions of public health. [In another camp] are several clinical
epidemiologists, who typically provide guidance for clinical practice – regarding, for example, the
effectiveness of medical interventions – rather than public health.

And nowhere is the lack of evidentiary consensus and misuse of science more apparent than in the
debate surrounding the (mis)use of hydroxychloroquine as a vaccine. It is telling that the
application of this treatment promoted the cancellation of a trial and retraction of an article by the
Lancet, a prestigious medical journal.
In South Africa, scientific evidence mixed with policy is most apparent in the case of Professor
Gray, Chair of South African Medical Council, who publicly rebuked the government for its
stance on the lockdown (Karrim & Evans 2020; News24Wire 2020a). Whilst much of the debate
focused on issues of academic freedom in relation to Professor Gray’s intervention (see Singh et
al. 2020), less attention has been paid to critical exploration of where scientific research ends and
the craft of policy making begins. In this specific case, Professor Gray overreached her role as
scientist providing advice and, instead, chose to act as policymaker.
This illustrates the risk of placing uncritical faith in science as the sole basis of policy making in
the time of a fast moving, dynamic and transmuting pandemic. There is insufficient rigorous data
and information available at any one point in time in this pandemic on which to establish an
informed and deliberative research consensus that is free of the risk of becoming outdated in a
short span of time. As Grundman (2020: para. 3) observes: ‘Being led by science evokes a linear
model of policy making which is more a myth than reality. In reality, politicians use claims about
scientific knowledge in order to justify a course of action.’
A particular intervention by researchers and their use of evidence in education policy is a statement
by the South African Paediatric Association (SAPA) and academics van der Berg and Spaull
(2020) broadcasting support and advocacy for school opening. The SAPA statement notes ‘the
relatively scant and weak quality of available evidence, particularly from resource-poor settings’
and yet argues for schooling opening (2020: 3). Despite this dearth of evidence, the association
claims it is ‘necessary to make decisions about the return to school balancing the risks and benefits
of any actions’ (ibid.: 3). It is disconcerting that an eminent group of medical scholars can make
sweeping ‘prescriptions’ about the opening of schools whilst noting that even though ‘many
measures [water sanitation, waste management, social distancing, etc.] are not available, SAPA’s
view is that educational activities should nevertheless commence as safely as is possible, while the
government expediently attends to addressing any deficiencies’ (Daily Maverick 2020: para. 25).
The reality is that the ‘deficiencies’ in education in South Africa are deep and reflect structural
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inequalities between the rich and the impoverished, as noted earlier.
These two examples of researchers advocating for school opening highlight several aspects of
policy worth noting. First, it suggests a policy overreach that is premised on a direct link between
science and education policy in the South African context, or globally, and notwithstanding the
complexities and inequalities of the South African educational context. In other words, decision
making based solely on science cannot be the basis of informed (evidence-based) decision making,
especially if the science on which the evidence is based is contested, partial, incomplete and
framed ideologically and politically by the very research community that generates it. The myth of
a causal link is, as Weiss (1979) point outs, just that – a myth. Furthermore, there is a narrow
conception that research advice is translated into direct policy choices of governments. In fact,
Weiss (1979: 426) observes that although a mutual interest exists between social scientists and
government, ‘it is important to understand what “using research” actually means.’ For example,
just because research on Covid-19 suggests children are less affected by the virus, this does not
mean that it is suitable or safe to reopen schools.
Second, the overreach of evidence in educational policy making assumes a particular ontology of
the social world and school that is conceived of in numerical terms and in which potentially
harmful experiential impact on the lives of the teachers, pupils and administrators who inhabit
such institutional spaces is largely discounted. In the context of the pandemic, this has been
manifest in the idea of herd immunity, which WHO spokesman Mike Ryan noted as problematic –
‘Humans are not herds’ (Forrest 2020: para. 4) – cautioning against a numbers approach for policy
in which human lives, living and livelihood are not unequivocally at the centre of policy decision
making (Damon 2020). Thus, a prescription about opening or closing schools is more than a matter
of rate of infection or whether children are prone to the virus or carriers of it; it must have as its
first, if not primary consideration, the human dimensions and consequences of policy, which
organisations such as the SAPA ignore and discount. Policy choice cannot be viewed simply
monocularly, it must be magnified binocularly – through the multidimensional prism embedded in
the complexity of human experience.
Third, such examples reveal how the policy expert (an informed provider of advice) has strayed
into the territory of the policymaker (a decisionmaker and implementer of advice, not all
necessarily informed). In Bauman’s (1987) terms, it is important to be clear about intellectuals as
interpreters and intellectuals as legislators. Policymakers in democratic societies are elected
officials. Conflating roles runs a risk of misunderstanding the different knowledge bases and
rationalities of researchers and policy experts on one hand, and government policymakers on the
other. This is crucial to note because ‘research and policy actors are moved by divergent sets of
values, norms and ideas about what is socially desirable or undesirable, effective or ineffective,
when dealing with the articulation of research and policy’ (Solinis & Baya-Laffite 2011: 105).
There is a particular risk of policy overreach in that researchers see their approach as providing the
only basis for making decisions. This is not the case. Policy choice operates on the calculus in
which science is just one important factor. In fact, Grundman (2020: para. 2) goes so far as to
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claim, ‘scientific knowledge is often irrelevant to policy making.’ Whilst the case may be
overstated here, Grundman’s caution echoes Rizvi and Lingard (2010), arguing that policy is about
the authoritative allocation of values. Policy decisions are not purely technical and technocratic
choices but matters of political choice:
What makes this an incredibly muddy debate is that every side views itself as being the proper
practitioner of science-enlightened defence or critique – whether in pushing for the extension of
some aspects of lockdown, or its relaxation. In weaponizing science, economics or mathematics, the
assumptions are smuggled in and asserted as fact, when more often than not they are merely an
opinion of this or that expert. But the question of what ends we seek is not answered by economics
or science; it is a moral and political debate. (Shoki 2020: para. 6)

In a sense, this debate about listening to policy advice in making education choices suggests
avoiding the risk of ‘high-minded, elite technocratic rationality’ that assumes that good research
will magically resolve intense political debates about choice (Shoki 2020: para. 7). Governing by
technocratic rationality is no better than governing through a flawed democratic system of elected
representatives.

Unpacking common education policy choices as a response to the pandemic in
South Africa
Policy making in education, requiring deliberative dialogue on education policy choices, should
involve more than just the voices and perspectives of the research community (whether
natural/medical scientist or social scientist). It is vital to consider citizens’ needs, particularly those
in high-risk and impoverished communities (Bank 2020). That way it is possible to develop an
education policy approach framed within a broadened notion of evidence-informed education
policy making. In this section, we unpack two education responses to the pandemic that we argue
offer a narrow vision of education, advocate for a solution that increases inequality, and increase
the privatisation of public education provision.
Understanding the purpose of schooling and education: Where has the pedagogy and
relationality of learning gone?
A remarkable feature of the debate about the impact of Covid-19 and education responses is the
strong focus on educational content. Rearranging school timetabling, extending the school year
and increasing teaching hours for each learning area focus education policy attention on the loss of
learning content, measured by the amount of time children are expected to spend on learning.
Underpinning this understanding of education in times of crises is the notion of learning as
curriculum coverage. In other words, school closure as a response to the pandemic is understood as
the loss of learning content due to insufficient time for covering the content specified in the
curriculum. A narrow focus on the curriculum and content of learning (cognitive learning) is the
current concern globally, with much talk about the ‘learning crisis’ and ‘learning poverty’
(Saavedra 2020). In South Africa, Reddy et al. (2020) have entered this debate by modelling
learning loss arising from school closure (Figure 1). Figure 1 is a hypothetical model that considers
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learning loss using a kernel density plot, modelling learning differences between fee paying and
no-fee schools. Their argument, unsurprisingly, is that school closures will have far-reaching
learning effects on different socioeconomic groups. This study suggests that inequities in learning
measured by scores in mathematics using the full Trends in International Mathematics and Science
Study (TIMSS) data will be exacerbated.

Figure 1: Learning averages between fee paying and no-fee schools (Reddy et al. 2020)

The notion of loss of learning time assumes that only content learning happens in school. This
obsession with curriculum coverage suggests a narrow understanding of the purpose of schooling.
While the concern with learning content is understandable, a narrow focus on the loss of learning
and a learning gap approach limits the vision and purposes of education given that learning is
much more than the learning of content. It is equally about socialisation, developing relationships
and learning social and civic skills for navigating life in a democratic post-schooling context.
Darling-Hammond et al. (2020: 97) echo this view, arguing that education and, more specifically,
schooling should focus not only on the child as a vessel who needs to learn content but as a child to
be developed holistically.
Sayed et al. (2018) argue that schooling is not only about learning subject content knowledge, but
also about learning affective skills that develop critical thinking and knowledgeable citizens. Thus,
the South African government’s request that teachers keep learners engaged in learning content
reveals an unnecessarily parochial understanding of schooling. Because this content-focused
curriculum approach privileges the coverage of content and cognitive learning, pedagogy and the
affective dimension of schools are rendered invisible and delegitimised. This content-focused
approach ignores the ideas of education as socially relational, and learning as a socially
constitutive activity occurring relationally between learners and teachers, and amongst learners
themselves. Content-focused curriculum, on which much online learning relies, tends to
instrumentalise education and learning, reducing the expansive notion of education quality to
content mastery. The pandemic should provoke deliberative dialogues on the aims of education. A
centre for international teacher education study investigating teaching in South Africa argues that
the quality of learning experiences, including the affective dimensions of learning, have the
greatest impact in learners’ lives (Sayed et al. 2018).
Whilst much heat has been generated about school closure and school opening, the key issue that
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has not received attention is the logic behind the phasing-in approach. It is noteworthy that there
has been constant disruption in the phasing-in approach. At the time of writing, there is much
discussion about the cancellation of the 2020 school year in South Africa. This throws in doubt the
policy advice and advocacy for the opening of schools. Most countries, including South Africa and
Somalia, have opened school for those at the terminal end of the different schooling phases. In a
media statement on 1 June, 2020, the South African Minister of Basic Education, Angie
Motshekga, discussed the operational plans for learners to return to school, initially prioritising the
opening of school for Grades 7 and 12 (South African Government 2020a). Similarly in Somalia,
schools will reopen for a short while in June before the end of the school year in July for the
purposes of examination, suggesting an obsession with high stakes examinations consistent with a
narrow obsession of curriculum coverage for learning.
Online learning: A solution seeking a problem to solve
A common global education response to the pandemic has been the move towards online
education to offset the repercussions of school closures. Many advocates of ‘21st century skills’ –
online learning and the fourth industrial revolution (4IR) – in South Africa motivate for online
learning as the solution for the learning lost (see Marwala 2020).
Advocacy of online learning masks the serious digital divide between and within countries.
Research undertaken by the UNESCO Teacher Task Force (2020: para. 3) notes that in
sub-Saharan Africa, ‘89% of learners do not have access to household computers and 82% lack
internet access.’ Further, ‘while mobile phones can enable learners’ access to information, connect
with their teachers and with one another, about 56 million learners live in locations not served by
mobile networks, almost half in sub-Saharan Africa’ (ibid: para. 4). These variations in access
exacerbate inequities in learning in which ‘richer households are better placed to sustain learning
through online learning strategies, although with a lot of effort and challenges for teachers and
parents’ (Reddy et al. 2020: para. 7).
Inequities in access to online learning platforms and software are compounded by differences in
cultural capital (Bourdieu & Passeron 1977). Rich parents generally have the knowledge,
competence, resources and skills to support online and home learning. Online learning also
requires active mediation of learning, which is disproportionately unequal between rich and
impoverished households. A study by the Human Sciences Research Council on early educational
environments found that only a third of parents read books to their children or played with
alphabets, numbers and word games and that there were stark differences reported between parents
of learners in fee schools and no-fee schools (Isdale et al. 2015). The digital divide exacerbates
already existing learning gaps in South Africa where ‘online learning, tests and exams will only be
enjoyed by the privileged few’ (Bashman 2020: para. 10).
The creeping privatisation of public education: Home schooling and public-private
partnerships
The lockdown that has seen schools closed in South Africa for at least three months has, in large
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measure, shifted responsibility to parents for ensuring that their children remain engaged in
academic learning. This has had three consequences.
First, the number of online education providers has surged to unprecedented levels. Online schools
seem to be a suitable solution for parents who are working from home to engage their children in
meaningful and structured learning. Li and Lalani (2019: para. 3) argue that even before the
pandemic ‘there was already high growth and adoption in education technology, with global
edtech investments reaching US$18.66 billion in 2019 and the overall market for online education
projected to reach $350 billion by 2025.’ Although online learning has been increasing in the last
10 years, the pandemic has catapulted its growth and may very well completely disrupt traditional
learning methods and what we understand as ‘schooling.’ However, only those learners who have
access to technological infrastructure, typically dependent on financial resources, reap full benefits
of these futuristic pedagogies.
Second, the number of parents choosing to home school their children has increased considerably.
According to the Statistics South Africa (2011) census, between 1997 and 2011 the number of
learners who were being home schooled increased from 2,000 to 57,000; this mode of education is
rapidly becoming a viable option for parents. In South Africa, it is predominantly the middle class,
mainly the white middle class, who are abandoning the public space of education by choosing to
home school. Home schooling predates the pandemic, stemming from a reaction of many white
Christian Right parents in the 1900s against the school curriculum changes then. As home
schooling becomes more commonplace, with many keeping their children at home for safety
concerns, it is likely that a number of learners will not return to public schools, ultimately
deinstitutionalising schools.
The decision to close schools and keep school children at home has worsened inequalities for
working mothers (Werber 2020). A study by the Universities of Oxford, Cambridge and Zurich on
inequalities consequent of the pandemic relating to education and gender found that, as a result of
the pandemic, women suffered the biggest setbacks because they generally do the bulk of the
childcare including the home schooling (Adams-Prassl et al. 2020). In South Africa, just over 2.7
million children are enrolled in early childhood development (ECD) programmes (Ilifa
Labantwana et al. 2020). However, the closure of almost 30,000 of these early childhood
development centres, which employ around 175,000 adults serving many children, adversely
impacts the poor, and women in particular (Cruywagen 2020). Not only are such centres vital
sources of employment for women, but they support women’s participation in the labour market
because ‘the ECD workforce is largely female and Black African’ (Ilifa Labantwana et al. 2020:
8). In the absence of child care support, many women are forced to stay at home rather than work,
undermining progress towards gender equality in the country’s workforce. Further, ECD
programmes perform an educational function supporting young children in developing the
necessary literacy, numeracy and social skills.
Third, the pandemic has also resulted in an increase of public private partnerships (PPPs). The way
in which a catastrophic crisis, whilst potentially offering the space for a progressive education
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agenda, ends up reducing the idea and practice of public education is best illustrated in the USA
after Hurricane Katrina demolished most of New Orleans in 2005. New Orleans initially took
control of public schools, later turning them over to nonprofit charter schools and ending the union
contract (Harris 2020). As government fiscal costs increase post pandemic, the fiscal space for
state commitment to public education will be reduced and, by default, the privatisation of
education becomes the ‘new normal.’

By way of conclusion: Identifying the gaps and mapping a tentative future
education agenda
The two sections above have mapped how the pandemic impacts the global education SDG
agenda, how a particular notion of evidence-informed policy making has been invoked and,
consequently, how the kind of education choices being made not only exacerbate inequities but set
in motion worrisome future education trends. This article concludes by identifying key gaps in
these debates and providing a prospective future education agenda to turn the current crisis into a
positive public good.
Neglecting teachers and the psychosocial
Public and policy discourse tends to frame teachers and teaching in deficient ways, with teachers
presented as the education problem. This is revealed in the current discourse of teachers in the
pandemic. Teachers are presented as unhealthy and with multiple comorbidities. At the same time,
they are asked to service learners in the absence of adequate support systems, including teacher
professional development. During lockdown, teachers were expected to shift to online learning
without consideration of whether teachers had either the facilities (laptops, data and bandwidth) or
pedagogical knowledge to facilitate learning online. Now that schools are reopening, teachers are
required to teach using social distancing measures (SDMs). It is assumed that teachers will
seamlessly adjust their teaching in accordance with new protocols. The experience of teachers is
summarised in this analogy by Jacklin (2020: para. 13):
The dilemma in which teachers are placed can be compared to that of a surgeon who, having
previously been asked to do heart surgery with no equipment other than a rusty pocket knife, is now
asked to do this in the dark.

It is important, as Jacklin reminds us, that teachers and their representatives be integral to the
making of policy choices. This is the case particularly for impoverished rural and township
schools, where ‘the fabric of schooling is worn to a breaking point’ and further exacerbated by the
pandemic (Jacklin 2020: para. 15). The Minister has called for schools to practice social distancing
measures, but it is challenging for teachers to facilitate in classrooms lacking adequate
infrastructure. Poor sanitation, a dearth of desks and limited classrooms all militate against quality
teaching that incorporates SDMs.
A focus on learning as content ignores the psychosocial needs of learners and the idea of schooling
as more than just an institution for learning the basics (literacy and numeracy). More than 13
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million learners have been directly affected by pandemic school closures. The lockdown has had
both physical and psychological effects on learners, especially the poor. UNICEF (2020a) reports
that when schools closed, crucial social services such as school meals were no longer available to
vulnerable children. The closure of schools has affected the nutrition of approximately 350 million
learners worldwide (UNICEF 2020b).
The lockdown has also contributed to an increase in abuse and neglect, gender-based violence,
sexual exploitation of children and terrible anxiety (UNICEF 2020a). For many learners, schools
are a safe haven that protects them from exposure to abuse. Impoverished learners, not the
wealthy, have borne, and continue to bear, the brunt of this closure.
Rethinking education dogmas and orthodoxies
The current ostensibly science-led, evidence-based education approach sees a return to the old as
possibly the best way forward to establish a new normal with multimodal, blended and online
approaches sprinkled in. This Covid-19 pandemic presents the opportunity to rethink orthodoxies
and long-held education dogmas in diverse ways and opens possibilities for reconfiguring society
and education in new ways. For example, who would have imagined that hardened neoliberals
obsessed with GDP-to-debt ratio and growth-at-all-cost would permit untrammelled public
spending, including providing work security? The way that schools in New Orleans adapted after
Hurricane Katrina makes this point: the state of New Orleans ‘took over almost all the city’s public
schools’ and ‘attendance zones, which assign students to the schools they attend based on where
they live, were eliminated so that families had a chance to choose any schools they wished’ (Harris
2020: para. 7). However, this has not been the case post crisis, as noted below.
The manner in which a society adapts during and after a crisis is critical; it can help inaugurate
positive changes and developments. India provides an example of how Covid-19 may effect
change. There, the pandemic disrupted the significant Grade 10 and 12 board exams that have been
integral to their education since colonial times:
All important matters relating to school such as prescribing the curriculum, fixing the academic
calendar, use of textbooks and most importantly, conducting examinations to assess students’
learning went out of the humble local school master’s control to an elaborate bureaucratic
apparatus. (Nawani 2020: para. 3)

The exams were not primarily about learning, but rather about control. Simply because we have
been ‘doing education’ a certain way for a long time does not mean it is suitable for now.
Creeping surveillance, authoritarianism, and demonisation: The rise of the nationalist
surveillance state
The current pandemic has stirred discussions of key questions, including the interface between
hard science and social sciences. At the same time, attention needs to be paid to the negative trends
set in motion with this pandemic such as the growing trend towards centralisation, with decision
making in South Africa being centralised in the National Coordinating and Command Council.
Centralised oversight needs to be balanced with public deliberation and engagement in dealing
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with crises.
Crucially, media and policy discourses have been silent on how the pandemic has revealed the
Janus-like nature of disaster capitalism. One the one hand, certain groups are demonised and
othered as responsible for the spread of the pandemic. Historically, scapegoating has long been
orchestrated towards minorities: Jews blamed for the outbreak of the Black Death in Europe
(McNeil Jr. 2020), Haitians blamed for AIDS in the USA (Yong 2016), Irish immigrants blamed
for the spread of cholera in the USA (Mihm 2020). In India, state discourse and right-wing fascism
have crafted an Islamophobic narrative in which Muslims are responsible for the spread of the
virus. As Slater and Masih (2020: para. 4) in the Washington Post report, ‘the search for
scapegoats during the Coronavirus pandemic has focused squarely on the country’s sizable
Muslim minority, a community of 200 million that felt under threat even before the advent of
Covid-19.’ The physical violence perpetrated towards Muslims in India has also taken place
through social media. Hashtag #CoronaJihad, trending on social media sites, has been circulated
by officials from the country’s ruling party. China and Chinese people have also been vilified as
the point of origin of the virus.
The ethno-nationalism that has surfaced in this pandemic belies the fact that, in many countries,
the impoverished and vulnerable minorities have been most adversely affected. For example, in
the UK, the black and minority ethnic (BAME) community has been the most adversely impacted.
A public health report released by the UK government notes that those from the BAME
community are more likely to suffer infection and die from Covid-19 (Public Health England
2020). Yet members of this very same BAME community work diligently on the frontline of the
UK’s health care system. Ironically, on the first day of celebration for NHS Day in the UK,
newspapers all carried images of NHS staff with barely a single image of a person of colour.
Second, allied to the process of othering has been a strong chauvinistic nationalism pervading the
discourse surrounding the virus. Individual states have turned obsessively self-interested in terms
of national needs such as vaccines, ventilators and protective personal equipment (PPE). A global
pandemic has provoked a return to narrow versions of nationalism, including ‘vaccine
nationalism.’ The pandemic has unleashed a policy response that is a retreat from the idea of
collective public global good and threatens the achievement of the SDGs. Multilateralism as a way
of dealing with global problems is increasingly brittle in this pandemic but not broken and resists,
when possible, the narrow nationalism of some countries in the Global North.
An embryonic progressive education agenda
This article concludes by sketching a progressive agenda for the pandemic with social justice at its
core. It is evident that what needs protection in the pandemic is an expanded view of quality
education. Sayed and Moriarty (2020) argue that quality education equally privileges the affective
dimension of learning as much as the cognitive. This affective dimension includes learning that
tackles racism, xenophobia and prejudice of the kind that the pandemic has stoked, often
deliberately inflamed by political leaders. It will also emphasise psychosocial learning, supporting
both learners and teachers. In this way, it will contribute to overcoming the chauvinistic
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nationalism and national identities that have come to characterise this pandemic. Importantly,
quality education requires a teaching and learning environment free from fear and anxiety, a
condition that cannot be guaranteed in the current context in many countries.
Such a model of education must be aligned with a progressive political agenda that tackles the
most egregious effects of disaster capitalism and neoliberalism. Countries that have coped well
with the pandemic socially, politically and economically have been those that are anything but
neoliberal. Their success has come from their sustained investments in public education and public
health and by promoting egalitarian and inclusive forms of economic growth, as the cases of Cuba
and Vietnam make clear:
[They throw] the deadly incompetence of neoliberal Western governments, led by the United States
and the United Kingdom, into harsh relief. . . . These governments, particularly those of its
Anglo-American heartland, are caught in a scissor crisis: there is a widening gap between the
mounting challenge and limited capacities – public health, governmental and political – whittled
down by four decades of neoliberalism. (Desai 2020: paras 3–4)

Core to this belief of an expanded education vision and progressive political order is a strong
commitment to a common public good, active citizenry, global collectivism and solidaristic
sharing. The solution to the current global pandemic – a crisis of globalisation – is global. This
means opposing the narrow insular approach to education and the social order in which education
is reduced to instrumental ends. In particular, education policy needs to counter the growing
privatisation and ‘uberisation’ of education in which the idea of a common public education is
deinstitutionalised and delegitimised. For this to happen, there should be political will, collective
mass action, mutual trust and a state that is responsive to the needs of the majority, particularly the
marginalised and the poor. In this regard, Badat’s (2020: para. 8) critique of the 4IR notes: ‘The
decisions that we make as a country, the policies and strategies we adopt are all in the realm of
political and social choices. Choices that citizens and societies must make in any democracy
worthy of its name.’ To this could be added policy choices that do not read science narrowly but
elicit democratic and public debate – because how evidence informs policy choices made during
the pandemic shapes the present as well as the future.
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Abstract
Education has not been spared during the Covid-19 pandemic that has exposed deep inequalities
across the world along lines of ‘race,’ class, gender and geography, as well as the digital divide.
However, many of the policy responses and solutions proffered to mitigate the crisis fail to address
the generative structures that made public education institutions so vulnerable to shocks in the first
place. Using the work of Nancy Fraser and social reproduction theory (Bhattacharya 2017), we
argue that understanding the prevailing capitalist social institutional order, and the relations it
generates between spheres of production and spheres of reproduction (including education), is
fundamental to theories of change that not only respond to the Covid-19 moment justly, but also
avoid reproducing and deepening the conditions that made Covid so cataclysmic to begin with. By
analysing the conditions of public education across South Africa and the United States
comparatively, a case is built for distinguishing between affirmative responses that leave
inequitable structures intact and transformative responses that seek to address the root causes of
injustice and violence amplified by the pandemic.
Keywords: Covid-19, education, crisis, social reproduction, social justice
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Introduction
For us as a sector [education], the coronavirus is mainly a health problem, then a social, economic
and political problem – Angie Motshekga, Minister of Basic Education, South Africa. (SABC
News, 2020: 1:43)

The Covid-19 pandemic has jolted a restless world out of uneasy slumber and into confrontation
with its own precarity. Contrary to the quote from the South African Minister of Basic Education
above, social, economic and political problems are the crux of the coronavirus problem, a messy
knot of racialised, classed, gendered and geographied inequity and deprivation that has forced
open the eyes1 of those who have too long looked away from the violence inflicted by prevailing
social arrangements on marginalised communities.
This paper suggests that the Covid-19 moment has shone a spotlight on the relations of capitalist
production with the other spheres of life and living that it predates, and sounded a clarion call for a
reconsideration of the entire institutionalised social order that perpetuates inequality and violence.
By deploying theoretical lenses that foreground the relations of narrowly defined economic
production to the social spheres of reproduction (Bhattacharya 2017; Fraser 2017), education
crises prior to and during the Covid-19 moment are analysed across two countries, namely, South
Africa and the United States, to suggest that prevailing responses to these crises will further
exacerbate inequalities if left unchecked.
We outline the preexisting situations in both contexts before Covid-19, and then examine the
effects of the pandemic to exacerbate these. Particular attention is given to technophilic2 and
technocratic responses (both of which affirm inequalities rather than transforming them), and
further raise caution about the possibilities for disaster capitalism (Klein 2007) should
policymakers uncritically accept ‘commonsensical’ offerings from profit-seeking interests.
Finally, we suggest that the Covid-19 moment presents an opportunity to transform the current
unsustainable relations between narrowly defined ‘productivity’ and all other spheres of
life-making, including social reproductive activity – calling for transnational political organisation
and revitalisation of relations with the natural environment upon which we all depend (the abuse of
which has been hypothesised to precipitate the emergence of the novel coronavirus). We argue that
noticing these relations cannot but question the prevailing status quo as unfit for human flourishing
for all.

1

Cf Stanley Kubrick’s (1971) A Clockwork Orange.

2

Here we mean ‘technophilic’ to refer to proposals and solutions that assume technology to, at worst, be neutral, and – more
often than not – to be intrinsically ‘good,’ without consideration of its unintended negative social consequences (e.g., Bridle
2019). This is not to be confused with a rejection of technology outright, or as a suggestion that there is a strong case to be
made for making access to the internet a universal human right (see Berners-Lee 2020).
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Holding complex axes of inequality: Fortified or exposed?
An intersectional perspective requires holding in view ‘race,’ class, gender, space, language,
sexuality and other forms of oppression produced by the drawing of boundaries and the delineation
of some as ‘more worthy’ than others inherent in a capitalist ‘institutionalised social order’ (Fraser
& Jaeggi 2018).
With the caveat that binaries loosely represent the world and are not the world itself, we suggest
here the terms ‘fortified’ and ‘exposed,’ repurposed from Teese and Polesel’s (2003) work on
schooling (dis)advantage. Fortification stands as a placeholder for plural, mutually reinforcing
forms of advantage: fortified institutions have access to ample material resources, attract students
and staff able to supplement the institution with their own reserves of social, economic and cultural
capital (Bourdieu 1986), produce and reproduce hegemonic cultural and linguistic forms and
knowledges, and enjoy spatial positionings within flows of power and prestige. Exposed
institutions, on the contrary, present clusters of multiple forms of disadvantage: peripheralised
materially, spatially, linguistically and culturally, and produced by and productive of the
marginalisation of those who have no choice but to seek education opportunities therein.
Institutions are dialectically, but not deterministically, produced by and productive of their
members’ concomitant social power.
The binary fortified/exposed is far from neat: specific individual institutions might have localised
forms of fortification within sub-circuits of power, yet still be relatively exposed when considered
in the broader frame of socioeconomic and political influence. What does characterise relative
fortification or exposedness are institutions’ capacity to weather shocks and knocks, the stability
of their planning horizons, and their relative dexterity in adjusting surface features to prevailing
winds of change while sustaining a stable, adapted core (Black 2020a). These characteristics of
fortification and/or exposedness are particularly useful for considering the impact of Covid-19 on
education institutions.

Firing up the x-ray: Lenses to look through
In a recent webinar, famed author Arundhati Roy likened the pandemic moment not only as a
moment of transition (‘the pandemic is a portal’) but also as a moment of surfacing, wherein the
deep intersectional fault lines of inequality are laid bare as if by an x-ray on the social body (Roy
2020). The Covid-19 pandemic has stripped bare the relations between the narrowly defined realm
of economic production and those of socially reproducing human life, including housing, food,
education, health, safety, transport, and the natural environment. The prioritisation of the economy
over these critical spheres of life-sustaining activity along with the retreat of those responsible for
sustaining systems of life-making (the state and the public), has rendered those most marginalised
and most exposed unable to sustain themselves or their families (Fraser 2016; Bhattacharya 2017).
Dismantling the forces that have hollowed out social systems and safety nets, while responding to
(and after!) this pandemic moment, requires thinking collectively at multiple scales – a
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challenging task under the single biggest global abrogation of the right to move and assemble in
living memory.
Firstly, the grammar of solutions, responses and logics cannot be confined to the level of the
nation-state: Covid-19 is simultaneously a local, national, regional and global concern, as are the
forces and forms of political economy that rendered it so deadly.
Secondly, transgressive, pro-poor, feminist and antiracist responses to the Covid-19 moment
require not only thinking on multiple spatial scales, but also on multiple time horizons. Capitalist
economic arrangements are no stranger to crises, and hard lessons have to be learned regarding
how forces in favour of markets and privatisation might utilise a moment such as the pandemic to
deepen even more brutal neoliberal approaches to social arrangements (Klein 2007). Such
responses must not only mitigate the ravages of the pandemic in the immediate future, but also
build towards disrupting and transforming social and economic arrangements towards a more just
social, political and economic system capable of weathering future disruptions and shifts. Climate
change has progressed irreversibly, with temperature increases locked in at the global level:
thinking about social change cannot be limited to ‘returning to normal’ when pre-pandemic society
was on a trajectory of environmental devastation. All this while accelerating strides in digital
technology and machine learning challenge human subjectivities and power flows in the Global
North (Wark 2019), as the digital divide excludes the marginalised from participating in these new
forms and flows of wealth and power (Gurumurthy 2020). The very conception of what being
human, and being with the more-than-human, means must be interrogated (Christie 2020) if
genuinely just and sustainable social formulations are to be imagined and forged.
Fraser: Boundary struggles and frames of justice
The work of Nancy Fraser provides multiple tools with which to think through Covid-19 and its
multiple effects and entanglements. Beyond her own work relating to Bhattacharya’s social
reproduction theory vis-à-vis boundary struggles (e.g., Fraser 2016, 2017; Fraser & Jaeggi 2018),
Fraser’s influential writing on the framing of social justice issues is also fruitful to deploy.
Matters of the frame
Perhaps the best known work of Fraser is her normative typology of social justice (Fraser 1995,
2000, 2005, 2008). This theorising attempts to hold multiple axes of justice in conversation –
namely, economic, cultural and political – and defines justice as parity of participation for all
affected by, and subjected to, particular issues of (mal)distribution, (mis)recognition and
(mis)representation.
But beyond the substance of justice, Fraser also raises concern about the frame of justice that
designates the who and the how when adjudicating those affected, and the mechanism by which
justice should be pursued. By troubling what she terms the Keynesian-Westphalian frame as the
assumed unit of justice (i.e., nation-states and their justice systems), Fraser (2008) highlights the
difficulties of pursuing justice in a globalising world and abnormal times. Increasingly,
nation-states are not autonomous to make policies or arbitrate justice concerns outside of regional
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and international flows of power, nor are they sensitive enough to be seen to do justice to local
concerns and issues. In a financialised, globalised capitalist economy, foreign investors hold sway
and influence over nation-states through debt structuring and liquidity controls while,
simultaneously, concerns regarding the natural commons as a planetary sink for human waste
foregrounds how pollution and environmental decimation ignore humans’ arbitrary political
boundaries. Fraser also offers productive terms by which to describe the degree of a justice
remedy, referring to superficial redress as an affirmative form of justice, and deep structural
change as transformative (2005, 2008).
Covid-19 is one such phenomenon that has shown up nation-state borders as both the default unit
of organisation and control for pandemic policy making, as well as being porous and flimsy for
containing quasi-natural disasters that show scant regard for nationality. It has also thrown sharp
light on how the sphere of social reproduction also escapes nation-state moorings, with both
cooperation to share Covid-19 intelligence, and competition between states for scant supplies of
testing equipment and personal protective equipment (PPEs), putting paid to the myth that any
country could tackle Covid-19 alone. Transformative responses to Covid-19 require interstate
cooperation at a scale previously unimagined, leaving affirmative responses as the weaker
recourse of governments who are themselves vulnerable to the vicissitudes of international
markets and upheavals.
Crisis of care: On social reproduction contradictions in contemporary capitalism
Fraser has written extensively about the need to conceptualise a capitalist moment as a totalising
institutional social order (Fraser 2014, 2016, 2017; Fraser & Jaeggi 2018) encompassing more
than just the economy but, in fact, structuring and shaping all facets of human society:
This crisis [of social reproduction] is one strand of a general crisis that also encompasses other
strands – economic, ecological, and political, all of which intersect with and exacerbate one
another. The social reproduction strand forms an important dimension of this general crisis, but it is
often neglected in current discussions, which focus chiefly on the economic or ecological strands.
This ‘critical separatism’ is problematic. The social strand is so central to the broader crisis that
none of the others can be properly understood in the abstraction from it. (Fraser 2017 Crisis of
Care?: para. 2)

Expanding the concept of class struggle to what she terms boundary struggles, Fraser calls forth
multiple intersecting axes of exploitation, expropriation and extraction in gendered, raced and
ecological forms. Doing so foregrounds the divisions capital and capitalist modes of production
rely upon to deny the true cost of production, thereby disavowing the real source of ‘surplus value’
as a shifting of value from those who produce it in multiple spheres (whether monetised or not) to
those who accumulate it at the top of the social pecking order.
This contradictory extraction and flow of value accumulation is intrinsic to capitalistic
arrangements and can be identified in different guises and forms throughout different epochs of
capitalist history (Fraser 2017). But constant throughout is the tendency for ‘capital’s
accumulation dynamic [to] effectively [eat] its own tail’ (ibid. Social Contradictions of Capitalism
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‘As Such’: para. 6), although perhaps this could have been phrased in reference to Goya’s Black
Paintings – capital’s unceasing appetite for accumulation effectively eats its own children:
Every form of capitalist society harbors a deep-seated social-reproductive ‘crisis tendency’ or
‘contradiction.’ On the one hand, social reproduction is a condition of possibility for sustained
capital accumulation; on the other hand, capitalism’s orientation to unlimited accumulation tends to
destabilize the very processes of social reproduction on which it relies. (Fraser 2017 Crisis of Care?:
para. 4)

Education institutions – although differentiated in their perceived social value from ECD to
universities – share a common position in the intersection of production and reproduction. On the
one hand, capital is keenly interested in the production of workers, particularly their docility and
their skills profile that matches demand in the labour market; on the other, education – as social
reproductive labour – is feminised, under-resourced and not seen worthy of adequate provision by
the state in a financialised neoliberal form of capitalist arrangements unless it speaks to its
productivist function.
On describing the specific dynamic between production and reproduction in the neoliberal,
financialised era (i.e., the current instantiation of capitalistic arrangements), Fraser notices that
such social arrangements
externaliz[e] care work onto families and communities while diminishing their capacity to perform
it. The result is a new, dualized organisation of social reproduction, commodified for those who can
pay for it and privatized for those who cannot [our emphasis], as some in the second category
provide care work in return for (low) wages for those in the first. (2017 Social Contradictions of
Financialized Capitalism: para. 3)

As we shall explore later, it is this contemporary dualised organisation of education that
differentiates fortified institutions, (i.e., supplemented through fees by families who can afford
them) from exposed ones (those institutions under-resourced by the state that serve families who
bear the burden of social reproduction alone), and hence shapes differentiated responses to, and
framing of, the Covid-19 pandemic (and particularly, decisions about whether and how to return to
school).

Inequality, Covid-19 and education in South Africa and the United States
We begin by briefly sketching the pre Covid-19 contexts, outlining the well-documented
preexisting challenges and inequalities – or what we call ‘societal comorbidities’ – which the
pandemic exacerbated. Systemic concerns of inequality, funding and governance, spatial justice,
and curriculum are laid out for the reader to appreciate as well as the uneven terrain onto which an
international health crisis descended.
We then outline the actions taken in the wake of the pandemic’s unfolding, and how these
preexisting inequalities articulated with national lockdown and the closure of education
institutions. Affirmative responses to these challenges included online learning, the efficacy and
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fairness of which was questioned on multiple fronts.
Finally, we critically evaluate what a just response to these plural crises might entail, not only for
immediate relief from the vagaries of Covid-19, but to prioritise life making over profit making
now and into the future. Different proposed responses belie theories of change rooted in
fundamentally antagonistic political positions, characterised by whether the institutionalised social
order of capitalism is considered viable or not. Cautions are also raised regarding forms of
opportunism that arise for new avenues of profit seeking in the Covid-19 moment, and that naive
technophilic responses risk amplifying existing problems.
The state of education pre Covid
South Africa
No society that systematically undermines social reproduction can endure for long. (Fraser 2017
Crisis of Care: para. 1)

Fraser’s observation could well apply to the unravelling of the South African social fabric,
particularly regarding basic education. Schools sit at the nexus of South Africa’s knot regarding
social reproduction: they are – in addition to supposed places of teaching and learning – also places
of childcare, feeding and nutrition, safety and health provision (with over nine million out of 13
million children receiving meals at school). This situation is particularly the case for the vast
majority of South Africans whose families are so poorly compensated for their labour – or without
earnings at all – as to be unable to provide these basic necessities in ‘the domestic space.’
Paradoxically, as sites of public social reproduction, schools are also unable to muster the
minimum basics: safe scholar transport has remained a huge obstacle to many school-attending
children, both urban and rural (Equal Education 2016; Portwig 2018); schools are also not places
of guaranteed safety, positioned as sites of gang recruitment in urban areas, or built to unsafe
specifications in rural areas (Equal Education 2018); and, ironically – burdened as the majority of
poor schools are with these additional responsibilities – schools are also unable to establish
meaningful rhythms of teaching and learning in the face of more pressing issues (Jacklin 2004;
Black 2020a). ‘Opening the doors of [quality] learning’ has remained elusive for the vast majority
of school-attending children in South Africa since the dawn of democracy in 1994 (Christie 2008,
2020), and opportunities for meaningful education on any terms remains slim for those on the
wrong end of material, linguistic and spatial inequities, all of which closely align with race through
sedimented apartheid balkanisation and enduring spatialities.
South Africa has also not escaped global trends regarding the de-valuing and de-professionalising
of teachers and their work. Increasingly prescriptive standardised curricula, a focus on
standardised assessment, and a prevailing discourse of teachers being framed as ‘unfit’ for their
work have all led to a loss of social status for the profession, along with a crisis of teacher supply
(Green et al. 2014) and alienation amongst the teaching workforce (Chisholm et al. 2005; Reddy et
al. 2010). A neoliberal ‘ideal subject of learning’ is enshrined in SA education policy (Silbert
2012), further (re)producing the hegemonic ideal of students as individuals engaged in
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meritocratic schooling, and concomitantly obfuscating structural forces that perpetuate the
prevailing (highly unequal) institutionalised social order.
Over this vastly unequal landscape, where 8% of students attend fortified schools heavily
supplemented by state provision and the remaining attend exposed schools who cannot (Mlachila
& Moeletsi 2019, cited in Christie 2020), sits a bifurcated governance structure that divides
responsibility for redress and administration across provincial and national spheres of government.
Even during ‘normal’ times, responsibility for addressing schooling issues is parried between
these two spheres of decision making, depending on the theory of change presented (Black 2020b),
or offloaded onto schools at the local level (Karlsson et al. 2019).
The United States
As the global epicentre of the Covid pandemic, the US provides a stark example of the many layers
of inequities of a hyper capitalist society – built on the legacy of imperialism and slavery, the
violence of capitalism with its logic of extraction and exploitation deems some people essential
and others disposable. The pandemic has exposed these multiple axes of exploitation,
expropriation and extraction in gendered, raced and ecological forms not only revealing, but also
deepening injustices.
The US has not only been the epicentre of the pandemic, but also the epicentre of neoliberal
education reform. This view of education is one of competitive markets where students, teachers,
and other education professionals are ranked against each other using high-stakes standardised
tests as the primary metric for comparison. Teacher unions are seen as a barrier to improving
education, teaching is controlled through test-aligned curricula, and the teaching profession is
deregulated through fast-track teacher training or use of unqualified teachers. Public schools must
compete for students with deregulated charters or academies run by for-profit or nonprofit
management organisations – run by appointed boards – to be compared, judged, and potentially
closed or expanded based on test scores and profitability. Education is designed to produce ‘human
capital’ and ‘add value’ to the economic needs of society, instead of, for instance, serving the
social good, meeting the collective needs of communities, or preparing students to reimagine a
regenerative society required for human thriving on the planet. Governance is shifted from
democratically elected officials to unaccountable private bodies – eroding the idea that informed
citizens should make decisions about their own welfare.
The US has one of the most unequal education systems due to its largely decentralised funding
structures and the fact that schools are financed from local property taxes. State and local
governments cover nearly 90% of local school budgets and because education is the single largest
component of every state budget, it will be especially targeted for the cuts that accompany both
revenue loss and redirected spending on medical care, unemployment insurance, and other critical
needs during the pandemic. The national government has a significant role to play to reallocate
funding where needed, and the recovery acts that have been debated in the US Congress will
largely determine the extent to which the education recovery goes beyond providing more
computers and minimal relief for the hardest hit communities (for example the $2 trillion CARES
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Act sent only $14 billion to public schools – far less than 1% of the total allocation). Caution is also
raised regarding forms of opportunism that arise for new avenues of profit seeking in the Covid
moment, and that naive technophilic responses risk amplifying existing problems.
Even prior to the Covid crisis, the US Education Secretary Betsy DeVos had been calling for
dramatic cuts each year in her proposed education budget, attempting to eliminate billions of
dollars for primary and secondary programmes across multiple areas and programmes (Strauss
2017).
The prevailing policy ideal is an education marketplace where each parent competes for ‘the best
deal’ for their own child, diverting billions away from public institutions to charter schools,
voucher programmes, private schools and online virtual schools, all underpinned by a new
managerialist logic that privileges supposed ‘competition’ as a simultaneous route to ‘efficiency’
and ‘quality.’ From the Choices in Education Act to the creation of Education Savings Accounts,
the goal is to divert public school funding to private entities, despite damning evidence of the
failings of this approach (Spreen 2019).
Ensuring families have access to quality public schools that are adequately resourced to serve the
students in their communities, including integrating neighbourhoods, fully funded public schools,
lower class size, and supported teachers are not policy priorities of the current US regime. In states
that embrace corporate reform, there are parallel school systems that do not serve all students well,
and squander limited public resources. In ‘choice’ and charter states like Florida, Arizona and
Nevada, conflicts of interest and fraud are rampant, while laws for profiteering have been bent
towards private investors’ interests at children’s expense (Spreen 2019).
Budget cuts and reallocation come on the heels of the largest wave of teacher strikes in decades,
and 2019 was a watershed year for teacher struggles against austerity and private interests in U.S.
schools. Teachers have cited the lack of resources, low salaries and the spread of charter schools as
some of the challenges they face.
As in South Africa, the US has millions of children who are homeless, food insecure, and without
health care. Schools serve critical social reproduction functions for the vulnerable beyond their
core role of advancing learning, by providing feeding schemes, computers and connectivity to
those without, and – in many cases – childcare for essential workers.
Pandemic: Effects of Covid-19 and inequality on education
Unsurprisingly, the effects of Covid-19 amplified the inequalities described above. Not only do
these differentiated circumstances play out in people’s material abilities to physically distance,
stay home and follow guidelines to reduce transmission but, in the words of one medical specialist:
Increasingly, it appears that someone’s positionality on the uneven playing field of life will
determine her prognosis in addition to biological factors for Covid-19 . . . there is a growing body of
evidence pointing to the intersectional stressors of living with inequality, racism, classism,
marginalisation or being ‘othered’ that act at a cellular level even in the presence of adequate
medical care [our emphasis]. (Baldwin-Ragaven 2020: 34)
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These inequities both material and embodied have come down most harshly on poor, black
communities in both the United States and in South Africa.
Education institution closures in SA
The arrival of the Covid-19 pandemic to South Africa re-centred schooling inadequacies again – as
well as excavating the problematic role of schools as (fragile) centres of public social
reproduction. Once all schools were closed to contain the pandemic, those few schools able to
supplement state provision through private fees continued learning online (with mixed success and
increasing precarity as parents’ ability or willingness to pay fees for closed schools waned).
Students in middle-class homes with digital devices, data, connectivity, appropriate spaces for
learning and adult mediation, continued to try to cover the normal curriculum even while the
country went into one of the world’s harshest lockdowns.
Meanwhile, the vast majority of exposed schools had no such option and most children in South
Africa not only had their learning disrupted by Covid-19 but also struggled to access more basic
needs such as food. That children began going hungry during lockdown led to concerns about the
social costs of keeping schools closed, with some calling for schools to reopen for feeding, while
others (e.g., the C19 People’s Coalition 2020a) called for a decoupling of the provision of basic
necessities from schooling, teaching and learning operations. That the Department of Social
Development struggled to provide food parcels for families outside of schools without significant
efforts from philanthropic civil society further exposed the weak reach of the state for effecting
basic social support across a broad diversity of contexts (Mbovane 2020a, 2020b). Pressure thus
mounted for schools to be open – not as schools, but as sources of food.
Additional concerns regarding gender-based violence (GBV) also began to arise as a country
wrought with femicide and domestic violence found itself confined to the sphere of the home,
economically stressed and without recourse to conflict de-escalation strategies: reports of
domestic violence were reported to treble in the five weeks of ‘hard’ lockdown during late March
and April (IOL 2020). With this came concern particularly for the safety and well-being of female
school-age students who were argued to not only be more at risk of GBV when outside of school,
but also less likely to be able to sustain efforts to do school work at home under increased levels of
domestic labour.
Decisions regarding when and how to reopen also became fraught with framing issues, with
provinces differentiated in preparedness in line with historical inequities; the legacy of perpetual
under-provision of infrastructure in what were the Bantustan territories (Jacklin & Graaff 1994,
Equal Education 2018) – and the absence of meaningful redress of this legacy – meant that over
3,000 schools were still without access to water and basic sanitation required for containing the
contagion. While infrastructure is a provincial competence in South Africa, constrained budgets (a
shared administrative sphere) posed serious limitations to what individual schools or provinces
could do without national support in response to the pandemic.
Despite significant centralisation of control and power during the State of National Disaster
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declared by Minister Nkosazana Dlamini-Zuma, education bureaucrats still continued to devolve
decision making along traditional lines,3 with the provinces exercising relative autonomy and the
national Department of Basic Education refusing to annex powers in order to better coordinate
Covid-19 responses.
Nowhere were framing issues more stark than in decisions made about teachers and their safety.
During public engagement Q&A (ENCA 2020), the Minister of Basic Education, Angie
Motshekga, dismissed queries and concerns about teachers’ working conditions and safety on
returning to work as a labour issue that should be taken up with the provincial education
departments, who are the official employers of public sector teachers. Concerns about teacher
safety and school readiness galvanised a rare moment of unison between the five dominant
teaching unions and the three main school governing body alliances, who all called for school
readiness before schools could be reopened. However the subsequent gazetted regulations outlined
norms and requirements that only fortified schools could meet, once again indicating the
hegemony of such institutions as the ‘ideal school’ in the policy imaginary of decisionmakers.
Education institution closures in the US
In-person classes were cancelled across the United States from March 2020 onwards to contain the
spread of the coronavirus. In many states and districts, school buildings were closed for the
remainder of the school year, and distance learning replaced in-person learning for approximately
45 million public school students.
Most educational leaders have been operating from the premise that they should aim to transfer
business-as-usual schooling into homes as much as possible, with scant regard for the effects of
this on social inequalities and how students and their families are positioned:
Although the concern about educational inequities has focused on access to laptops and internet
access, there are much deeper inequities at play in the move to recreate school at home. When we
assume that the learning that matters only happens at school, we are not only ignoring a robust body
of research about life-long learning, we also continue to approach families, especially those from
Indigenous or communities of color, as inherently lacking or deficient. (Ishimaru 2020: para. 6)

Contradictions about when and how to reopen schools safely, while still mitigating the expanding
contagion, means state and district leaders need to go beyond addressing health concerns to
consider how to systematically address the social inequalities that the virus has laid bare. In
addition to the mobilisation of local and state government support, a wide range of organisations,
teacher groups and social movements are stepping forward to provide everything from tutoring
and legal advocacy, free Wi-Fi and devices for students who lack them, to meals for families and
support for health and childcare. As structural inequities are more sharply exposed in this time of
3

In the Western Cape, the single province run by the opposition political party (the Democratic Alliance), the Minister for
Education, Debbie Schäfer, in fact ignored the second school opening delay as instructed by the national Department of Basic
Education on 31 May. At the 11th hour, a 1 June opening was delayed by a week due to school unreadiness: however, the
Western Cape declared itself ready and proceeded to readmit students on 1 June, despite all other provinces delaying until 8
June 2020.
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crisis, this moment also holds the possibility that, with purposeful action, these needs can be more
fully addressed when schools (and society) return to a post-Covid reality, rather than a return to the
inequitable status quo.
As education leaders make decisions that they consider to be in the interests of young people and
families, the question remains as to what youth and families need and want, and how to ensure
decisions are not based on assumptions and policies that reproduce inequalities. As the current
#BlackLivesMatter protests against police violence and racism have shown, youth, parents,
families, and communities may be struggling to manage the multiple impacts of the pandemic, but
they are not voiceless – rather, systems routinely ignore or disregard their insights and expertise.
The limits of online learning across both contexts
While online learning was touted by pundits as the ‘solution’ to school closures (e.g., Grootes
2020; Watson & Calland 2020), most of these technophilic responses ignored significant
limitations to meaningful online engagement (Black 2020c). Moving online was only an option for
a small minority of fortified public primary and secondary schools,4 despite only 11% of South
African homes having an internet connection into the home, and the vast majority of people
relying on (expensive) mobile data solutions for access (Stats SA 2016). Once again, access to
devices, time and space, data and support is deeply classed and raced.
Information on South African students’ ability to ‘keep up’ with the pace and volume of academic
work while at home is still unfolding, but the early indicators suggest that learning disparities fall
along the lines of inequality as expected. Anecdotal and synthesised reports from the US indicate
that the predictors are similar (class as imbricated with race, access to material conditions etc.,
Carey 2020). In both cases, it is the care done in person and through human-to-human relationships
that gets lost in online, asynchronous formats (Black 2020c; Deming 2020). That this pedagogical,
relational component of teaching and learning is invisible to metrics and technocrats is
unsurprising, given that these aspects of education fall into the realm of social reproduction and
not production; as Fraser cautioned, the extractive relations between the narrowly economic
‘productive’ sphere and the sphere of social reproduction must necessarily disavow this reliance to
avoid tallying the true costs involved. Narrowly economistic measures of educational ‘value’
rarely – if ever – include open-ended soft labour in the form of counselling, psychoemotional
support and relationship building upon which meaningful teaching and learning depends.
Another silence in the online discussion has been the intensification of work for teachers and
lecturers (cf Almeida 2017; Cronin 2020). Marx (1976, 2005) theorised the role of technology in
production processes as a mechanism for increasing ‘relative surplus value’ in the face of the
4

While online learning was clearly inappropriate for the vast majority of schools, it was seen as a broad systemic solution for
higher education institutions. The discourse regarding higher education in South Africa has been dominated by universities,
ignoring the 50 TVET colleges and their severe challenges with moving online (see Mafolo 2020). Strong opposition to
continuing academic programmes online arose (Bangani 2020; Black Caucus at UCT 2020; C19 People’s Coalition 2020a,
2020b; HSRC 2020), even while the official line from the South African Department of Higher Education has embraced the
shift as the ‘new normal’ (see Universities South Africa 2020). The irony of the DHET’s mantra ‘No Student Left Behind’ was
not lost on those aware of its origins in the second Bush administration’s neoliberal education policy framework.
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universal rate of falling profit (Harvey 2019). Given the plethora of neoliberal policy discussions
about how to make education ‘more efficient’ in light of decreasing public expenditure and
increasing access and enrolment, it is not surprising that technology is seen as a panacea to assist
education to scale-up access through online and blended learning formats, often under the auspices
of open education interventions (see, for example, the South African Department of Higher
Education and Training’s draft Open Learning Policy Framework 2017). But the potentials for
such shifts in mode for the working conditions of pedagogues have been largely ignored. Again,
anecdotally, lecturers and teachers seem to be experiencing moving online during the pandemic as
a significant increase in work volume, both in materials preparation and student support. Those
institutions whose students and teachers do have online access might experience a hyper
accelerationism produced by the new demands of the mode (e.g., Mathabane 2020), while those
who cannot access are left farther and farther behind.
In addition, caution has been scarce regarding shifts to online learning as a form of privatisation of
public education by stealth. Given that the digital platforms in use (MySakai, Google Classroom
etc.) are all proprietary software – some of which are also heavily involved in machine learning,
data scraping and commodification – this is no small concern. We will return to discussing these
potentials for disaster techno-capitalism when analysing the proffered theories of change as
responses to the pandemic moment.
Beyond the portal
While it would seem there have been multiple responses and approaches to the education-Covid
crisis, the lens of social reproduction theory suggests that there are two clear families of responses:
one with a telos of returning to the pre-Covid institutionalised social order, and one that recognises
that pre-Covid order as unsustainable and intricately implicated in the production of the pandemic
crisis in the first place. Using Fraser’s justice lexicon, the former will be referred to as affirmative
responses, which seek to leave the pre-Covid order in place but temporarily alleviate extreme
suffering, and the latter as transformative responses, which seek to leverage the Covid-19 moment
for radically reimagining the roots of social relations.
Prior to and after the reopening of schools on the 8th of June 2020 in South Africa, discussions and
debates around the impact of Covid-19 on schooling largely pivoted around the issues of online
and remote learning, school feeding schemes, school readiness in the form of personal protection
equipment (PPEs), adequate sanitation, water, class sizes and the possibilities for physical
distancing 5 at schools. Assessments and the national department’s intention to ‘save’ the
academic year also featured prominently. These issues, often cast in technical terms, mask how the
virus has exacerbated existing inequalities, as conveyed by Jacklin’s (2020: paras 16–17)
observation that there exists a:
Consensual recognition among teachers that this Covid-19 moment has not only exposed
5

We choose to use the term ‘physical distancing’ and not ‘social distancing’ because we regard the current moment as requiring
social solidarity, not distancing. The term ‘physical distancing’ expresses more accurately, what the pandemic requires.
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inequalities in the schooling system: it has also exacerbated and legitimated these in a way that must
be challenged. The dilemma in which teachers are placed can be compared to that of a surgeon who,
having previously been asked to do heart surgery with no equipment other than a rusty pocket knife,
is now asked to do this in the dark.

While in the US most schools are now closed for the summer holidays, dramatic school funding
cuts are happening at the same time that schools will be facing increased expenses due to
Covid-19-related needs, including access to devices and connectivity for distance learning,
additional food and social services for students from low-income families, and expanded learning
time to deal with learning loss caused by school closures. Schools will also need to increase
investments to meet the social, emotional and mental health needs of their students who will be
struggling with the stress and trauma of this pandemic and who have been largely isolated from
their peers and other adult support systems for some time (Darling-Hammond 2020).
Further observations include how affirmative calls to reopen the economy and send kids back to
school foreground the articulation between spheres of production and spheres of reproduction,
revealing the ways in which daily and generational reproductive labour of households, schools,
hospitals and elsewhere, also sustain the drive for accumulation (Bhattacharya 2017) and
economic growth – often at the cost of precious life. The enthusiasm and simplistic mania for
remote and online learning (Watson & Calland 2020), both at school and post-school levels,
without educators and pedagogic processes ignores the need for social relations in the interest of
democratic education, critical citizenship, the commons and the public good. Technology can be
an effective complement to teaching, particularly in these times, but never a long-term substitute.
The latter approach will merely entrench already existing elitism, inequality and a two-tier
education system.
Understanding the present pandemic as mostly a health issue, as shown in the epigraph, ignores
both countries’ history with the HIV/AIDS pandemic. As with that disease, Covid-19 too should
not be couched solely in a biomedical framework and, instead, must be contextualised and linked
to historical and socioeconomic dynamics. Most importantly, Covid-19 has further exposed the
fissures and fault lines of our societies with growing evidence showing how vulnerable,
immunocompromised populations (Baldwin-Ragaven 2020) with precarious working and
overcrowded living conditions correspond to racial, class and gender categories. The present
reality brings social reproduction theory in a constructive dialogue with intersectionality
approaches. In a blog titled, ‘The Prospects for Just Schools in the Wake of Covid-19 Responses,’
Ishimaru (2020: para. 2) writes of the United States:
Black, Native, and Latinx communities have been hit disproportionately hard by coronavirus; many
working class immigrants have been forced to remain in frontline labor or have lost their jobs; those
without documentation live with limited access to healthcare, few governmental supports, and
constant fear . . .
These racial inequities profoundly shape how children, youth, and families experience the
pandemic. While some privileged families demand online instruction and grades for their children
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to maintain their academic competitiveness, others experience trauma upon trauma as they care for
elders or siblings, respond to rapid shifts, and juggle work, anxiety, and multiple forms of
insecurity. Though schools have mobilized to try to address basic needs, the links between
educational inequities and food insecurity, housing and job instability, poverty, healthcare and
racism are more evident than ever.

Similarly, Jamelle Bouie writes for the New York Times (2020: para. 1) that:
In Louisiana, blacks account for 70 percent of the deaths but 33 percent of the population. In
Alabama, they account for 44 percent of the deaths and 26 percent of the population. . . . The pattern
exists in the North as well, where African-American populations in cities like Chicago and
Milwaukee have high infection and death rates. . . . Today’s disparities of health flow directly from
yesterday’s disparities of wealth and opportunity [our emphasis]. That African-Americans are
overrepresented in service-sector jobs reflects a history of racially segmented labor markets that
kept them at the bottom of the economic ladder; that they are less likely to own their own homes
reflects a history of stark housing discrimination, government-sanctioned and
government-sponsored. If black Americans are more likely to suffer the comorbidities that make
coronavirus more deadly, it’s because those ailments are tied to the segregation and concentrated
poverty that still mark their communities. . . . What’s important to understand is that this racialized
inequality isn’t a mistake – it isn’t a flaw in the system. It reflects something in the character of
American capitalism itself, a deep logic that produces the same outcomes, again and again.

The societal comorbidities mentioned in these excerpts exist in South African schooling too, and
are complicit in reproducing these inequalities. In a statement issued by the C19 People’s Coalition
(2020a: paras 18 & 28), the Coalition, despite the existing inequalities, sounds an optimistic note:
Education should enable and enrich life, learning, and life-making, together for all. It is not just
about ensuring that the minority of learners who matriculate have a certificate for an inequitable and
unjust job market. . . . Covid-19 has shown us how violently unequal our schools are. During the
democratic transition we had an opportunity to create a unified education system that serves all our
children justly, freely and equally. We squandered that opportunity. Covid-19 has given us a
precious second chance. For the sake of our children and those who have yet to come, we dare not
squander it again.

The virtues of affirmative responses to the pandemic have tended to be offered by those whose
focus is on production. In tacit forms, this is underpinned by the assumption that spheres of
production are, in fact, the base upon which all other spheres depend (see van der Berg & Spaull
2020), although in more explicit messages it might be interpreted as an explicit prioritisation of
money over well-being – see John Steenhuisen in South Africa (EWN 2020), and Donald Trump
in the US (NPR 2020). But affirmative responses, as Fraser outlined, are concerned with surface
redress while leaving deeper structures that produce and sustain inequality intact. In the context of
Covid-19, these responses emphasise continued production, and the role of open schools in
supporting this, while simultaneously positing the contemporary prevailing institutionalised social
order as both necessary and sufficient for human life (despite ample evidence that this prevailing
institutionalised order does not, in fact, allow for fulfilling the human potential of most people). In
South Africa, such lobbying has been strangely motivated by a tacit admission that the vast
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majority of homes and families are, in fact, unable to bear the burden of their own reproduction
without assistance, particularly regarding food provision.
Contrary to narratives from proponents of affirmative responses, the policy options available are
not reducible to ‘restore pre-Covid conditions’ or ‘shut education institutions indefinitely.’
Noticing school’s entanglement with other spheres of life sustenance such as feeding, safety and
health, while remaining concerned for school rejuvenation so as to fortify exposed schools,
presents an imperative to imagine policy responses to these concerns that do not place school
opening as the only mechanism of relief. Some posited suggestions include maintaining feeding
schemes while school infrastructure is addressed, with the added benefit of using feeding scheme
for community infection monitoring; creative deployment of distance education via broadcast
media, supported with distributed print material; 6 utilising closures as opportunities for
developing multilingual, locally relevant learning materials for students (amongst others – see the
C19 People’s Coalition 2020a). To reiterate Fraser’s words from earlier: “‘critical separatism” is
problematic. The social strand is so central to the broader crisis that none of the others can be
properly understood in the abstraction from it’ (2017 Crisis of Care?: para. 2). Affirmative
responses cannot help but caricature transformative suggestions, given their necessary tacit
premise on ‘critical separatism’ and the consequent abstraction from – and invisibilisation of – the
relations that are of central concern to transformative imaginaries.
Despite the pandemic, the gross irresponsibility of corporate interests determining public policy
continues, and genuine social solidarity as expressed by the axiom, ‘the free healthy development
of each conditions the free healthy development of all’ across local, regional and national
boundaries is lost on those making economic and policy decisions at a nation-state level. Clearly
there are no bold radical moves, in either the US or in SA, to suggest a reevaluation of past practice
and certainly scant indication of questioning the underlying structural characteristics that have
given rise to the crisis of neoliberal economic and social policies. The effects of the latter policies
can be seen not only through the lens of the present pandemic but in the more enduring longer term
attributes of the social stratification brought about by patriarchal, racial capitalism that is
increasingly propelling inequality, food insecurity, environmental degradation, racism and
xenophobia, egregious levels of unemployment and the wide scale psychosocial trauma of
marginalisation leading to a process of more or less continuous conflict in society.
A transnational response for a global problem
The Covid-19 pandemic has made manifest Fraser’s critique of the nation-state as the base unit of
social justice (Fraser 2009). Fraser reminds us that we cannot
forget political questions, about, for example, the hollowing out of democracy by market forces at
two levels: on the one hand, the corporate capture of political parties and public institutions at the
level of the territorial state; on the other hand, the usurpation of political decision-making power at
6

Given that schools were inevitably likely to reopen and close repeatedly as the pandemic deepened, such non-contact methods
were far more likely to sustain some form of learning for the vast majority of children during the crisis.
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the transnational level by global finance, a force that is unaccountable to any demos. (Fraser &
Jaeggi 2018: 3)

Both these sets of forces, at the national and transnational levels, have shaped the unfolding of the
Covid-19 pandemic in multiple ways.
The first is through absent or inadequate preparation for what was, by many accounts, a predicted
pandemic. Despite intelligence forecasting Covid-19 or a similar viral outbreak, nation-states such
as South Africa and the United States opted rather to gut public services (most notably, but not
limited to, health) in favour of market forces and profit seeking in spheres of public social
reproduction, rendering ailing hospitals, care homes and schools unable to respond to a crisis
appropriately. As Bourdieu (2003: 35) pointed out, health is particularly hard hit by the prevailing
neoliberal policy zeitgeist:
The most exemplary case is that of health, which neoliberal policy attacks from two directions, by
contributing to an increase in the incidence of illness and the number of sick people (through the
correlation between poverty and pathology . . . ) and by reducing medical resources and the
provision of care.

Secondly, whether originating internally or externally – and in spite of mounting evidence that
contradicts the approach’s efficacy – austerity politics has dominated, even in the face of the
pandemic, clipping the fiscal wings of governments to respond to the pandemic with fiscal policy
targeted at the most vulnerable.
And thirdly, through profit seeking – even in the moment of pandemic (what Klein 2007 refers to
as shock politics), whether through large corporate tax bailouts in the United States, or massive
prices for PPE materials and water provision to protect students in South African schools. In
particular, caution is required regarding Trojan horse affirmative proposals that – while
superficially seeming to address an immediate need – in fact, exacerbate existing crises, whether
deepening inequalities premised on class, race or gender relations, or by pursuing practices that
exacerbate environmental degradation (including increased activity online – see Tarnoff 2020).

Stepping through to a more just world: What needs to change?
This crisis will not be resolved by tinkering with social policy. The path to its resolution can only go
through deep structural transformation of this social order. (Fraser 2017 Another Mutation?: para.3)
There are limits to what the current system can achieve . . . it’s basic design has limited capacity to
address apartheid injustices, overcome the deep inequalities in schools, or provide equal quality for
all in terms of experiences and outcomes. (Christie 2020: 201)

Transformative strategies to reopening schools will require both a denaturalising of the
institutionalised social order, along with equitable collaboration and listening to the ‘deliberately
silenced or preferably unheard’ youth and families in our systems (Roy 2004: para. 4), and not
assuming privileged parents and middle classes speak for all families, or that only policymakers or
education reformers know what’s best for them. Transformative imaginaries must dispel austerity
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logics rammed with a TINA (there is no alternative) rationale, be vigilant against disaster
capitalism strategies and remain awake to the social nature of the existing institutional order – that
such systems are of people’s making, and hence within the realm of people’s unmaking. In all this,
the temptation to seek localised private solutions must be resisted because to truly dismantle
usurous relations between production and reproduction, ‘abandoning the public mandate of the
state is not an option’ (Vally 2020: 3). Only with incisive analysis of the structures and systems
that brought the world to such inequitable conditions can we truly step through the Covid-19 portal
to a more equitable, sustainable and just society.
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Abstract
This article describes how the Covid-19 pandemic has been particularly negative for skill
formation in South Africa but, at same time, there are high expectations for the technical and
vocational education and training system to support economic recovery and individual livelihoods.
We argue that many policy recommendations for how education can meet these expectations are
trapped in a narrow and mechanistic notion of supply and demand. The knowledge and skills
required to do work are not developed somewhere outside of the economy, and then ‘supplied’ to
meet labour market ‘demand.’ Skill formation is embedded in a range of different economic,
social, and political arrangements and systems. Policy notions of ‘supply and demand’ of skills
also underestimate how the ability of education to prepare for work is shaped by the ways in which
work is organised. We argue that both researchers and policymakers need to think about vocational
skills development programmes within industry sector master plans that drive economic recovery.
We provide ideas of how policymakers can think about education and work more holistically, and
argue that the key move is away from market-based regulatory models and towards models
focused on building institutional capacity.
Keywords: Technical and vocational education and training, vocational skills development, skill
formation, Covid, supply and demand of skills
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Introduction
This paper considers the implications of Covid-19 for transitions from education to work and for
thinking about the provision and acquisition of skills for work in South Africa. Our focus is on the
whole system of educational preparation for work – what some literature refers to as the skill
formation system of a country (Busemeyer & Trampusch 2012; Bosch 2017). We also use the term
vocational skills development to signal the inclusion of formal college or school-based provision,
formal workplace-based provision, and informal learning. This broad focus is important because
the weaknesses of vocational skills development in South Africa (despite small pockets of
excellence) are further weakened by dislocation and lack of integration across what is offered in
technical and vocational education and training (TVET) colleges and the offerings of what the
Department of Higher Education and Training (forthwith, the DHET) calls skills development
providers. The latter term is a catch-all that includes a wide range of institutional forms including
large private colleges, workplace-based training centres, and small providers of focused skills:
essentially, any organisation that is not a public TVET college and which offers some kind of
vocational or, in the South African parlance, occupational educational programme. As in many
areas, in the area of vocational skills development the Covid-19 pandemic has reinforced and made
more visible underlying fault lines that have been present in our system for decades.
But despite the wide array of weaknesses in the system, TVET is still looked to for solving labour
market crises – and the language of urgency, immediacy, and agility is being used by key
stakeholders and role-players in this regard. TVET is seen as key to teaching new skills for a
changing economy, as well as to ‘reskill’ the many who have lost their jobs or will lose them in the
months to come. One problem with this is that high expectations from weak systems can lead to
negative cycles of endless policy reform and stigmatisation. Even more concerning is that many of
the recommendations for how TVET could play this anticipated role seem to be using this moment
to entrench positions that have been pushed in TVET reform for many years – using market
mechanisms to ensure more responsive, agile, demand-led TVET, as well as using policy
interventions such as ‘micro-credentials.’ This is succinctly captured in a World Bank report on
the role of TVET globally: ‘A great opportunity is opening up that should not be wasted to
accelerate TVET system reforms that reinforce the demand-orientation of programs so they can
respond quickly to shifting patterns of skill demand’ (World Bank 2020: 2).
The Bank also argues (ibid.: 9) that
as skills needs during and after the pandemic require an urgent response, there is likely to be
increased demand for shorter and more modular training with stacked micro-credentials,
particularly for students who need to compensate for family income loss and for firms that need to
scale up very quickly.

Notions of agility, short-term responsiveness, and micro-credentials are very much part of the
logic of reform that has been implemented around the globe in the past 30 years – what Simon
McGrath (2012) describes as a global ‘TVET toolkit’ that has been used to reform systems,
particularly in developing countries. The toolkit includes systemic reform focused on giving more
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power to employers, often through competence-based qualifications and/or qualifications
frameworks; quality assurance systems; outcomes-based and ‘institutionally-neutral’ funding; and
managed autonomy for public providers. These are all mechanisms through which governments
and donors have attempted to create and support regulated markets in TVET in the hope of
creating demand-led, responsive, flexible provision. On top of all this is a push for online and
distance learning, which has obviously grown at this time.
In this paper, we argue that the market-led funding models as well as qualification-led reform
(micro-credentials) which claim to support demand-based TVET provision, and which are
regaining prominence because of the Covid-19 pandemic, will not make provision more
responsive and agile. They will have the opposite effect because they work against the building of
strong, robust, healthy institutions. A focus on institution building, we argue, is essential for
responsive provision. We need to build and support institutions that are capable of meeting
demand. This means institutions that can offer broad TVET qualifications that include components
of general education and components of locally needed skills, and shorter accredited programmes
that are recognised by employers and professional associations, as well as less formal, responsive
short courses. Building institutions that can offer this range of programmes in dynamic and
meaningful partnerships with employers and communities requires long-term funding and a focus
on institution building as opposed to regulating and quality assuring. A reliance on market
mechanisms in the form of simplistic and short-term demand-based funding has failed in the past
and will be worse now.
Arguing against a narrow approach to course-based and enrolment-based funding does not negate
the importance of partnerships with employers to strengthen provision. On the contrary, we
emphasise the role of employers because skills are built and developed in the economy and
society, not supplied exogenously to the economy or to the labour market by education
institutions. We therefore argue for a deeper and more holistic notion of relationships between
colleges and employers. One specific aspect of this is the ways in which TVET provision can be
embedded within industrial policy and industrial strategies within sectors.
Thinking beyond a narrow supply and demand model also does not mean neglecting labour market
analysis; we argue for better systems and mechanisms for developing insight into existing labour
market demand (in terms of what knowledge, skills, and qualifications are really in demand in the
labour market) as well as in terms of where the Covid-induced changes are likely to be. But we
also argue for the importance for the state to focus on supporting and creating demand through
industrial policy if we want to build an effective skills system. This requires more insight into the
relationship between decisions about work organisation, technology and new products, and skills,
if we are to take steps towards developing virtuous cycles of skills development and industrial
transformation. Finally, while technology can obviously assist learning in many ways, it is clear
that a reliance on online and distance education is completely unrealistic in the TVET college
sector.
The paper starts with a descriptive overview of how TVET colleges have been hard hit by
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Covid-19; few have the necessary facilities for online learning or the prior educational background
that makes this viable. Workplace-based provision, which is a long-standing challenge in South
Africa, is even harder hit and seems very unlikely for some time to come. This section draws on a
series of engagements with donors, senior government officials, business representatives, and
other stakeholders, organised by the Project Management Office (PMO) in the Private Office of
the President, the GIZ (the development agency of the German government, in full, the Deutsche
Gesellschaft für Internationale Zusammenarbeit) and SECO (State Secretariat for Economic
Affairs) to engage with colleagues working in TVET in South Africa and elsewhere. These
engagements provided insight into what is happening in the system in the immediate aftermath of
the Covid-19 lockdown. We also draw on our involvement in work that is taking place nationally
with social partners about ways to collectively grow employment, the sectors in which this growth
could take place and those that will require significant intervention to rebuild so as to prevent job
loss – and the implications that these have for skills. This includes the work being done as part of
the refocusing of the Presidential Jobs Summit and in the context of the Presidential Youth
Employment Intervention. (Note: all opinions expressed here are those of the authors, as
participant observers, and not of any named organisations or initiatives.)
We then consider likely trends in TVET reform, and provide an analysis in light of
well-established findings in the literature, as well as our research currently underway in South
Africa and five developing countries (Bangladesh, Cambodia, Ethiopia, Laos, and Vietnam),
which aims to explore the contribution of technical and vocational education and training (TVET)
programmes
to
inclusive
industrial
transformation
and
growth
(https://phzh.ch/en/Research/skills-for-industry/).

Educational preparation for mid-level work is the weakest part of our
education system, and the hardest hit by Covid
Prior to the health and economic crisis of the Coronavirus and the associated devastating illness of
Covid-19, South Africa had a weak TVET system (Gamble 2003; Badroodien 2004; Kraak 2004;
Young & Gamble 2006; McGrath 2010; Allais 2013a, 2020b; Ngcwangu 2014, 2015; Vally &
Motala 2014; Kruss et al. 2019; Allais & Wedekind 2020). The research cited above is a selection
from a body of research that has pointed to persistent weaknesses despite many years of reform
and despite an extensive range of donor initiatives to support projects, policy reforms, and
institutional reform. The South African TVET is relatively small – the vast majority of students
who are still in senior secondary education choose to stay in school rather than select vocational
education. The majority of students in TVET colleges have completed matric despite the fact that
they are mainly enrolled for secondary level vocational qualifications. Colleges were instructed to
dramatically increase enrolments between 2010 and 2015 but this was not accompanied by a
concomitant increase in the funding base (Singizi 2020). In fact, the DHET reported to the
Presidential Commission on Higher Education that, based on the fully costed funding norms, only
429,638 of the 664,748 enrolments in the TVET College subsystem were funded at that time
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(DHET 2016).
The apprenticeship system is tiny and full of serious challenges (Wedekind 2018; Singizi 2020).
Obtaining workplace experience is a serious problem and there are many challenges with
integrating theory and practice despite a few areas of good practice. The qualification system has
been in churn for over 20 years. There is a huge range of projects and initiatives that include those
supported by the European Union (EU), which focus on ‘Education for Employability,’ ‘Teaching
and Learning’ as well as a Capacity Building Programme for Employment Promotion; the GIZ,
which supports a range of initiatives under the auspices of the Skills Development for a Green
Economy; SECO, which focuses on small and medium enterprises (SMEs); Japan International
Cooperation Agency (JICA), which is supporting Artisan Development; and the United Kingdom,
which through British Council and the Prosperity Fund supports interventions to build
partnerships and provide access to workplace opportunities.
This fragile system has been put under extreme pressure by the Covid-19 pandemic. According to
the DHET (2020a), TVET colleges closed for an early recess on the 18th March with a view to
reopening on the 15th April 2020. Examinations that were scheduled to start on the 30th March for
the engineering students who are enrolled for the Nated qualifications, were postponed. The
Nated, or national education qualifications, are the oldest qualifications offered in the TVET
colleges. Known as N1 to N6 courses, they were originally designed as the theoretical component
of apprenticeships; these qualifications were scheduled for demolition some 15 years ago but have
recently been supported by policy and funding tools, and have had increased enrolments over the
past few years (Allais 2013b; DHET 2019). Students were advised to continue preparing for
examinations, and lecturers were requested to issue assignments and tasks for students to complete
during the recess to equip them for the examinations upon their return. But these examinations had
not taken place at the time of writing in late June, and very little teaching and learning took place in
the three months prior.
A major focus of the DHET during the lockdown period has been intensive work with colleges
through regional offices to get them ready to receive students under the new conditions required by
the Covid pandemic. In terms of this work, by early June the DHET was confident that all colleges
were at least 70% ready (DHET 2020a). The DHET revised the calendar repeatedly in an attempt
to manage a fluid and unpredictable environment, including accepting the reality of the loss of one
semester intake and one trimester intake (the Nated qualifications are offered on a trimester basis,
and the other qualifications offered by TVET colleges, in particular the National Certificate
Vocational, is offered on a semester basis). The revised calendars include the cancellation of
almost all vacation time and much later examination dates. It was then agreed that the first cohort
of students would return on 10th June, starting with Nated engineering students enrolled for N3 and
N6. At the time of writing this had started. A gradual phase-in of other students is being planned,
with the last cohort scheduled to return on the 27th July for NCV Level 2. These students would
have missed almost four months by then.
About 10 colleges have learner management systems that enabled some online teaching and
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learning. There were some initiatives in making tutorials available on radio, YouTube and even
Facebook, while some lecturers attempted to engage with students on WhatsApp. The DHET
website is zero-rated for data, and the DHET engaged with publishers who made all online
learning material available freely for three months. But, according to the DHET’s analysis, many
students were not able to access the material because they don’t have devices and data (DHET
2020a).
TVET students are, in the main, the poorest students in our formal education system – with
perhaps the exception of community college students, an even smaller and weaker sector – (Powell
& McGrath 2019). Few students have the necessary facilities for online learning or the prior
educational background that makes this viable. This is similar in many countries, especially poor
countries; TVET students tend to come from relatively disadvantaged households compared to
pupils in similar levels of general education:
In Ghana and Kenya, for example, those who attend TVET, compared with those who enter a
general education track, tend to come from families with lower socioeconomic status (although they
are not among the poorest in the overall population), as measured by educational level of the
parents. (World Bank 2020: 4)

The Bank report goes on to acknowledge that these students are likely to struggle with the
connectivity ‘that is essential for remote learning and with managing without any social support
that is usually provided through schools’ (ibid.: 4).
Workplace experience and workplace-based training have been long-standing challenges for
South Africa. They now seem increasingly unlikely for some time to come. Here again, extreme
difficulties prior to the Covid pandemic are now highly visible. In employer-based programmes,
including apprenticeships, there has no teaching and learning during the lockdown period.
Initially, most employers were closed under the 5-week strict lockdown. As the economy has
slowly opened up, employers have not taken on trainees because they have restrictions on the
number of workers allowed in different work spaces. This applies to the programmes offered
through the relatively stronger parts of the TVET college system in a project called Centres of
Specialisation. Through this project, the DHET has attempted to build relationships between
identified departments within colleges and employers in different economic sectors. Programme
offerings through centres of specialisation have a heavy reliance on employers and, therefore, very
little teaching and learning took place during the lockdown.
One difference between students in the centres of specialisation and college students more
broadly, is that all the Centre of Specialisation students were given devices at the start of their
programmes (DHET 2020a). However, even in these cases, the DHET has found that the
challenges for these students are extensive. These include that networks are not stable enough for
learning, especially in remote areas; that tablets or laptops are damaged; that students don’t have
smart phones; that students don’t have a calm or quiet space to work in; and extreme personal
difficulties in households, exacerbated by Covid. According to the DHET’s engagement with
colleges, about 30% of Centres of Specialisation lecturers have had some engagement with
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students to support some degree of engaging with the theoretical components of the courses.
Students have textbooks for some courses and were encouraged to go through them on their own.
About 24% of colleges said that some assessment has taken place digitally. But in the majority of
cases, little teaching and learning has happened. And almost no practical activities have taken
place – a crucial part of any TVET programme.
According to the DHET (2020a), centres of specialisation have made attempts to reach out to
students – 43% of these centres reported to the DHET that they have been in contact with all their
students. However, 80% of apprentices are paying for their own data, and even college lecturers
reported difficulty with data and connectivity. Some 57% of colleges reported that they had no
contact with employers during the lockdown. All of these numbers would be much smaller for the
entire college system because the centres of specialisation are the most resourced parts of the
system. This picture highlights the simple practical difficulties with online education and the
serious practical challenges faced by the formal TVET system in South Africa. These challenges
are exacerbated by weak prior educational experience of many college students – throughput rates
are very low under ‘normal’ circumstances. Again, this is not atypical. According to the World
Bank (2020: 4), ‘TVET closures affect many students who, in many countries, tend to be more
vulnerable than those in secondary general education or universities.’
Lecturer capacity is an ongoing problem. The DHET has been supporting universities to upgrade
the pedagogical capacity of lecturers for some years – based on the belief that there are serious
weaknesses with lecturers’ capacity in general. Nearly all of lecturers have had no training or
support in online teaching although emergency measures are being put in place in this regard,
supported by the South African College Principals’ Organisation (SACPO) and donors.
The funding and support of workplace-based training, work experience, and other vocational skills
development programmes is also going to come under severe strain. The skills levy was suspended
at the beginning of May as part of tax relief for companies for four months (DHET 2020b). The
skills levy institutions (the Sectoral Education and Training Authorities, or SETAs, and the
National Skills Fund, as well as the Quality Council for Trades and Occupations) are estimated to
lose R6.1 billion over the period. As job losses increase, even after the skills levy resumes, the
income to the system will be much lower – DHET anticipates that it could be less than half of what
was budgeted for the year.
The hope was that while companies would obtain skills levy relief, employers would open
workplaces for current and new beneficiaries over the short to medium term. During the lockdown
period, the Minister issued a guideline to SETAs that learners should continue to receive stipends
for two months, to be supported by proof of learning taking place during the period. Subsequently,
there has been an additional three months’ provision for learner stipends. However, until
workplaces are able to take back learners, and until the skills levy has stabilised, the continual
payment of stipends will become increasingly difficult. This is in a context where reskilling is seen
as the solution to rising unemployment. The challenge is continuing to reach beneficiaries of the
system, and offering training to the unemployed and newly unemployed in this environment. The
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DHET anticipates that at least five SETAs may no longer be a going concern beyond a 2-month
period, four of them in critical or essential sectors.
The complexity of the qualification system has also been thrown into stark relief by the Covid-19
pandemic. What has not been achieved to date is a balance between shorter training programmes
and a long-term vision of formal qualifications – and advocates of micro-credentials are
suggesting them as the solution to this lack of balance (Keevy et al. 2020). The Quality Council on
Trades and Occupations has recently engaged in a process of reconfiguring occupational
qualifications – including revisiting the formal requirement for workplace experience, which
learners now simply cannot get (and most could not get before Covid). It has also introduced new
regulations to address the need for short programmes. These suggest that short programmes can
only be accredited as a ‘part qualification,’ which is constituted by credits within a full
qualification. Full qualifications are now defined in terms of number of credits. This step seeks to
address the proliferation of part qualifications that do not lead to a full qualification, as well as
qualifications of varied sizes. However, it creates the unintended consequence of negating the
possibility that industry associations can determine the need for a short programme that is
accredited and that enables the graduate to access a specific opportunity in the workplace. Thus,
the organising logic is based on where qualifications exist rather than on where demand is
emerging.

Expectations and policy directions for TVET after Covid-19
The general emphasis from employers, employer associations, and government officials with
whom we have interacted is on the need for agility and short-term relevance, meeting the new
needs of the economy, and being responsive to employers and labour markets. This is in line with
the World Bank (2020: 2) which makes a strong call for the potential of TVET to contribute to the
recovery of both economies and individual livelihoods: ‘TVET can contribute to the economic
recovery by ensuring that it is prepared to rapidly identify and respond to such skill needs.’ The
same report argues that,
Considering TVET’s emphasis on work-readiness and its shorter cycle of education compared to
tertiary education programs (with shorter and possibly modular training programs), it may be
particularly well positioned to support the quick reskilling/upskilling of workers in critical sectors.
(ibid.: 7)

And the Bank goes on to list a range of ways in which TVET systems may need to respond in order
to play a role in economic recovery:
There could be a strong increase in demand for training to cater both to the cohort whose training
was interrupted by Covid-19, and to demand from pupils who were unable to finish general
education. In addition, there is likely to be increased demand for training services to support
workers who have lost their livelihood during the pandemic. For laid-off formal workers who
receive unemployment benefits, participation in training is often mandatory during longer
unemployment spells. For students whose families lost income sources due to Covid-19, part-time
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training may be needed to allow them to generate an income while continuing training. This also
includes the many households that need to compensate the income lost from interrupted
remittances, as international migrant workers are restricted from travelling or working abroad.
(ibid.: 9)

Some researchers even argue that TVET institutions can contribute to production (Majumdar &
Iñigo Araiztegui 2020).
But how should all this be achieved? The main policy idea seems to be more of the same policy
thrust that has been tried, with very little success, in many countries around the world over the past
30 years: marketisation and linking funding to allegedly demand-based educational provision,
through small pieces of qualifications (or competence-statements). The logic that has dominated
policy in this regard was summed up at an international TVET conference last year in Ethiopia, by
an economist (somewhat ironically from China, where the limitations of a narrowly market-led
approach to development are well understood) who argued: ‘Keep them hungry’ (Yang 2020:
n.p.). This logic underpinned the reforms of the English TVET system undertaken under Margaret
Thatcher, later imitated by Australian policymakers, and which then spread to many countries
under the name of competence-based training (Wheelahan 2010, 2015; Young 2011; Allais 2014).
The basic logic is that employers should specify the skills (or competences) they require, and
education and training institutions should be given funding against their courses that lead to these
specific competences.
This is a logic about deepening markets: creating separate educational competences as goods or
services that can be delivered through the market. It should, according to advocates, enable
education institutions to provide only the required competences and thereby enable ‘consumers’ –
employers or individuals trying to equip themselves in labour markets – to purchase only the ‘bits’
that they want without having to sit through long educational programmes. This is in line with an
approach to public sector reform, new public management that has been influential since the
1980s, which focuses on the state as a creator and supporter of market-based provision of services
(Hood 1995; Allais 2007). In relation to TVET provision, the idea has been that this approach will
ensure that curricula are decentralised and therefore responsive, employers can specify their needs,
and both public and private providers can be held accountable as their programmes can be
measured against the competences delivered.
The overarching logic is improve our ability to understand the labour market – what is the demand
– and then fund programmes that will supply skills to meet this demand. As the World Bank (2020:
9) argues,
Finally, for the skill development system to contribute to the economic rebound, it will be important
that the system can begin to rapidly assess emerging skills needs as early as possible. Otherwise,
these needs may become bottlenecks for the revival of economies and reduce opportunities for
(higher) earnings, especially for the poorest in the population. Preparing labor market information
systems to carry out rapid skills demand surveys and creation of an engagement strategy with
employers and professional associations might be a first step in this process.
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It seems so simple and straightforward. But unfortunately, this simplistic supply and demand
notion, and policy reforms based on it, takes no account of how skills are actually developed for
work in real countries and economies. A growing body of research literature looks at skills
formation as embedded in a range of different economic, social, and political arrangements and
systems (Ashton et al. 2002; Busemeyer & Trampusch 2012; Allais 2020a). The research literature
shows that you can’t make interventions in education and training institutions, only, and expect
skill formation to change. Constant attention to reforming education and training provision (the
so-called supply side) in fact undermines education provision by creating a constantly shifting
policy environment. Instead, researchers and policymakers need to look at vocational skills
development as embedded in society and the economy as well as within the education and training
system as a whole.

Rethinking supply and demand during and post Covid-19
Provision of education and training, and supporting the development and acquisition of the
knowledge and skills required to do work well, to do well at work, and to do work that does good,
are far more complicated than a simple supply and demand model implies. One reason for this is
that the supply of education – the kinds of education that are provided and the level at which they
are provided – shapes the ways in which education is sought after in labour markets over time
(Carnoy 1972, 2019). Another is that most education policies that are described as ‘demand-led,’
and here competence-based training is a key example, have very little to do with demand in the
economy and are really focused on changing education and training (Allais 2020a). Thirdly, the
ways in which work is organised, the ways in which collective bargaining is organised, the ways in
which workplaces are structured, all shape the ways in which skills can be developed and utilised
in any economy (Busemeyer & Trampusch 2012; Streeck 2012). The different components of the
education and training system affect each other, as do the different parts of the economy and
institutional configurations and rules and practices. The nature of the manufacturing sector and the
pace and nature of industrialisation is another factor (Ashton et al. 2002; Oliver et al. 2019; Allais
2020a). And, the nature and structure of the labour market shapes the skill formation system in a
country.
The relationships are complex but there are concrete examples that demonstrate ways in which
thinking about education and work more holistically can make a difference. For example, in recent
GIZ work with the plumbing association, it became clear that many providers were running
plumbing training programmes but people were not accessing employment that was said to be in
demand. What became apparent was that there was not a grade in the plumbing labour market for a
plumbing assistant. The professional association therefore reviewed their levels and created a new
level that allowed these graduates to enter the labour market. This is a small example of a project
that looked at the education side and the labour market side. It created the space for plumbing
assistants to legally undertake certain types of work and a pathway in the industry for these
graduates to access the experience required to become artisans.
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Another issue that questions simplistic notions of supply and demand is that the ability of
education to prepare for work is shaped by the ways in which work is organised. Initial findings
from research currently underway that looks at the role of skills in supporting companies in
industrial sectors (Allais et al. 2020), suggest that there seems to be successful skill formation
where there are strong relationships between institutions, decisions on programmes, and the
broader industrial strategy and direction of the sector, including with regard to workplace
organisation. One implication for policymakers is not taking as given the way firms operate.
Further, both researchers and policymakers need to think about vocational skills development
within the TVET, higher education, and skills development strategies into industry sector master
plans as well as more informal, sectoral strategies. This requires a focus on the development of
national strategies for TVET and higher education (particularly universities of technology) that are
informed by the industrial strategies and that these industrial strategies, in turn, consider the
demand for technical and vocational skills within the context of decisions about work organisation
and technology. Sectoral strategies can then create a basis for DHET and the SETAs to develop
appropriate mechanisms for planning and resource allocation. We need to shift away from a model
that reduces supply and demand to a list of qualifications required, based on retrospective analysis
of labour markets towards a focus on skills formation (including qualifications and the nature of
provision) as part of the development of the industrial strategy.
At a sectoral level, what is also required is building effective relationships between TVET
(public/private and workplace providers), universities, and companies. This would require flexible
provision arrangements including the recognition of the value of workplace providers that can
offer a significant component of learning programmes, as well as programmes that accommodate
or support changing technology and workplace requirements. All of this implies a need for
supporting and building colleges to deliver programmes and qualifications in a flexible and quality
manner. Innovative and responsive provision of vocational skills development programmes cannot
happen without building the institutional capacity of TVET institutions.
The demand-led funding model, together with the other arms of the global toolkit mentioned
above, focuses on short-term funding that rewards institutions meeting short-term demand. This
approach to funding makes it impossible to build any kind of institution, and is particularly
unsuited to education. It makes responsiveness impossible. It also tends to divert funds into
complex qualification and credential systems with very limited evidence of any value produced.
Designing a curriculum takes time and needs expertise. Offering it takes time. Engaging with
industry and local communities to determine needs requires dedicated staff time. Doing lecturer
training and upgrading and retraining requires dedicated time. When institutions are entirely
dependent on short-term funding linked to demand, it is impossible for them to be responsive.
They simply have no spare capacity for curriculum design or research, no time for lecturers to
teach themselves something new, no or few permanent staff who can sit down and plan, no staff
with capacity to engage with industry and communities – each staff member has a salary that is
narrowly tied to a specific course.
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The idea that lecturers who have been teaching in one area can simply switch to another because
there is a new demand in the economy is unrealistic, and lecturer subject matter expertise is
essential for any quality teaching. If we want TVET institutions that are agile and responsive, we
need to build them, support them, pay their staff on permanent contracts, give them working
conditions that allow time for professional development and learning, and pay for staff who do
community and industry engagement. Good institutions take time and resources to build up.
Further, we need a regulatory system that supports institutions but allows for flexibility with
respect to the deployment of staff as well as in the offering of the programme against the
qualification.
Serious work on innovation in industrial production and technology emphasises the need for
strong institutions – often working in clusters – and patient funding. Mariana Mazzucato (2013),
for example, shows how venture capital has not been the key factor in many major industrial and
technological innovations but, rather, patient capital through nation states (including in the
military industrial complex in the United States) has played this role. Kattel et al. (2019) use the
term agile stability to emphasise the combination of strong and stable institutions and innovative
partnerships in organisational agility.
Government and development partners thinking about allocation of funding are, understandably,
concerned with results and want accountability from institutions and, of course, it is possible for
long-term patient funding to be misused. However, the Covid pandemic has highlighted that the
social economy, and provision of social goods, is a far more crucial part of the economy than has
been understood by economists narrowly focused on GDP. Putting funds into building education
institutions that can offer social engagement, sustained learning, partnerships with employers, and
a sense of purpose to young people, may prove in the long term to be of value to society. We also
know that a broad and general education makes people more able to be retrained and more flexible
and able to transition. TVET offers education to people who have not succeeded in general
education. This broader function of TVET provision must remain in focus, and is also a crucial
part of institution building.
None of this means that there is no longer a need to determine the occupations that are in demand
across the economy in order to inform enrolment planning and shape provisioning. The DHET has
developed a methodology to understand this demand through a large ‘labour market intelligence
project,’ which has been implemented over the past five years and now has a new set of projects in
this
area
that
aim
to
move
towards
a
more
responsive
system
(www.psetresearchrepository.dhet.gov.za). However, whilst this research has allowed for some
insight into the occupations in demand, what is evident is that we don’t yet have a full picture in
terms of the impact of Covid-19. It is clear that the labour market consequences will be devastating
and, almost certainly, will get worse for months if not years to come. We will see not only a terrible
loss of jobs, but also more hidden phenomena such as reduction in hours of work, job security,
quality of work, and salaries. The overall patterns to date suggest that the negative impact of the
shocks is larger for workers with lower educational attainment (South African Treasury 2020).
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Treasury points out the ways in which Covid will aggravate structural faults in the economy and
anticipates that employment, household consumption and investment will continue to be
constrained and that GDP per capita will fall – further exacerbating social pressures and
fragmentation (South African Treasury 2020).
These challenges and opportunities highlight the limitations of ‘manpower planning’ as the pace of
change is considerably faster than the duration that it takes to complete the research. However,
while the short run will be dominated by uncertainty and many labour market challenges that will
undermine skills development, there is also a possible silver lining in the opportunity to build skills
development into thinking about economic recovery in ways that are more integrated and holistic
than current practice. Over the past 30 years, the South African state has not played an effective
role in shaping demand in the economy or in looking at both skills utilisation and needs in
workplaces. Supply and demand are dichotomised: demand is in the economy, supply of skills is
exogenous and must simply meet the needs of economy. Covid has forced more focus on
economic planning – in terms of supporting economic sectors that are in distress or support local
innovation. To the extent that skills development can be seen as a broader package in this regard,
there could be positive results.
There are also emerging areas where demand is being created, such as the digital economy, which
opens up a range of different opportunities as well as the agricultural value chain and global
business services. Efforts are also being made to address disruptions in the supply chain through
local procurement, and mechanisms are being put in place to track the commitments made by
companies to increase their spending within the local economy. For example, the Manufacturing
Circle is supporting the local production of medical equipment. One project is the national
ventilator project, which is a joint collaboration between industry labour and health and has
involved developing specifications for locally manufactured products and concerted effort to work
with partners in terms of determining what sort of product is required and what expertise is
required. A totally different project looks at the local manufacture of fabric masks. Here, industry,
labour, and government developed joint specification for masks that large-scale manufacturers and
small-scale home operations could then produce. Both focused on understanding where the
blockages in the local supply chains are. Government is also working closely with the private
sector to roll out multiple infrastructure projects in order to both create an environment for
economic recovery as well as in response to the need to stimulate demand.
Finally, supporting transitions from education to work means building institutions that can play
this intermediary and supportive role. For example, the Pathway Management Network, a key
pillar of the Presidential Youth Employment Intervention, uses technological platforms to attempt
to support young people to build their profile, and aggregates work opportunities available. This
intervention, through Harambee Youth Employment Accelerator, is working with employers to
change hiring practices towards inclusive hiring, and emphasises the responsibility of companies
to induct new entrants and to support new entrants to successfully transition into the workplace.
The business service industry, through demonstrating to employers a consistent supply of labour,
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has been able to attract global business and thereby increase the demand for labour. There is also
some preliminary evidence that through the combination of work experience and a small stipend
offered by the Presidential National Youth Service Programme, some young people have
successfully started their own small businesses. Building systems and institutions includes
institutions that play a role as labour market intermediaries.

Conclusion and research agenda
This is not the moment for reintroducing the failed market dogma of TVET reform in the hope that
it will lead to the desired agility and responsiveness with the hope, in turn, that this will somehow
ensure economic and job recovery. Instead, it is a moment for starting to develop a more holistic
and integrated way of thinking about skills, thinking about all the moving parts of the economy,
and the institutional configurations and systems that shape skill formation as we move forward
with Covid-19 overlaid on a weak economy. Our research (Allais et al. 2020) provides some
indications of how skills can be thought of inside the industrial policy process instead of as an
add-on or something exogenous. It highlights the need to think about the quality of work and
organisation of workplaces as well as skills development inside industrial policy and inside
different economic sector strategies. Part of this is thinking about how formal providers and
provision in general need to be embedded inside the industries. One implication of this is that we
can’t have general strategies – they have to be specific to each industry and sector. A generalised
‘partnership’ model is unlikely to succeed.
This requires a better balance between coordination and supporting a flourishing of provision. Our
current regulatory system does not ensure coordination but does stifle initiative. We have to move
from both of these negatives to a more flexible system that also supports institution building. We
need more holistic TVET that focuses on occupational streams and clusters (Wheelahan et al.
2015) with strong qualifications that allow for some local flexibility rather than only narrow job
preparation, at the same time as supporting companies to develop highly specific skills and
supporting TVET institutions to also offer short focused training programmes. This needs to be in
line with an economic recovery focused on jobs.
The increased focus on coordination across development partners and varied government
departments offers some hope for a systemic response that focuses on institutional development to
meet immediate and long-term needs. As part of this process there will be a need for more research
into the ways in which TVET can be embedded into industrial strategy and translating this into
sector-specific vocational skills development strategies – considering what this means for
institutions, partnerships and the balance between different types of programmes. We also need
insight into how to adjust regulatory frameworks to realise the balance of ensuring strong
coordination whilst allowing and encouraging innovation. We need to understand how learners
can access practical and workplace experience given the current constraints and the implications
that this has for the TVET institutions, qualifications, and programmes. Most importantly, we need
far more insight into how to support and build education and training institutions on the one hand
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and, on the other hand, into relationships between decisions about work organisation, technology
and new products and skills – if we are to take steps towards developing virtuous cycles of skills
development and industrial transformation.
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In search of the ‘new normal’: Reflections on
teaching and learning during Covid-19 in a
South African university
Shireen Motala and Kirti Menon
University of Johannesburg

Abstract
On 15 March 2020, all tertiary institutions in South Africa began to implement measures to meet
the social isolation and lockdown mandate of the government, while continuing with their core
business of teaching and learning. At the University of Johannesburg (UJ), a public higher
education institution, an urgent review of all activities to support and enable the academic project
was conducted to make provision for the national lockdown measures. What was apparent was that
there was a ‘new normal,’ with all teaching and learning activities taking place fully online, and
academic staff having to rapidly prepare and capacitate themselves for this. Using a qualitative
methodology, this article uses institutional theory and equity and social justice frameworks to
critically reflect on how societies have dealt with such pandemics and shocks, locating our South
African experience in a global and comparative context. It provides an institutional case study of
UJ, critically reviewing how its vision of accessible excellence and equity was mediated by current
events and its agility, highlighting some of the challenges and tensions that emerged. Finally, it
examines what the new normal will mean for tertiary institutions in South Africa as preparation is
made for a post Covid-19 world.
Keywords: Covid-19, tertiary institutions, teaching, learning, equity, social justice, students,
agility
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Introduction
Unimagined, and akin to movies on pandemics, fiction became reality with the unprecedented
global impact of Covid-19. Close parallels are the First and Second World Wars, times of intensive
conflict, and the HIV/AIDS and Ebola outbreaks. Other crises have come from major incidents in
the USA like 9/11 or shootings on campuses but, with these, the duration of disruption was
contained with a clear start and defined end to the period. Garcia (2015) iterated that in a sample of
universities in America affected by either climactic conditions or shootings, crisis management
requires a comprehensive, clearly defined plan. Covid-19 is a global pandemic with no end in
sight. It brings with it a prolonged period of disruption with a possible continuation of these levels
of disruption prevailing in the foreseeable future.
Following the World Health Organisation’s announcement of the Coronavirus (Covid-19)
pandemic, President Cyril Ramaphosa declared a national disaster in South Africa on 15 March
2020. The declaration saw all tertiary institutions in South Africa implement measures designed to
ensure the social isolation mandate while continuing with their core business. From a week before
the formal declaration of the national disaster, various mechanisms were put in place to manage
the anticipated lockdown (which took effect at midnight on 26 March 2020), many hurriedly. At
the University of Johannesburg (UJ), an urgent review of all business continuity plans (BCPs) in
domains across the university was conducted to make provision for the national lockdown
measures. This crisis review at UJ and other institutions resulted in the rapid containment of
on-campus risk. Daily monitoring of emerging conditions, both globally and nationally, was
established, and ongoing interpretation and solutions tailored for risk management were devised
and reviewed across the post-school sector. The overarching objective remained the completion of
the academic year and the safety of students and staff.
The authors 1 of this article, two senior managers/academic leaders with responsibility for
academic planning, staff development and postgraduate studies, offer critical reflections on
experiences during Covid-19. The multilayered roles of insider, co-authors of plans, co-problem
solvers, and co-implementers provide the space to critically reflect on teaching and learning
strategies at a large university across a range of considerations drawing on events as experienced
and lived, actions taken, and plans and documentation developed to counter the crisis.
There are four areas addressed. First, the article offers analysis of how societies have dealt with
pandemics and disruptions, locating our South African experience in a global, comparative
context. Secondly, it provides an institutional case study of UJ, reviewing how its vision of
accessible excellence and equity was mediated by current events. Thirdly, the article highlights
some of the challenges and tensions emerging with specific reference to teaching and learning at
undergraduate and postgraduate levels. Finally, it examines what the ‘new normal’ will mean for
tertiary institutions in South Africa and globally. The methodology involves a secondary literature
1

The authors want to acknowledge the senior leadership team at UJ, academics and support, including the Centre of Academic
Technologies (CAT), who contributed to the implementation plans for, and delivery of, remote teaching and learning. Much of
this is available and updated on https://www.uj.ac.za/coronavirus/.
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review and critical reflection on the case of UJ. The institution is the unit of analysis – with
reference to the drastic changes to the physical realities brought by Covid-19. Accordingly, the
article examines the institutional understanding, analyses, decisions/strategies/plans, responses,
monitoring and reflections, as well as the agility to respond to change.
Institutional analysis that arises from institutional theory is relevant. This focuses on the reciprocal
relationship between social institutions, individual agency, and social practices (Thornton &
Ocasio 1999). The theoretical framework in the article also includes the concepts of inclusiveness,
social justice, and equity (Rawls 2001; Mgqwashu 2016).

Understanding the global and local context of teaching in higher education
during Covid-19
Times of war, conflict and system shocks have brought widespread changes to societies, and
questions are being raised about whether Covid-19 will transform universities as the Black Death
did in the Middle Ages. The plague swept through Europe in the late 1400s, claiming the lives of
half of Europe’s population, leading to a shift from a worldview centred on theology to one that
valued science (Stanmore 2020). This shift was reflected in higher education with both uneven
enrolments in higher education and a changed disciplinary focus. Of course, it is too early to
anticipate how far-reaching the impact of Covid-19 will be on higher education.
The current pandemic has added a new layer of complexity and uncertainty to an already volatile
and contested higher education sector, evidenced by protests on fees, decolonisation and
affordability amongst other concerns (Motala 2020). In South Africa, the education and social
purposes of the higher education system have been in the spotlight, especially in respect of the
possibilities and limits of the role of artificial intelligence, 4IR, and digitisation. Higher education,
specifically, is tasked with preparing graduates for society and economies that are experiencing
tumultuous shifts. Universities in Africa, as with their counterparts globally, are required to
contribute to the development of their societies. Such advancements need to be underpinned by
teaching and learning strategies that create well-educated, socially conscious citizens equipped
with the knowledge, skills and attributes for a rapidly changing era. Menon and Castrillon (2019:
12) argue for ‘an aggressive disruption of current thinking, existing methods and processes, if
higher education and universities are to achieve real change to the way in which teaching and
learning pedagogies are framed.’ Disruptions of the kind envisaged are usually planned with clear
‘as is’ and ‘to be’ scenarios. The gravity of the current disruptions is unplanned and the structural,
systemic and long-term seismic shifts are yet to be gauged.
The pandemic has brought into sharp focus several questions that are not new but acquire a
different dimension given the current circumstances. For example, what needs to shift in how
lecturers teach and how students learn? What does the blurring of the lines between the physical,
digital and technological mean for social relationships and for student learning? What do these
shifts mean for different countries? Is learning in an environment with peers in a class better than
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learning online? And how does online learning equip students with relevant skills for newly
configured workplaces?
Across the world, examples abound of tertiary systems being disrupted, delayed and sometimes
destroyed by natural disasters and conflicts. Syria, for example, has been in danger of losing a
generation to conflict and violence. Due to continued disruptions, some of the options explored
have been to provide students with the right to defer modules to the following year, and the
reorganisation of examinations and additional supplementary exams (Al Hessan et al. 2016).
Elsewhere, the Covid-19 pandemic has necessitated a ‘slow down [of] Somalia’s emergence from
decades of civil war that decimated its institutions, including tertiary education institutions, and
left an estimated 2.6 million people displaced’ (Rajab 2020: para. 6). Czerniewicz (2020) draws
parallels, regarding the impact on teaching and learning, between the disruptions from
#FeesMustFall at South African universities between 2015 and 2017 and the current pandemic.
The argument made is that whilst the lessons for higher education, given the rapid responses to
student protests in the past, remain relevant, the same inequalities persist. The end goal then was,
similarly, to complete the academic year.
UNESCO (2020) has estimated that the pandemic has resulted in the physical shutdown of
education institutions globally and that, at a conservative estimate, at least 50% of the world’s
students both in school and higher education – 890 million in 114 countries – have been affected.
Forecasts for the long-shadow implications of Covid-19 range from a 5-year disruption to one of
six months. Forecasts predict anywhere from a 15% to 25% decline in enrolment, depending on the
part of the world in which the calculations are made (ICEF Monitor 2020). For example, it took
higher education two years to recover from the impact of the SARS epidemic in 2003.
A debate in June 2020, critically engaged with how we prepare for the new normal in tertiary
institutions, demonstrates the key tensions. Marwala (2020) suggests that new developments in
knowledge, science, technology and ways of economic production are the probable trajectory of
the future. Badat (2020) argues for caution in respect of how we engage with the 4IR, noting that
tertiary institutions should not use the pandemic to initiate and institutionalise reorganisation,
restructuring and changes that are desired by proponents of the 4IR without open debate about
their desirability generally. Williamson et al. (2020: 108) rightfully assert that ‘the need remains
for critical reflection on the planetary pivot to digitally mediated remote and distance education.’ It
is envisaged that there will be a pressing need for an unambiguously critical evaluation and
monitoring of higher education’s responses to the lockdown, especially in relation to teaching and
learning remotely.

Keep calm and carry on: Business unusual and adaptation of teaching and
learning
As the country entered a total lockdown in the face of the pandemic, UJ began gearing itself to
ensuring continuity in its teaching and learning activities. Like other universities nationally and
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internationally, the teaching and learning project took centre stage with consideration of the scale
of the shift needed, whether in terms of student numbers, disciplinary differences, the absence of
time for staff training or the need to galvanise and equip all role players in the university. The
teaching and learning philosophy of UJ includes the primary aim of dissemination of knowledge
(learning about), and the practices in the knowledge domain (learning to be). The different
domains of knowledge and their interconnections, and the difference between anecdotal
understandings and a deeper knowledge based on a thorough conceptual understanding, are
important outcomes. Achieving these through remote teaching and learning is a challenge for both
the academics and students.
Table 1 provides a high-level overview of the student population at UJ by Classification of
Education Subject Matter (CESM) categories (Department of Higher Education and Training,
DHET 2008) and the split between postgraduate and undergraduate headcounts for 2020. With
approximately 94% of the student population classified as black, and female headcounts being
approximately 53%, the university has a representative demographic profile.
Profile of UJ Headcounts
Table 1: UJ HEMIS Data (2 May 2020)
CESM Category

Postgraduate

Undergraduate

Total

Business/Management

2 420

15 445

17 865

Education

1 123

3 081

4 204

Other Humanities

1 732

7 553

9 285

Science, Engineering, Technology

3 876

12 506

16 382

Grand Total

9 151

38 585

47 736

The university set up governance structures to actively steer its activities at the outset of the
pandemic and lockdown. The goal was to retain normalcy amid unusual circumstances and
continue to deliver teaching and learning through a variety of online platforms. The move required
a veritable ‘Marshall Plan’ given that the university’s primary mode of delivery was contact
teaching.
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making processes
Figure 1: UJ’s decision-making

Figure 1 demonstrates the iterative process of translating the university’s plans, and the inclusive
nature of the process. The dual direction arrows indicate the feedback loops established. The
university had to refine and revise its strategy in accordance with feedback from students,
academics, faculty and various other divisions. An example was the expediting of data bundles for
students and staff, based on feedback.
Coombs (2007: 2–3)
3) describes the term ‘crisis’ as ‘the perception of an unpredictable event that
threatens important expectancies of stakeholders and can seriously impact an organisation’s
performance and generate negative outcomes.’ Higher education in South
South Africa is no stranger to
crises, having experienced several of these at different junctures in its history. During the
#FeesMustFall protests, UJ did not lose a single day of academic activity although other
universities were closed for long periods. H
However,
owever, the lockdown necessitated by the pandemic
has precipitated an unprecedented crisis. In this situation, all staff had to rapidly begin to work
remotely, and the university’s immediate priority was to discharge its responsibility to students,
while taking
aking into account the inequitable conditions of their lockdown like housing and food
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security, for example.
The lockdown took place just before the March/April 2020 university break and, overnight, the
entire complex organisation of the university was on high alert. Leave arrangements were
cancelled, a Covid Coordinating Committee was established that met weekly and, together with
the Management Executive Committee Academic (MECA), planned the shift to remote teaching
and learning. For an institution with 50,000 students, this was a mammoth task. In the leadership of
this were members of the Management Executive Committee, the most senior leadership group in
the institution. Committees were replicated across all support structures and within faculties.
There was a sense of urgency and purpose, with the goal that no student or staff member should be
left behind. Within a fortnight from the commencement of lockdown, the building blocks and
pillars of the university response were in place. A centrepiece in the university strategy of
management was to ensure that academics and students were represented in the processes of
planning the response. The complexity of the organisational response was not to be
under-estimated. In hindsight, more time for reflection and coherence would have been valuable.
Julius et al.’s (1999) discussion of ways in which institutions can be ‘change orientated,’ resonates
with how the UJ management engaged with the change process. This includes linking the
committee system to the strategic position of the formal or bureaucratic structures of the university
to enable, support and drive the change. Follow-through was critical because the committee’s
work does not end with decision, but involves reinforcing through action, implementation,
monitoring and evaluation. The frontline implementers of any teaching and learning strategy were
the academics and it was vital that both the voices of academics and students were heard.
Illustratively, academics raised the very real issues of clinical practice for health sciences students,
psychology, education and social work. This required complex manoeuvring between professional
bodies, the DHET and academics. Frustrations were encountered because there were lockdown
regulations that prohibited students from completing the statutory requirements for the degrees,
and the very real health risks. Students were similarly worried and anxious because the completion
of degrees could be threatened.
In recounting the response of a Chinese University, Wu et al. (2020) refer to the success of the
transition to online teaching and learning being predicated on ‘organisational agility.’ The agility
of business processes and technology worked favourably for the university. Given the abrupt
nature of the lockdown, a critical strategy adopted by the university was to boost communications
through a multiplicity of tools. In the mix of its messaging was a plethora of matters that had to be
dealt with urgently and, as the university discovered, this had to be done continuously and
consistently. An early innovative feature was to establish a dedicated section on the UJ website
(https://www.uj.ac.za/coronavirus) to post relevant communications. Communication was critical
for multiple reasons. There was no template that the university could work off, and the absence of
well-established processes and procedures required constant communication to all sectors. An
essential step was also ‘listening’ and responding. Communication had to be informative, repeated
and, at the same time, pastoral. Given the sequence of planning at the university during this period,
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there were some decisions that could have preceded others. The most salient aspect of Figure 2 is
the reflection of decision making on weighty matters in a reduced and short time frame. For
example, data and devices surfaced in mid-April as an issue to be managed post decisions on
transitioning to remote teaching and learning.

25 March
2020University
lockdown
commenced
from
midnight,

15 March
2020 National
state of
disaster
declared

23 March
2020 National
lockdown
announced

9 April 2020Amendments
to academic
calendar sent
to staff and
students

26 March
2020 National
lockdown
commences
at midnight

23 May 2020
Minister
Nzimande
announced
arrangements
for Level 3

20 April 2020 –
Term 2: Remote
Teaching
commenced

14 - 17 April
2020 –
Student
Blackboard
Orientation

1 May
2020
–
Level
4
began

24 May 2020
– Easing to
level 3
announced

Figure 2: Timelines of activities

The initial phase (i.e., once campuses were ‘closed’ with limited or no physical presence of staff
and students) can be characterised as academic governance on the go to ensure the continuity,
quality and integrity of teaching and learning. A plan for remote teaching and learning itself had to
be developed remotely because all staff were required to be off site.
In order to achieve this, several academic considerations had to be factored in to continue the
academic year. The timeline denotes that within two months of the commencement of the 2020
academic year, it was disrupted by the physical lockdown of the campus. In planning to transition
to remote teaching and learning, the university had to undertake the following given the disruption
to contact teaching and learning:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Revision of the academic calendar;
Making available guides and toolkits for remote teaching and learning for both staff and
students;
Creation of a week for student orientation (how to learn remotely using Blackboard);
Revision of modules to take into account deferring of practicals, laboratory sessions or
clinical training;
Assessment of which modules were online and how best to transition all undergraduate
modules for Semester 1;
Revision of assessment for remote learning;
No summative assessments for first two weeks to allow students time to settle;
Ensuring that all academic changes to modules including assessments were submitted
through faculty governance structures and to Senate.
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None of the changes described above would have been necessary in the absence of a disruption.
Online teaching requires planning, understanding of curriculum demands and assessing strategies
for teaching and learning, assessing technologies to be deployed, determining the assessment
regime taking into account the need for robustness, integrity and validity of assessments, and
review and evaluation (Baran 2011; Wang & Torrisi-Steele 2015). While the preceding account is
true for contact teaching as well, the speed of transition to online teaching required the sequential
processes described above to be collapsed into one strategic manoeuvre.
The immediate migration to remote teaching and learning required the UJ Centre for Academic
Technologies (CAT) to become a pivotal node. The purpose of CAT is to stimulate the use of
academic teaching, learning and assessment technologies at the university. With the strategy to
recover the academic year, the staff of CAT methodically reviewed approximately 1,500
undergraduate modules to check for online readiness using the following markers: (a) a structure
students can easily follow, (b) a learning guide, (c) evidence of activities in Week 6 of Term 1, (d)
presence of assignments, and (e) presence of online assessments. Capacitating academics for the
new normal was the key component of curriculum delivery under vastly changed conditions.
Academics responsible for these modules, heads of department, and faculty staff worked together
to ensure that remote teaching could commence on 20 April 2020. Other divisions and departments
in the university rallied in support of this, with academic development sessions targeting areas
such as online teaching and learning, redesigning assessments appropriate for online taking into
account patchy student connectivity and data issues. Useful guides and quick-help toolkits were
designed to help academics think through difficulties with teaching and learning. Fortunately, at
UJ there were already pockets of online development expertise, mainly in the Faculty of
Education, FEBE and the College of Business and Economics. There was also special expertise in
niche areas of excellence – in accounting, for example. The deliberate and strategic building of
in-house capacity over a period at UJ, especially in CAT, paid off in this pandemic period.
Critically enabling teaching and learning in the weeks that followed the lockdown was a rigorous
monitoring of students’ participation on Blackboard (the primary learning management system
[LMS]) with high-level data presented for analysis to the management of the university, deans and
faculty members. The role of big data was foregrounded as never before, as students’ log-in times,
log-in frequency, and the when, where and how are monitored, shared, diagnosed and acted upon –
especially where there was an absence of academic engagement with the online platforms.
Analysis led to action and in some cases the revision of individual academics’ teaching and
learning strategies as well as the university’s plans.
The strategy described above operates from the assumption that all students are equipped and
primed for online learning, including optimal access to the requisite technologies. Assumptions
were constantly challenged, for example, the successful translation of modules on the LMS for
remote learning and teaching did not mean that students were equally accessing the platform and
the provision of a device or data did not mean that learning was taking place. The dramatic speed
of the South African lockdown propelled the university to move rapidly to focus on the recovery of
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the academic year. The strategy included multiple steps taken simultaneously and, in some cases,
sequentially. Predicated on ensuring that access and success were prioritised, the focus was a
2-week period concentrating on transitioning from traditional contact to the online format. This
was not a simple task because time constraints on the period for transition did not allow for
reflection on the development of an online pedagogy.
The internationalisation strategy of the university also had to be reviewed for the short and
medium term. UJ has 2,500 international students and approximately 30% returned home. With
forces extraneous to the university and out of its control, innovative ways had to be devised to
maintain contact with students and to continue with the academic project. The International Office
commenced with virtual town hall meetings, surveys of students and detailed tracking of the
physical location of students and their needs.
At UJ, 62.3% of undergraduate students are funded by the National Student Financial Aid Scheme
(NSFAS is a government entity with the function of allocating bursaries and loans to students) and
a further 2,401 receive some form of funding from an internal UJ Missing Middle fund (i.e., for
students who are above the threshold for NSFAS funding). If NSFAS is used as a proxy for
disadvantage, then it is clear that the teaching and learning strategy accompanying the shift to
remote learning would have to take into account the needs of this group of students as well as other
students simply not in ideal learning environments. A number of issues became evident, both in
terms of access to learning and the broader societal context in which this is taking place. Reflecting
on the university’s response, factors that compromised student learning included:
•
•
•
•
•
•

No access to a device inclusive of a laptop or smartphone (impacts on how to learn if the
medium or means to learn is absent);
Either no network coverage or limited coverage;
Cost of data;
Limited bandwidth;
Living conditions not conducive to studying;
Other psychosocial factors.

Issues of social capital, access, and vulnerability were evident as student feedback was received.
These included poor living conditions, environments not conducive to learning, student hunger
and, while not necessarily quantifiable, a possible worsening of economic conditions during the
Covid-19 lockdown that would impact on the students. Academics, staff working with students
and students themselves drew attention to the problems with the university devising responses. For
example, food parcels were organised for students living off campus in privately owned
accommodation, and ramped-up psychological services for students who were exhibiting high
levels of anxiety and stress. Equity and access are goals that have been pursued by government as
far back as the National Commission on Higher Education (1996) as set out in the White Paper 3
(Department of Education 1997). The agenda for the transformation of higher education outlined
the need to ‘redress inequalities of access, participation and success’ and ‘expand SA’s
competitive participation in the global context’ (Council on Higher Education 2004: 24). With the
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advent of Covid-19 and the unprecedented full closure of campuses, the debates on access to
higher education have shifted and have been reshaped with a heightened focus on affordability and
the quest to create ideal remote learning environments for students.
One could argue that Covid-19 has exacerbated social exclusion and the accompanying inequities.
The lack of student access in the transition to remote learning has further entrenched exclusion and
created barriers to learning. ‘Quality and equality’ of provision is a central tenet for the university
as is evident from the lessons from China; these have to be factored into this unusual shift to
remote learning (Wu 2020). The suddenness of the total lockdown left little time for the university
to lay the groundwork for all academics to teach remotely and students to learn remotely. Some
academics reported this as an incredibly steep learning curve. The rapid translation of modules
from traditional face-to-face to online learning surfaced a new level of underpreparedness in
students. Through the multiple committee structures and frequent meetings, academics could
express difficulties as well as new ways of teaching and reaching their students. This was
particularly important because many students wrote and communicated with academics about their
difficulties and experiences with the transition to remote teaching and learning. The inequitable
resourcing of students in terms of the required technology was a factor extraneous to the university
strategy, but one that took centre stage regardless. This led to the provision of more than 5,900
devices to students as of 19 June 2020 and provision of data to staff and students on a monthly
basis – 30GB (10GB anytime plus 20GB night owl data).
What are the pedagogical implications of this rapid shift to remote teaching and learning,
particularly, with regard to the gap between academics and students? It became apparent that there
was a need to distinguish the rapid shift to emergency remote teaching and learning and well
thought-out transitions to online learning, the time and resources to do so, and the preparedness of
both academics and students. An imperative in the university was to reduce the distance between
the intent and the realities of remote teaching and learning. In ensuring that the academic
programme was not disrupted, aspects of synchronous and asynchronous delivery had to be
exploited to the advantage of the students. The consistent mantra was that remote teaching was to
remain student-centred.
The intent was to continue with remote teaching and learning. This brought with it the
complexities associated with the remote learning mode specific to faculties and disciplines, and
disciplinary divides began to surface with the realisation that ‘one size does not fit all.’ Practicals,
work integrated learning and laboratory work remained a concern. Innovative practices like online
simulations or videoed practicals were some examples of closing the gap. Assessment became a
major challenge, and academic regulations were changed to emphasise continuous formative
assessment.
Notwithstanding the above, the significant variations in South Africa relating to socioeconomic
factors, data coverage, and between universities and their resource levels became evident. It is
within these parameters that the university approached remote teaching and learning. Digital
inequality is one aspect of this. In part, UJ saw this as an opportunity to assist students to embrace
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the changes necessitated by the Covid-19 pandemic as part of an accelerated 4IR journey. With the
emerging economic reality, it is essential to adapt and the university took steps to ensure that its
students are capacitated with the resources necessary wherever possible. The focus on academic
excellence is, in the context, as important as ever. Academics reported that teaching approaches
had to be adapted and varied, creating smaller sections of module content, discussion forums and
mini assessments and revising.
Pedagogical practices for remote learning are different to those in the contact learning mode. UJ
has for some time now been using Blackboard in its blended approach with a view to enhancing
contact learning. As of 2019, approximately 90% of undergraduate modules had a presence on
Blackboard with more than 50% actively using the blended approach. Academics were supported
by multiple divisions in the university both before and during the transitional period. As academics
have had to acquire new skills, they have also continued with research, administered and reflected
on the changes required, and engaged with one another pertinently on teaching and learning issues.
In sessions with academics, it was patently clear that juggling multiple tasks took its toll. As one
academic reflected in a personal communication, choices had to be made as online teaching was
taking a considerable amount of time and the collaborative book she was working on had to be
deferred. The university was keenly aware that its staff, also subjected to the lockdown, have their
own personal and social challenges to address in their own family environments. Ongoing
psychosocial support has also been made available to staff and students.
Nationally and at UJ, the major concern has been for postgraduate students’ time to continue and
complete the research activities for their master’s and doctoral degrees. The lockdown as a result
of the Covid-19 pandemic has led to the suspension of some research activities for postgraduate
students at UJ. The disruption from the pandemic raises multiple threats for postgraduate
scholarship including potential deterioration in the quality of research projects because approved
methods have to be changed or abandoned, declines in the productive persistence of the student as
their anxiety and stress increases because their project is delayed or changed, changes in the mode
of supervision, and the inability to use alternative methods because there is a lack of expertise to
supervise the project, and delay in time to completion.
In April 2020, UJ had 9,139 postgraduate students, consisting of 1,323 doctoral students, 3,859
master’s students (RDM 1,553, CWM 2,306), 2,635 honours students and 1,322 postgraduate
diploma students. The immediate priorities were faculty action plans to provide online teaching of
coursework master’s and honours programmes and dealing with the constraints of data and device
access for students. While many postgraduate students have access to laptops and computers,
practical work, laboratory work and specialised software remained a challenge. Postgraduate
supervision continues online through phone, e-mail, WhatsApp, Skype, Zoom and Blackboard
Collaborate. Access to library resources is in place, and statistical consultation services are
available.
While postgraduate teaching and learning have been adapted and are continuing, further areas of
concern were identified. These included assessment, laboratory work and practical classes, clinics
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and patient interaction; experimental work and other primary data collection; and administrative
updating and examination progress. While the pandemic can affect all stages of the research
process, the severest impact is likely to be on the data collection phase. For example, students who
were conducting experimental research can no longer access the laboratory/field and students
planning to conduct face-to-face interviews or use paper-based questionnaires can no longer meet
participants and will only be able to do so if following strict health and safety guidelines when
lockdown ends. While online methods could be explored, there were still restrictions, which led to
revision of strategies. The advice to postgraduate students was to plan their work by staggering
working on conceptualisation, the literature study and design while anticipating laboratory access.
The postgraduate students can also focus on writing the parts of their dissertation and thesis that
can be written prior to data gathering and analysis. In some cases, students can start on writing the
articles and other pieces of work that are required prior to the completion of their degrees (Devey
2020).
Given the circumstances and uncertainty, it became necessary for some students to rethink their
research design. However, students found that the change in research design also represented an
opportunity by challenging predominant research methods in a discipline and encouraging
supervisors to learn new methodology and methods. The Postgraduate School prepared guidelines
for different disciplines to use different research strategies given that the lockdown will not affect
all strategies in the same way. In some cases, laboratory simulation and emulation to replace
routine practical work was explored (for example through LABSTER). Although the research
progress of some students may be impacted, students who are able to continue with their research
designs are being encouraged to do so and concomitant ethical aspects are being reevaluated.

Tensions and challenges: Do we carry on regardless?
Bringing the physically absent student in teaching and learning into sharper focus

For all staff and students at UJ who were faced suddenly with this new normal, the choice of the
mode of delivery was not a conscious one but was propelled by current circumstances. Collegiality
and teamwork were required at every step in the shift to remote learning and teaching, which
required fine-tuned multiple teams and student cooperation throughput.
Kotter’s (1995) leading change model is powerful in initiating or bringing about change through
establishing urgency, creating a powerful and guiding coalition, providing a vision to clarify the
direction, communicating the vision, empowering others to act on the vision, planning for and
creating short-term wins, consolidating improvements and producing still more changes, and
institutionalising new approaches. The institutional change expectations and strategy at UJ
reflected all the above albeit with unexpected gains, and challenges.
What is the new normal for universities? Much discussion has taken place about how universities
might effectively adapt. For example, although the university may have the infrastructure, there
can be no assumptions about the students’ ability to access learning, or whether it is effective.
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Going forward, this may require us to redefine our teaching and learning enterprise – to consider
whether we need to invest in technology, provide different resources to support the new mode of
delivery, and what kind of graduate is being produced for a post Covid world and society. Indeed,
new technologies were rapidly bought, sourced and adapted, and budgets have already been
reprioritised to accommodate this. The rapid transition required redirected resources. These
included human resources, academics to transition teaching fully online, assessing online and the
conundrum posed by disciplinary differences where practicals, clinical training, and work
integrated learning were required. Much discussion took place on what the key skills of the future
are and on the different skill sets that will be needed, with digital capabilities identified as critical
for success. This was not straightforward – it required a paradigm shift in attitude towards
curricula, teaching pedagogies, and how to provide students with the highly flexible, mobile
mindset that they will need in the 21st century workplace. Will the future be one where online is the
norm? If yes, then social exclusion and inequity could be deepened with the distinctions between
advantaged and disadvantaged students determining access to learning in yet unprecedented ways.
An appropriate social justice framework must inform South Africa’s higher education approach as
Bell (1997: 3) notes: ‘Social justice education is both a process and a goal. The goal of social
justice education is full and equal participation of all groups in society that is mutually shaped to
meet their needs.’
Enhancing the pedagogical project

Much discussion has taken place about whether the pedagogical project has been derailed or
enhanced, and it is suggested that this is not binary. The alternative for the university would have
been to do nothing and face closure. This would not have been a viable option because it could
pose a risk to the financial sustainability of the university and, secondly, it would not be delivering
on its mandate. Some institutions, for example UKZN and UNIZULU, were closed prior to
lockdown due to protests, and their ability to deal with the Covid-19 period proved more difficult.
Others were more prepared. As Meek and Davies (2009) note, such institutions tend to exhibit
strong features of managerial control both in the nature of their management structures and the
corporate culture that emerges in these contexts. The UJ culture exhibits much of this already, and
a robust platform existed to ensure the level of preparedness needed for the Covid-19 period.
The announcement by Cambridge University ahead of other institutions that it would continue
fully online until 2021 (except for an ongoing tutorial system), reflected the uncertainty about the
future, which requires universities to hone and finesse the teaching and learning strategy. While
there is a national regulatory and set of statutory rules, it seems that universities are opting for
return with restrictions or remote teaching, or a combination of these. In South Africa, a controlled
resumption of the academic year was announced in June 2020 with national directives and the
parameters for reintegration published by the DHET.
The flipped classroom to fully online: Technology 101 as the new norm

A useful distinction is made between teaching with technology and teaching through technology
(Black 2020). Lecturers who previously used technology to support face-to-face/contact teaching
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to construct engaging learning opportunities, no longer had this blended option. They had to now
teach solely through technology and consequently the whole enterprise had to be rethought. In
some cases, lecturers used alternative ways of teaching, conscious of the data challenges that
students faced. Working remotely required a rehaul of ways of working, convening meetings, but
also the training of supervisors, conducting writing classes, and sessions with academics. Along
with the rethinking, an evaluative exercise is required to determine whether, if digital connectivity
is achieved, teaching and learning can occur optimally. This will require postmortem reflections
from academics, students and different divisions involved in teaching and learning. Whether there
will be sufficient pause in the Covid-19 pressures to enable critical reflections is an unknown
factor.
How does one ensure that the spaces created by ‘live’ human interaction are similar in online
situations? One academic indicated that due to the connectivity problems of the students, the
lectures were recorded for asynchronous viewing, although some students were present in the live
classroom, which immediately created a disparity. She immediately found a solution by using
WhatsApp to call each student in her class (but this was a small class so was feasible).
Achieving educational equity highlights social equity and socioeconomic divides

South Africa is a vastly unequal society with great wealth and income inequality (STATS SA
2019; Omarjee 2020). Despite strides being made in transforming the higher education sector with
widening of access a primary goal of the country, Covid-19 may in future hinder progress. The
digital divide could create new patterns of exclusion.
Numerous poignant anecdotes capture the challenges the students faced. In one instance in a rural
area, a student had to climb a mountain in order to get limited connectivity to WhatsApp images of
an assignment to meet the designated submission time because there was no possibility of
e-mailing it (Personal communication, Law lecturer, May 2020). The role of social media has
complemented communications and has informed strategy, with many requests or problems
coming to the university on these platforms, especially with connectivity, data and devices.
The critical dilemma for the university will be how to develop a strategically cautious, informed
approach to remote teaching and learning. This can only be done through holding up the mirror
and evaluating whether the rapid adaptation to technologies for teaching and learning has been
effective. Conscious of the inequities of the student population, decisions have to be made about
ensuring access with success:
The lockdown in many countries occasioned by the pandemic requires us to hold the mirror up to
what happens when classroom space-time travels in the other direction, into the home environment,
introducing the polysynchronous world of learning in the digital age into the rhythms of family life.
(Williamson et al. 2020: 111)

The successful translation of modules on the LMS for remote learning and teaching did not mean
that students were equally accessing the platform or that provision of a device, or data, equated to
learning taking place.
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Equity and inequality issues surfaced repeatedly. Some students had uncapped access to Wi-Fi,
and sophisticated devices, others lived in areas where network connectivity was poor and worked
off a simple smartphone. Some, who live in remote areas, received devices only after delays.
Despite this, and as data and device access improved, the level of participation on the LMS
especially for undergraduates increased to about 90%, up from an average of 50% in the first week
of the lockdown. Weekly reports from deans on progress fed discussions on fine-grained issues
like students’ vulnerabilities; reports from academics provided insights into difficulties that
students and academics were experiencing such as incidence of erratic performance or
participation on Blackboard and, additionally, academics having to cope with families, young
children and care responsibilities. The gap between social equity and education equity (Motala
2014) was very evident, as were the vast social disparities that enabled or disadvantaged students.
Moreover, as Fataar (2020: 27) notes ‘the Covid-19 pandemic simultaneously engages, intensifies
and subverts existing educational inequity and iniquity’ and this forces us to engage with a new
way of seeing and doing.
A major issue that emerged was the psychosocial issues in an environment devoid of human
contact and touch, and the real distress that some students and staff felt with isolation, physical and
social distancing. The university has responded in various ways, but the human cost of the
Covid-19 period is yet to be seen. Caring and support had to be normalised, recognising that the
emotional impact of the pandemic was pervasive. The only choice for the university was Hobson’s
choice – ‘business as usual’ – while recognising that it was ‘business unusual.’ Academics
reflected on sessions with students and spent time ‘counselling’ and allaying the fears of students,
often deriving comfort from the contact. Different strategies for staff and students were enhanced,
and modified and expanded for psychological support and counselling. As Peters and Rizvi (2020:
2) note:
Since a core function of education has always been social and cultural formation, the question arises
as to what kind of sociality is possible when students and their faculty only meet in the digital space,
especially since in recent years, when universities have promoted the idea of global citizenship.

UJ, like other institutions, will have to prepare for this new reality.

Conclusion
The Covid-19 period has brought sharply to the fore inclusion and exclusion across all sectors of
education. The social divides that existed in our society are now even more pronounced, with
parents having to make hard decisions daily about whether to spend on food or data for their
children. Social justice and social exclusion have taken on new dimensions and the elusive equity
(Ladd & Fiske 2006) of the pre Covid-19 period is in further jeopardy. Gustaffson and Patel (2006)
and Motala (2014) have noted that while education equity has improved in some sectors through
greater resource allocation, social inequity has widened. This inequality mirrors the international
experience, which the Oxfam report (2016) and the work of Piketty (2014) and Rodrik (2016) have
put into sharp and uncomfortable focus. This discomfort persists as higher education leverages
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online modalities, with the divides and inequities surfacing in the student body. The provision of
education as a public good is under further threat.
Higher education is at an early stage to review and evaluate the effectiveness, efficiency or quality
of the transition to remote teaching and learning. The disruptive nature of the transitions at UJ
provoked innovative pedagogical practices and even incidental or accidental learnings for
academics and students. This in no way obviates the need for discussions and research to be
conducted on accessibility and success of online learning, amongst other pedagogical issues.
Education is a public good, and equality and social justice must drive educational reform.
Differential redistribution must define our equity approach to address the seemingly intractable
divides in South African society. In this context, this article contributes to a future research agenda
on how to develop an equitable teaching and learning strategy in order to adapt to a post Covid
world, providing a better and more just future for students and youth.
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Abstract
One of the significant consequences of the Spanish flu of 1918 was an emphasis by the Transvaal
schools’ medical officer, C Louis Leipoldt, on health education in schools. This raises questions
about the nature of the subject as a school subject over the last century in both black and white
schools given that Leipoldt’s concern was principally with white schools and health education –
understood as hygiene. The article traces the main outlines of the history of the subject through the
segregation, apartheid and postapartheid years. Using primary and secondary historical sources,
and a framework to define school subject knowledge drawn from Deng and Luke, Goodson and
Popkewitz, it argues that there were similarities and differences in approach: during segregation,
the pedagogical approach was similar across schools, in that both emphasised the practical,
cross-curricular knowledge required to form habits. The main difference was the added
moralising/‘civilising’ role it was seen to have in black schools. Although conditions in most
schools prevented the realisation of health education as envisaged during this and the later
apartheid period, some teacher training colleges did start specialised training for physical
education teachers. Treated as a separate and self-contained subject in primary school curricula
throughout the segregation and apartheid years, health education was subsumed along with a range
of others into the container learning area, life skills, after 1994. The article argues that among the
main changes from earlier periods is that the subject has simultaneously become much broader
than hygiene education, and has been stripped of its moralising intentions and practical,
‘habit-forming’ pedagogy. It requires much more to be done in less time.
Keywords: history of South African education, history of school subjects, curriculum history,
health education, hygiene education, physical education, Covid-19, South African schooling
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Introduction
As the Spanish flu raged in 1918, the then Transvaal schools’ medical inspector, C Louis Leipoldt,
lamented that schools had been closed. Leipoldt argued that ‘closure is useless, a waste of money
and of educational facilities, an interruption of the normal routine of the child’s life and a sure
means of engendering panic among the public and promoting a scare’ (in Phillips 1984: 405). His
views were not popular and there was resistance to reopening schools in some areas. But from
1919 onwards, more schools began to open and ‘the new principle of non-closure in the face of
infectious diseases began to take root slowly’ (Phillips 1984: 405). If one compares the impact of
the 1918 Spanish flu epidemic with the 2020 Covid pandemic just over a century later, there are
some instructive parallels and differences, especially in the field of curriculum. Then as now, the
effects in South Africa were similar to those across the globe. There were however many
differences related to the preparedness to deal with the epidemic. As Phillips (1984, 2012, 2018)
reveals, the question of whether and when to open schools was as contested in 1918 as it was in
2020. In 1918, however, there was no uniformity on how long schools should be closed, or
guidelines on what to do during closure. Even when provincial authorities eventually gazetted
regulations for the reopening of schools, many parents refused to return their children. In 1918, the
entire final quarter of schooling was lost, with devastating consequences for those affected. Not
only did the Spanish flu leave many orphans, it also disrupted schooling with dramatic effects.
Curricula were compressed to enable catch-up, whole grades were promoted automatically, there
were complaints about academic lag in subsequent years and about the much lower enrolments in
later years than were expected.
A major difference between past and present is the attention to health education in school, the
focus of this article. Better known as a figure in the Afrikaans-speaking literary canon of the early
20th century than as an educational innovator, Leipoldt’s intervention in 1918 was similar to that of
the contemporary South African Paediatrics Association (Merrington 2003; Lindgren 2015;
Oppelt 2019). In the framework of a budding Afrikaner nationalism, the context of an emerging
system of segregated schooling, and as a medical inspector of schools concerned with the health of
white children, he did however advocate for health education in schools. Phillips (1984) notes that
Leipoldt added a chapter on ‘Gesondheidsleer als Onderwijsyak’ to the 1919 edition of his primer
on Skoolgesondheid. At the same time, he ‘campaigned vigorously for schools to become centres
of health education in the community. Die Huisgenoot (for which, along with Die Boerevrouw, he
wrote many medical articles) took up this argument’ (Phillips 1984: 411).
Leipoldt’s interests in getting schoolchildren back to school were largely in the newly emerging
system of white schools, but health and hygiene were also a mainstay of colonial priorities for
African education. What the parameters of this subject were in both the state-controlled white, and
mission-controlled black, education systems and how it changed is completely unknown. What
kind of knowledge was and is comprised by school subjects such as health or hygiene education?
How do we conceptualise it? This article will provide an overview of the history of a subject, from
its position in the first half of the 20th century, to its place in the life skills curriculum in the early
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21st century.
An examination of this history may throw some light on the significance attributed to it by a
society whose patterns of disease have followed those of class and colour, historically, and into the
present (Marks & Andersson 1987: 177; Phillips 1987, 1990; Andersson & Marks 1988). Very
little has been written about health education in schools either as part of the history of health or as
education. Within social history, it is subsumed under the history of the training of nurses and
doctors (Marks 1994). Part of the lacuna of knowledge in education relates to the emphasis in
curriculum studies on the broad lineaments of the curriculum rather than its constituent parts,
subjects, or learning areas. With some rare exceptions, despite this being a substantial field
elsewhere, there is a small history of school subjects as part of curricular history in South Africa.
With few exceptions do scholars take subjects further back than apartheid (Prinsloo 2002;
Kallaway 2010; Cleophas 2013 can be considered exceptions). Even where there is an emphasis on
school subjects within contemporary South African sociology, the focus has fallen squarely on the
high-status school subjects such as mathematics and English, for example, or on history. Much less
attention has been paid to those low-status subjects considered to be on the margins of school
curricula. Although health education on its own cannot solve health challenges, it can play an
important role and so is worth looking at.

A note on methodology
The article provides a broad overview of the subject from the interwar years of segregation before
apartheid, through apartheid and the postapartheid years. There is some unevenness in the
treatment of these three periods. The reason for this is that the article was written during lockdown
in South Africa and was therefore dependent on sources available electronically. For the early
period, I was able to draw on teacher education curricula and textbooks in use for teacher
education that I had earlier used for other purposes. They provided insight into what teachers were
being prepared to teach in the area. Here, I was unable to reference the serialised and adapted
chapters in the Cape Education Gazette because the photocopies were in my office and, under
Covid-19 regulations, I was not permitted to set foot in it. For the apartheid period, it was not
possible to visit archives that would have made a more substantial treatment possible. Here, the
textbook sources in the South African National Library are a key resource but could not be
accessed physically or electronically. I drew mainly on secondary sources and constructed a
picture from what was available. This period needs much more work. The curriculum for health
education in the contemporary period is readily available electronically and I used that for this
period. The sources are not sufficient on their own, however, and require an interpretive lens.

School subjects, historical analysis and subjectification
In order to interpret the curricula, and the nature of health education as a school subject, I drew on
the work of scholars who have theorised school subjects and written about them historically. Deng
and Luke’s (2008) distinction between theoretical/disciplinary, practical and
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productive/experiential knowledge is helpful. All are historically situated. These knowledges are
not the same as school subject matter, or the basis on which school subject matter is selected. This
is guided by normative, ideological questions about the relationship between schooling, culture
and society that they argue can also be divided into four basic orientations: academic rationalism
(the transmission of disciplinary knowledge), social efficiency (the production of human capital),
humanism (the personal development of the individual learner) and social reconstructionism (the
importance of meaningful learning experiences to enable agency with regard to social contexts).
The latter view starts with a sociopolitical view of the relationship of knowledge to human
interests, and sees a close link between knowledge and different social classes. This article uses
these to characterise the subject but adds to it by showing how colonial constructs shaped the
subject.
Sociohistorical scholarship on the formation of school subjects has also been important, and
especially that which has drawn attention to the non-static, shifting character of school subjects
(Goodson 1985, 1990, 1993; Popkewitz 1987, 2018; Goodson & Marsh 1996; and Deng & Luke
2008: 14 & 19). Although Goodson has shown how competing interests of a wide array of
agencies not reducible to ‘dominant interests’ may sustain different school subjects, one can also
add the role that social events such as pandemics play in propelling interests to intervene in
shaping school subjects. Polenghi, taking this work further, has taken up more recent concerns by
Popkewitz with the ‘translations’ of subject matter in the classroom (Popkewitz 2018: 78). For her,
‘the content of the subject itself is deeply influenced by other factors, such as text-books, the
culture of teachers, the social and cultural conditions of pupils and their families, etc.’ (Polenghi
2014: 637). Popkewitz, in similar vein, has argued that teaching involves a form of alchemy ‘or
translations of disciplinary knowledge . . . as children are not physicists, mathematicians, or
professional artists’ (2018: 77). In this article, I will use the textbook as translation of the subject
matter in the classroom.
Within this framework then, health and hygiene education can be seen as a hybrid, eminently
practical subject drawing from and applying biological and scientific knowledge to teach about
human conduct. It is a school subject constructed in the interface between society, interest groups
and schooling, focused on human behaviours, and has changed over time. Health and hygiene
education embed knowledge that is instrumental in the construction of behaviours in subjects that
are invested with moral virtues. And here the Foucaultian concept of subjectification is also
important because it points to how subjects are constructed as moral beings through forms of
‘disciplinary’ knowledge acting in and on the body (Heller 1996; Davies 2006). These concepts
and approaches helped shape my interpretation of the evidence used to provide a broad overview
of the history of the subject health/hygiene in the South African context.
The article argues firstly that the curriculum for health education in black and white education
cannot be understood outside its context of inequality and the highly ideological and racialised
nature of its constructions at different times. Secondly, it argues that at its inception in the first half
of the 20th century, and linked to its subjectification purposes, health/hygiene education was a
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preeminently practical subject, its knowledge and learning intended to occur tacitly rather than
theoretically, and through integration across the curriculum rather than as a separate subject. This
was true for both black and white systems. Physical education was in many cases taught as a
separate subject. During the apartheid period, hygiene and physical education became separate
activities in the curriculum, as increasing numbers of teacher education colleges, both white and
black, had already developed specialisations in physical education in the earlier period. The
postapartheid curriculum has seen the reintegration of the subject in a wider curriculum as health
education and physical education within life skills. The article argues that while the subject area
has been compressed into a container learning area with an absence of opportunities for the
development of specialised knowledge in teacher education on this subject, it has also
simultaneously expanded and limited expectations. A historical perspective shows that while the
importance of the subject is much diminished, the changes include a far wider and more
contemporary array of ‘knowledge’ to be learnt. While it is now far more detailed and
knowledge-focused than before, it is also less experiential and practical than it was a century ago.
Subjectification processes have thus shifted from the informal to the formal curriculum.

Segregation: Interwar years
The emergence of hygiene in colonial curricula was from the onset preoccupied not so much with
the combating of disease as with its moral purposes. The South African Native Affairs
Commission that reported in 1903 to 1905 specifically recommended that the socialising force of
work in the mines and on farms combined with the moral and religious as well as vocational
training provided by mission schools was sufficient. Grants-in-aid should be provided to mission
societies whose ‘moral and relgious instruction’ must include ‘simple scientific and sanitary
principles, temperance and the elementary rules of hygiene’ (South African Native Affairs
Commission 1905: paras 329, 339, 343–347). Schooling and health education were to serve as a
moralising force preparing students for labour. As Comaroff has argued, for an earlier period but
equally applicable to this, ‘The power of colonial education . . . had more to do with the inculcation
of values than the transfer of knowledge’ (1996: 26). It was concerned to ‘inculcate a new set of
dispositions; “good habits”’ to be absorbed ‘mimetically’ through the daily ‘rituals of bodily
hygiene’ (Comaroff 1996: 31). Health education was to form part of an ‘everyday process of
[cultural] transformation,’ a ‘practical education in European culture’ and schoolbooks were to be
‘important instruments for extending [this] “mode of seeing”’ (Comaroff 1996: 35–36). Rather
than part of the formal, disciplinary training of the curriculum, health education was thus
pre-eminently ‘part of the informal curriculum of the civilising mission’ (Comaroff 1996: 36). It
was here that colonial education was most successful. It had little impact however on the broader
transmission of disease.
Was it any different in schools established for people defined as white and coloured? And did it
change in mission schools? Here teacher education curricula that came into being in the aftermath
of World War I and the Spanish flu provide some insights. In the early 1920s, the Cape Education
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Department published a number of draft and final syllabi for primary school teachers being
prepared to teach in white, coloured and African schools – the latter mainly mission schools with
state grants. As I have argued elsewhere (Chisholm 2019), these curricula were versions of one
another, all of them containing elements of academic, professional and practical education; the
main differences lay in the time allocated to languages (more for white teachers) and manual
training (more for coloured and African teachers).
Health education was understood as education in hygiene. As far as health education was
concerned, hygiene and physical exercises and games comprised a good part of the syllabus for
teachers in training for white schools, with about as much time dedicated to hygiene as to
geography, nature study and manual training (Anon. 1922). In the Higher Primary Teachers’
Certificate, hygiene was combined with physiology (Anon. 1923a). In the courses for teachers
preparing to teach in coloured and ‘native’ mission schools, elementary physiology and hygiene
were routinely combined, like elementary science and natural science, and allocated the same
amount of time as history, drawing and music (Anon. 1921a, 1921b, 1921c, 1921d, 1923a, 1923b,
1923c). Regulations changed for African teachers in 1933: physiology and hygiene was designated
an ‘academic subject’ alongside biology, language, elementary mathematics, geography, history,
scripture and a range of professional subjects (Anon 1933). Combining hygiene with physiology,
on the one hand, made sure that coloured and African teachers in training spent less time on the
academic discipline of physiology than did white teachers. But it also brought hygiene into a
combination with a science and academic discipline rather than as a practical subject. To this
extent it may have reflected initiatives in the colonial world in the 1930s aimed at a broader
modernisation of curricula through the introduction of science into mission schools that both used
progressive methodologies and sought to make schools more ‘useful’ to modern/industrial
economies (Kallaway 2012). The separate but linked activity and subject of physical education,
Cleophas has also shown, was imbued with the late 19th century ethos of ‘muscular Christianity’
(Cleophas 2013).
Health or hygiene education thus certainly formed part of the formal curriculum for both white and
black teachers and schools. But how was it framed? Were there major differences between the
curricula for black and white schools? An examination of texts for the preparation of white and
black teachers suggests rather that the approach was very similar, although the implementation
was probably hampered by differences of facilities. First, there is the Handbook of Suggestions for
Teachers that was adapted and serialised for white and coloured teachers in the Cape Education
Gazette in the late 1920s (Board of Education Great Britain [BEGB] 1928). The London Board of
Education Handbook contained chapters on each subject with advice to the teacher on how to
approach these in the classroom. It was very similar in approach to what was serialised in the Cape
Education Gazette. These chapters were in turn adapted for African teachers in The Native
Primary Teacher: Handbook of Suggestions for the Consideration of Teachers (Cape of Good
Hope Department of Public Education 1929b). Both were highly popular among teachers and
were, reportedly, ‘the bible’ in teacher preparation until World War II (Chisholm 2020). So how
do they deal with hygiene and health education?
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Health education, comes at the end of the Board of Education’s Handbook as the last chapter, and
as part of a chapter on physical training (BEGB 1928: 411–422). Given that a separate syllabus
was to be published, it sketched only the basic principles but this is sufficient to get a sense of the
overall approach. These essentially defined the subject in terms of an experiential curriculum. Far
more important than ‘instruction which is mainly theoretical in character,’ children were to be
‘initiated into the life of health’ through performing certain acts ‘as a matter of routine’ and
without having any explanation, until they were considerably older (ibid.: 420–421). In order to
achieve its aims of ‘healthy habits,’ it had to be integrated into all subjects. Healthy habits were the
aim and so the aim was not to separate hygiene from the rest of the curriculum, and especially not
from ‘physical training, housecraft, natural history, and above all biology’ (ibid.: 420–421). Its
connections with history and geography were also not to be ignored because
there are few more interesting themes than the effect in the settlement and development of the
Empire of the great discoveries in tropical medicine or the influence of great epidemics on the
social, the industrial and the political progress of the nation. . . . The study and practice of health
must form, from the first, part of the everyday life of the school. (BEGB 1928: 421)

How then did the bible of African primary school teacher education, The Native Primary Teacher,
deal with it? The chapter on ‘Hygiene and Health’ is written in the style of advice or tips on how to
approach the subject pedagogically. It too, is synchronous with the Board of Education and
Phelps-Stokes approach to ensure that healthy habits become embedded through seeing and doing
rather than theory or abstract teaching. The chapter generally tries to make teachers aware of how
aspects of the school environment and classroom can detrimentally affect health, and what
teachers should do to ensure that students internalise good habits. Out of it emerges an idealised
picture of healthy schools and classrooms. But the emphasis is on knowledge of healthy habits
being instilled through dealing with the child’s life and surroundings. Advice is given around how
to integrate healthy habits through paying attention to specific aspects of the school and its
surroundings, lighting in the classroom, ventilation, temperature, equipment and position/posture,
the timetable and actual teaching lessons. Guidelines are given on the buildings and gardens, how
to keep the school including latrines clean, and how to ensure that children develop habits of
washing their hands and drinking fresh water. The teacher should pay attention to lighting in the
classroom, trying to arrange classes in such a way that the light comes from the left and that, when
children are writing, there are no shadows on the page and making sure that children are not
learning in the dark or in light that is too strong. Similarly, how to keep classrooms well ventilated
in both cold and warm weather is emphasised. Exercise, the movement of children during cold
weather, and keeping doors and windows open during hot is recommended. Correct posture is
advised. And there is the injunction that ‘the hours of the school should be arranged so as to save
the children as much fatigue as possible, by working in the cooler hours of the summer, and by
having sufficient breaks to rest the children’ (Cape of Good Hope Department of Public Education
1929a: 54). For the younger children, it was emphasised that hygiene itself must not be taught out
of books. Physical exercises in the form of a cleanliness parade, breathing exercises and drill and
games were to supplement the formation of habits and teaching. From Standard IV upwards,
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hygiene was to be integrated into lessons about the body and practical implications of not keeping
the body healthy (Cape of Good Hope Department of Public Education 1929a: 55–58). Examples
were given of the kinds of physical exercises to do with children at different ages. There was also
an appendix on how to take care of and recognise problems with the eyes, ears, nose, throat and
teeth. This very much fits the muscular Christianity ethos described by Cleophas that prevailed in
Wesley College of Education.
The approach to health echoes the recommendations of Phelps-Stokes African Education
Commission that visited Sierra Leone, Liberia, the Gold Coast, Nigeria, Cameroons, the Belgian
Congo, Angola, and South Africa between August 1920 and March 1921. Written by Thomas
Jesse Jones, it promoted the already widely held view of adapting education to meet local
conditions. It identified four ‘essentials’ of education that needed to be integrated into the
curriculum at all levels: health, appreciation and use of the environment, effective development of
the home, and recreation. It promoted the idea of developing ‘a sense of community consciousness
among the indigenous people, [the] overriding importance of agricultural and simple industrial
training . . . better school supervision, cooperation between missions and government and
differentiating between education for the masses and for leaders’ (in Berman 1971: 135). It also
incorporated the view that character building and the acquisition of good habits was vital and that
this would be best achieved not through literary but a practical education.
Despite the significance attached to health and sanitation, and its inclusion in school and teacher
education curricula, Swiss missionary and author of indigenous texts, AA Jaques (1930),
nonetheless deplored the fact that despite the importance of the subject and its special place in the
recommendations by the Phelps-Stokes Commission, by 1930 it existed more in rhetoric than in
practice. Jaques shared the view that hygiene as subject was useful in introducing scientific modes
of thought but he was also of the view that it should be taught practically and not theoretically ‘as
the mere memorisation of anatomical and physiological facts’(Jaques 1930: 502). He believed
strongly that it should be taught in the vernacular rather than in English and, indeed, authored a
bilingual Sotho-English book on it in 1938 (Jaques 1938). It appears to have been part of a broader
initiative by an International Institute of African Languages associated with Cambridge University
Press to survey hygiene books used in Africa, design new curricula and commission new ones (see
also, Millman 1930). In 1929 they found those textbooks in use to be ‘unrelated to local conditions
and therefore [to have] have very little meaning to the African’ and recommended that more
textbooks ‘of a very elementary character are needed’ that include health stories, plays and songs
(Brackett & Wrong 1930: 507). Jaques, Millman and Brackett and Wrong may have been part of
the growing movement in the 1930s to promote secular and scientific education in mission
schools, still deeply shaped by paternalist notions of the ‘white man’s burden’ in Africa (see
Millman 1930). Kallaway has recently argued that this approach was
linked to international trends which highlighted progressive pedagogy and the promotion of student
motivation which sought to move away from the older tradition of passive rote-learning and
promoting progressive pedagogy. Educational curricula were to focus on environmental awareness
– plants, animals, agriculture, hygiene, nutrition, economic environment – and the role of women
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and children in society. (2020: 93)

When speaking about health and hygiene, it is important to mention the mental hygiene
movement. It was also significant during this period and had an impact on especially white schools
through the measurement of their mental capacities. And it found expression later in the
measurements of achievements of black students. It did feature as a subject in teacher training in so
far as teachers were taught about mental testing in psychology (Cook 1939; Dubow 1995; Toms
2010; see Chisholm 2017: 104–110)

Apartheid
We do not know whether much of the advice provided in the Handbooks for teachers was
implemented in classrooms or not. What we do have some knowledge of is that, other than the
larger and more substantial mission schools, the vast majority were small wattle and daub
structures to which the buildings, temperature and lighting advice simply could not be applied. It
was not until the 1940s and 1950s that colonial ‘tropical’ school design began to take into account
environmental conditions and to consider building with appropriate materials (Uduku 2018).
However, by this stage South Africa under apartheid was also disconnecting from international
and British colonial practice, at least as far as African schools were concerned. The principle
whereby the state matched community contributions, and communities built schools resulted in
many more community-built mud structures with inadequate lighting and ventilation. These were
later augmented by the typical apartheid Bantu Education primary school built at low cost for
expanding enrolments. This standard design ensured not only that ‘teacher and blackboard’
focused learning practices have persisted to the present day but also that much of the health
guidelines of the 1920s remained a pipe dream (Horrell 1968; Karlsson 2004; Uduku 2018: 16).
Classroom furniture was also inadequate and unlikely to encourage the teaching of ‘good posture.’
The health guidelines thus assumed spaces that Karlsson, citing Shields, saw as representing ‘a
form of ‘blindness’’ – since ‘spatial knowledge [was] de-contextualised and read physically and
conceptually only’ (Karlsson 2004: 41).
The key and well-known statements on Bantu Education and Christian National Education are not
marked by any specific attention to health or hygiene. There were however some curricular
continuities. The list of prescribed textbooks for Bantu Education schools of 1953 shows that
health education was in the primary school curriculum. It included books on First Aid and on
health education for tropical primary schools, some in indigenous languages, among the titles
(Department of Bantu Education 1955). While there were variations of the subject in African and
coloured schools, neither the school buildings nor the opportunities for physical exercise promoted
sports in the townships (Cleophas 2014: 13–14; Stroebel et al. 2016). An outline of Bantu
Education curricula in 1970 also indicates that ‘practical hygiene, environment studies and
singing’ were included in a primary school syllabus that emphasised the three R’s in the mother
tongue, religious instruction, handicrafts such as needlework, handwork and gardening in the
primary school; physical education was included in the Junior Certificate (Ireland 1970: 152–3).
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Health education and gesondheidsleer or gesondheidsopvoeding and physical education continued
to be taught as separate subjects in white primary schools from Standard I up to Standard V
throughout the apartheid period. Health education disappeared completely in high school. But it
was replaced by physical education, a non-examinable subject. Even though physical education
came to be seen by Christian National Education ideologues as central to a Christian and national
world view, linking race with physical health and prowess, these ideologies were possibly weaker
in English-speaking and black schools than in Afrikaans-speaking schools. Towards the end of the
period, many schools, white and black, began phasing out the subject because of shortages of staff,
equipment and facilities – the shortages of staff were in part linked to the processes of teacher
rationalisation begun towards the end of the 1980s.
A glance at the South African National Library holdings shows that health education became a
source of income for many schoolbook writers from the 1970s onwards. Because none of these has
been digitalised, only a post Covid-19 era will enable more research into this subject. Much more
work clearly still needs to be done on what it actually comprised for both black and white
schoolchildren, and how subjectification processes may or may not have occurred in different
contexts.

Post 1994
The shift towards outcomes-based education in 1995, followed by the Revised National
Curriculum Statement in 2002 and Curriculum and Assessment Policy Statements (CAPS) of 2011
marked a major change in the nature of the subject. Underlying these could be what Deng and
Luke (2008) have defined as social reconstructionist curricular ideologies. In the first decade of
change, the 1990s, when constructivism defined the overall approach, ‘subjects’ became
subsumed within learning areas and health and physical education became part of life skills. Even
though the emphasis shifted from constructivism to a ‘knowledge-focused’ approach in the 2000s,
the life skills/orientation curriculum did not change fundamentally. Health education is now
confined to the foundation and intermediate phases. Life skills has four focus areas: beginning
knowledge, personal and social well-being, creative arts, and physical education (Department of
Basic Education 2011). Personal and social well-being encompasses personal health, emotional
health and relationships with people and the environment; physical education covers perceptual
and motor development, rhythm, balance and laterality. The health education dimension of the
curriculum came into prominence with the HIV/AIDS pandemic and much attention was focused
on the way sexuality education was and is presented to children. This remains a major concern in
the literature.
A range of more general criticisms has been advanced of the life skills curriculum’s treatment of
both health and hygiene and physical education. A major criticism has been the compression into
one subject of what had previously been independent, stand-alone subjects. For physical education
specialists, the reduction of the stand-alone subject of physical education to a learning outcome of
life orientation has meant not only a loss of status and the employment of unqualified teachers who
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have to struggle with insufficient equipment but also the impact on the health of children where
fully one third of 10-year-olds do not do physical education during the week (Deventer 2011,
2012; Stroebel et al. 2016, 2017).
Dixon et al., whose focus is on the foundation phase more generally, consider the loss of the
‘disciplinary integrity of specialised knowledge fields’ a distinct problem for teachers and teacher
educators (2018: 13–14). Subjects lose their coherence through such compression. In addition, the
content overload, and the requirement that foundation phase teachers have specialised knowledge
of all the school subjects that underlie the four (new) knowledge domains in the CAPS life skills
curriculum, create undue pressures and tensions for teachers and teacher educators (Dixon et al.
2018: 16). Both argue for separation of subjects lumped together in life skills and draw attention to
the need for adequate preparation of teachers in the specialist knowledge needed to treat all the
areas compressed into the container subject/learning area, life skills. These criticisms have been
reinforced by life skills teachers; there is a solid body of research that teachers can meet the
demands of the subject only with difficulty (Krishna 2013; Hebron 2015; Yoyo 2018).
From a historical perspective, a few additional observations can be made of the health education
aspect of the life skills curriculum in the foundation and intermediate phases. Firstly, it has lost its
emphasis on habit formation through practical learning and attention to the child in the school
environment. The progressive, experiential pedagogy that underlay this earlier approach has given
way to one focused on building human capital. Learning through the daily rituals has given way to
learning knowledge, skills, values and attitudes. The formal curriculum is more important than the
informal in the teaching of the habits. The pedagogical dimensions that were central in the first half
of the 20th century to instruction are gone and the emphasis is on the abstract teaching of it.
Hygiene and ‘healthy habits’ are included in the curriculum but the emphasis is less on how the
teacher can, throughout the school day, reinforce these habits than on how it can be covered in a
few hours. It is, in addition, part of a much broader conception.
Much more is also demanded of children in much less time. This points on the one hand to an
underlying human capital approach and on the other to the different interests that have contributed
to the curriculum. As a result of the latter, there is a much broader concept of health education,
which is now no longer confined to hygiene. This broader concept, the result of different interests,
includes those of sexuality education and environmental education, road safety, substance abuse
and anti-TV lobbies. The scope of the subject is far wider than it was in the first part of the 20th
century. It includes social and emotional health, values and attitudes towards and relationships
with other people and the environment over and above issues relating to nutrition, diseases
including HIV/AIDS, safety, violence and abuse (Department of Basic Education 2011). In the
foundation phase (Grades R–3), physical education is allocated two hours per week and reduced to
one hour per week in the intermediate phase (Grades 4–6). Health education is one of three
dimensions of what has to be taught in personal and social well-being. Personal and social
well-being is allocated one hour per week in the foundation phase and one and a half hours in the
intermediate phase. This probably amounts to about 20 minutes a week on health education.
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The curriculum identifies topics to be dealt with in each grade in each term. Grade R formally
teaches children about good basic hygiene practice such as washing regularly, cleaning teeth, hair,
and nails, washing fruit before eating, good toilet habits, sleep, exercise, the importance of a clean
environment, ways that pollute the environment and the importance of recycling. In Grade 1, some
of the same issues are covered: sleep; healthy eating; proper use of toilet, washing hands, keeping
clean, regular exercise and play, limited TV; the body, and its different parts that can be seen and
the five senses and their uses; keeping one’s body safe by saying no and protecting it from illness
by, for example, covering the nose and mouth when sneezing, and washing fruit and vegetables;
healthy eating and safe and unsafe water. Grade 2 again covers healthy living through teaching
about protecting food from flies, simple ways of purifying water, making children aware of
harmful substances such as smoke and alcohol, and of good habits such as regular exercise, not
watching TV and road safety. Grade 3 covers basic First Aid, basic health and hygiene, healthy
eating, concentrating on food groups, insects such as flies that carry disease, pollution and
recycling.
The emphasis shifts in the intermediate phase (Grades 4–6). The personal and social well-being
part of the life skills curriculum still exists side by side with creative arts and physical education in
one subject or learning area. But what used to be the elements of hygiene are now included in a
section called ‘health and environmental responsibility’ alongside ‘development of the self’
(dealing with relationships, bullying, self-esteem, reading, self-management) and ‘social
responsibility’ (dealing with children’s rights and responsibilities, major religions in South Africa,
child abuse, violence and discrimination, dignity, caring for people and animals, nation building
and stereotyping). This means even less time is available for the previous hygiene components. It
also includes a range of different topics. The section on health and environmental responsibility
addresses dangers in and around water, traffic rules, personal and household hygiene, dietary
habits, HIV/AIDS, safety measures, water use, healthy eating, environmental problems and a
healthy environment, substance abuse, basic first aid, food hygiene, communicable diseases and
myths and realities of HIV/AIDS.
Physical education is taught separately and as much detail is provided as here.

Conclusion
The Covid-19 pandemic in South Africa has been accompanied by a massive public health and
sanitation campaign. This campaign has been conducted via television and all other social and
print media, with the President, Minister of Health and leading medical professionals championing
it. It has raised profound questions about the conditions and facilities in schools to enable practices
that support healthy habits. The infrastructural issues of water and sanitation have long been a
preoccupation of social movements such as Equal Education. That they continue to be so neglected
and depend on campaigns by NGOs and civil society organisations suggests a general lack of
priority given to health and hygiene by educational authorities. And this in turn points to the
poverty of education in this area. Diseases will not go away with better health education in schools.
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Nor will an improved curriculum solve all the social problems that give rise to disease and
ill-health in communities living with poverty. And yet attention to school curricula and how they
address health education is critical.
An historical perspective on Covid-19 through the treatment of health indicates some differences
and continuities. Neither pandemics nor the debates and issues confronting those both attending
and in charge of schools have changed that much. The question of whether to go to school during a
pandemic is not a new one, nor are the positions taken by historical actors very different. The
curriculum concerns are similar in that there are fears of the gaps in learning that will arise.
However, there are differences. Health education in the form of hygiene education in schools was
very much on the agenda as a consequence of the pandemic a century ago. It is a less central
dimension of curricular concerns today, its changed place in the curriculum as a subject or learning
area reflecting not only its diminished importance socially but also the impact over time of
different interests seeking a place for new areas in the curriculum. Here, interests stressing the
importance of dealing with HIV/AIDS and gender-based violence as much as those concerned
with the environment have found expression in the curriculum. The concept of health education is
much broader as a consequence, and has to encapsulate much more than it did before. This means
less time for what was previously hygiene education, especially as it is no longer conceptualised as
a cross-curricular activity. That it is not a major issue nationally or among health professionals
may well be because of the new role assumed by mass and social media in public health education.
This does not, however, diminish its importance.
Examining health education a bit more closely is instructive. When brought into formal curricula
for both black and white learners, health education was conceptualised in the early 20th century,
not only as hygiene, and as a moralising and civilising subject in the case of black people, but one
primarily of the learning and internalisation of habits – a knowledge that needed to be taught
through practical example and experience rather than through instruction in the theory. The subject
has continued through to the present, shorn of its moralising but also its pedagogical purposes and
dimensions. With the current curriculum, more has to do be done in less time and more abstractly.
The curriculum thus, probably unintentionally, lends itself to a pedagogy of rote learning. These
changes reflect the impact of changing curriculum ideologies over time and the way in which
curriculum writers have mediated these influences on the curriculum.
Another important theme in the article has been the historical relationship between what is taught,
and actual conditions in which it is taught. Civil society organisations’ attention to the failures of
infrastructure to support health and safety of children in schools today make a mockery of
curricular pieties to teach healthy living, raising questions about the character of the instruction.
What does it mean to teach the importance of washing hands when there is no water in the school?
What does it mean to teach good toilet practice when the toilets are unusable? Although it is clear
that the entire life skills curriculum itself requires some rethinking, what teachers teach in practice
in the area of health education may also be worth much more research.
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Every child is a national (playing) asset:1 A
portrait of a Soweto boy’s contradictory
worlds of play and performance before and
during the Covid-19 lockdown
Shafika Isaacs
University of Johannesburg

Abstract
Amidst the Covid-19-inspired rethinking of education, this article appeals for the recognition of
the township school-going learner as a playful child and playing citizen for whom the world is an
imaginative play world. It deliberately places under a microscope, a township boychild named
Kabelo, who is labelled in the formal education system as underperforming, learning-disabled and
cognitively challenged. Kabelo epitomises the pattern of boy academic underperformance in South
Africa and worldwide, particularly in reading and literacy. This pattern feeds a dominant narrative
about systemic learning deficits that risks the stigmatisation of academically underperforming
children whose lives intersect with stubborn structural inequality, and renders them invisible as
capable, playful children. Through a third-generation Engeströmian activity theory lens, it
illuminates the interactions between Kabelo’s worlds of academic performance and play, before
and during the Covid-19 lockdown, as a portal of complex contradictions. It proposes that the
contradictory interplay of his worlds opens up opportunities for socially just recognition of his
play capabilities as decisionmakers deliberate over education system reengineering during and
beyond the pandemic.
Keywords: contradictions, play, performance, boychild, social justice, portraiture, CHAT
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1

Adapted from ‘every child is a national asset’ – a rallying slogan of the South African Government’s Department of Basic
Education, restated by the State President’s address to the January 2019 basic education sector workshop (Ramaphosa 2019).
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Introduction
Historically, pandemics have forced humans to break with the past and imagine their world anew.
This one is no different. It is a portal, a gateway between one world and the next. (Roy 2020: para.:
48)

Consistent with Roy’s (2020) proposition, the Covid-19 pandemic is also a disruptive portal of
contradictions within and between worlds. Others have depicted the Covid-19 moment as a
paradigm shift (UNESCO 2020), a black swan (Winston 2020), a renaissance moment and one in
which the architectures and bannisters of a pre Covid-19 era can no longer apply (Lalu 2020).
These depictions have also found expression in educational responses to the pandemic, which, in
May 2020, led to the closure of schools in 143 countries (UNESCO 2020), catalysing deepening
socioeconomic and education inequality. Predictions of how school closures can lead to short- and
long-term learning loss equivalent to a year to a year and a half of schooling, and an increase in
school dropout and teenage pregnancies, have already been extrapolated (Kaffenberger 2020;
World Bank 2020). Darling-Hammond & Kini (2020) suggest further that education ‘as we know
it,’ is over and that schooling will need to be thought of in profoundly different ways. A new
imagination in learning, teaching and education delivery under increasingly unequal emergency
conditions and beyond is thus urgently in demand.
In response, a few ideas are germinating in the fertile soil of Covid-19. These include the need to
draw on South Africa’s rich history of popular, grassroots education in the 1970s and 1980s as
demonstrated by Choudry & Vally (2018); the need to confront how present-day formal schooling
can also be a barrier to children’s learning and creativity, as extolled by Robinson (2001, 2007,
2013); exploring openness in education, catalysed by the growing open education resources (OER)
movement (Hodgkinson-Williams & Trotter 2018) and its concomitant relationship with open
education practice (OEP) (Huang et al. 2020). Underpinning the OER and OEP movement is an
emancipatory equity-centred, social justice intent (Lambert 2018). Thus, in a Covid-19 context,
the call is to prise open the closed, containerised and tightly bounded (Leander et al. 2010) system
of schooling.
In support of the emancipatory underpinnings of these ideas, this article proposes that renewed
attention also be given to the school-going learner as a playful child and playing citizen for whom
the world is a play world. The article draws on a doctoral study (Isaacs 2019) that foregrounds the
worlds, peer cultures and capabilities of an ostensibly underperforming township boychild living
in Soweto, named Kabelo. At the time of the study in 2017, Kabelo was nine years old and in
Grade 2. The study’s purpose was to make visible Kabelo’s play world that lay hidden beneath his
underperforming test scores. By following Kabelo ethnographically for 16 months (August 2017
to January 2019) across the vast expanse of his life in Soweto, the study creates, through his voice,
a portrait that juxtaposes his everyday world of play with his world of academic performance
(Isaacs 2019).
At the time of the Covid-19 outbreak, the researcher engaged with Kabelo and his parents in May
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and June 2020 to magnify his portrait under home-confined lockdown conditions. The research
question was expanded to ask pertinently: ‘How do the contradictions show up within and between
Kabelo’s everyday play world and his world of academic performance before and during the
Covid-19 lockdown?’ By exposing the contradictions between his worlds as activity systems
(Engeström 2015), the article draws out the implications for socially just learning expansion,
particularly in view of Covid-19 conversations on reengineering schooling.

Theoretical and conceptual framework
The study is situated at the intersection of theories on children’s play and social justice. It also
applies third-generation cultural-historical activity theory as a heuristic, particularly focusing on
contradictions between activity systems (Engeström 2015).
Play is a contested construct that is philosophically, theoretically and operationally complex.
There is still no unifying theory on play and, operationally, play is applied differently from
different theoretical vantage points (Zosh et al. 2018). However, human play theorists agree that
children at various stages of cognitive, social and emotional development construct and make
sense of the world through play (Vygotsky 1967; Bruner et al. 1976). By extension, I propose that
much of the child’s lived experience (van Manen 2016) of the world is also a lived play
experience. Such views are consistent with Huizinga (1949), who alludes to homo ludens – the
imagining human whose play is integral to the culture of being human and being a child. To this, I
add a constructionist frame based on Papert and Harel (1991) who show how children learn by
making, building and constructing, which Thomas and Brown (2009) refer to as homo faber.
The concept of play world is adopted to depict the lived world of the child and refers to a range of
play spaces both physical and imaginary, real and virtual, including a third space that lies in
between home and school (Yahya & Wood 2017). Play world is an analytical construct that has
spatial, cultural-historical, temporal, mobile, digital and aesthetic underpinnings. The child’s play
world also involves different forms of play including pretend play (Vygotsky 1978; Piaget 2013),
play-as-making (Papert & Harel 1991), digital play (Bird & Edwards 2015) and violent or dark
play (Bjartveit & Panayotidis 2017).
In this article, the playing child as homo ludens and homo faber are adopted and applied critically
with social justice intent. Kabelo is, specifically, a working class, multilingual boychild growing
up in a historically black township, and who navigates structural marginalisation as a child capable
of making choices and decisions (Bessant 2014), a human being and human becoming (Uprichard
2008), and a playing citizen with rights, agency, and who exercises participation through play
(Grindheim 2017).
Kabelo’s play world juxtaposes with his schooled world of academic performance, which is
informed by a web of policies, regulations and laws. These include policies related to the
curriculum and curriculum reform (Chisholm 2012), language of instruction (Posel & Casale
2011; Spaull 2016), assessment (Kanjee & Sayed 2013; Kanjee & Moloi 2017) and inclusive
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education policies (Engelbrecht et al. 2016). Contestations on these policies have surfaced
challenges with the conceptual underpinnings and efficacy of policy formulation under the
influence of globalisation (Deacon et al. 2010; Spreen & Vally 2010), the challenges with policy
implementation (Donohue & Bornman 2014), and the depiction of children within policy (Walker
& Unterhalter 2007).
Academic performance is considered given a pattern of boys’ underperformance relative to girls
that has emerged in South Africa (Broekhuizen & Spaull 2017). This gendered pattern is echoed
globally, as evidenced by the 2016 Progress in International Reading Literacy Study (PIRLS;
Mullis et al. 2016), which has been analysed by some, as a cognitive catastrophe (Aitchison 2018)
reinforcing the intersections between poor performance, poverty and inequality (Spaull 2013).
These persistent intersections of inequality make social justice struggles in education an essential
clarion call (Chisholm 2012).
I shine a spotlight on recognition as a dimension of social justice, drawing on Fraser’s (2008)
three-dimensional social justice theory combined with the capabilities approach (CA; Sen 2005;
Nussbaum 2002). Recognition relates to whose attributes and capabilities are regarded by society
as valuable, and the way an individual is seen and acknowledged reciprocally as an equal by other
individuals, institutions and systems. Recognition is linked to misrecognition, which shifts the
analytical gaze towards the explicit and implicit, overt and subtle, external, internal and
institutionalised ways in which power-marginalised individuals experience invisibility, inequality,
disadvantage, exclusion, marginalisation and powerlessness within institutions and systems. These
experiences are felt beyond just their lack of rights and access to material resources but as
‘institutionalised patterns of interpretation and evaluation that constitute one as unworthy of
respect and self-esteem’ (Fraser 1997: 280).
While Sen (ibid.) defines capability as the individual’s freedom, opportunities and choices to do
what she or he considers to be valuable, Sen (ibid.) and Nussbaum (ibid.) refer to the human
capability to fulfil the essential quality of life functions. The study on which this article is based
also acknowledges the limitations of CA in acknowledging power relations within systems. The
study adopts cultural-historical activity theory (CHAT), which integrates asymmetrical relations
of power within a given activity system.
CHAT and contradictions
Roy’s (2020) concept of a portal is expanded to incorporate contradictions that emanate from the
interaction within and between worlds. It builds on lifeworld studies of children and youth in
South Africa (Fataar 2010; Fataar & du Plooy 2012; Joorst 2015; Domingo-Salie 2018; Sonamzi
2018) and studies on children’s everyday literacy practices (Lemphane & Prinsloo 2014; Sibanda
& Kajee 2019).
The concept of worlds is further analysed as interactions within and between dynamic, complex
and contradictory activity systems, applying third-generation CHAT (Engeström 2015) as a
heuristic. Using CHAT, the tool-mediated, object-oriented base upon which a subject and a
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network of relations interact within an activity system serves as the unit of analysis. It also
includes the engagement between many role-players (‘multivoicedness’) and the historical
evolution of a system over time (its ‘historicity’). It incorporates the internal contradictions that
drive transformative agency of the subjects and, hence, expansive learning and qualitative
transformation of the activity systems. This article gives prominence to the contradictions between
the interacting activity systems.
Contradictions are ‘historically accumulating structural tensions within and between activity
systems’ (Engeström 2001: 137). The study adopts Engeström and Sannino’s (2011)
methodological framework that identifies four types of discursive manifestations of
contradictions: double-blind, critical conflicts, conflicts and dilemmas. Each includes specific
features, associated linguistic cues, and possible ways in which the contradiction can be resolved.
Moreover, Engeström (2005) proposed the concept of expansive learning that arises out of ways to
address the systems’ internal contradictions.

Methodology
The study employed a qualitative hybridised design incorporating critical ethnography
(Carspecken 1996), narrative inquiry (Clandinin & Connolly 1991) and portraiture
(Lawrence-Lightfoot & Davis 1997), which were applied as techniques to write up a critical
ethnographic narrative portrait of Kabelo. Kabelo was one of four underperforming township
boychildren, part of a purposefully selected sample for this study.
It applied a range of qualitative data collection strategies that included reviews of academic and
policy documents, clinical and ethnographic interviews, focus group discussions, interviews,
participant observation, and digital storytelling (Lambert 2010). The voluminous data was
analysed using constructivist grounded theory methodology (Charmaz 2014; Saldana 2016),
which involved systematic, iterative coding, categorising and thematising the raw data as they
emerged over the 16 months of fieldwork ending (August 2017 to January 2019) and during May
and June 2020.
The research engaged with different models and experiences of ethical research on children
(Graham et al. 2013; United Nations Children’s Fund 2015). Their approaches acknowledge how
the research journey with children is continuously influenced by the researcher’s values,
experiences, attitudes and beliefs. In applying these models, the research objectives and process
were explained in detail to the parents and boychildren (including Kabelo and his parents) at
meetings dedicated for this purpose. During the Covid-19 lockdown in May and June 2020, further
explanation was provided to Kabelo and his parents on the phone. Following these consultations,
all of the participants provided their formal written consent to participate. During the Covid-19
period, consent was given both verbally and via WhatsApp message by Kabelo and his parents.
The research was also granted an ethical clearance number from the University of Johannesburg
(2018-061), and an ethical clearance certificate was issued whose application was extended to the
Covid-19 period.
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While following these ethical procedures was necessary, the fieldwork required vigilance to the
potential and actual ethical dilemmas that invariably arose. One example involved being asked to
help Kabelo’s mother with her search for a job. The researcher highlighted the request as a
compromise on the researcher’s role. In these ways, the quest to maintain the ethical research
protocols proved to be a complex and challenging endeavour that was consciously integrated as
attempts to sustain research rigour and trustworthiness.

Findings and analysis
From the grounded theoretical data analysis, a narrative portrait of Kabelo emerged, which
illuminated themes in his worlds of play and academic performance. Applying CHAT enabled
further analysis of his portrait as two interacting activity systems before the Covid-19 lockdown,
as shown in Figure 1. Within each of the pre Covid-19 activity systems, the subject (Kabelo as a
playful child or a national learner) mediates his world through the use of tools and signs (a range of
play tools or his academic performance tools), which orients him towards an object (his meaning
making and self-making or his progression through the academic performance system) that leads
to outcomes (his play capabilities or his academic skills and competencies) under given conditions
and rules (play rules or the academic performance policies), with particular communities (his
friends, relatives, parents and teachers in both systems) and in a division of labour (Kabelo versus
his peers or Kabelo and his parents versus the education authorities).

Figure 1: The structure of two interacting activity systems before Covid-19 (Engeström 2006: 3)

During the Covid-19 lockdown, the structure of the two activity systems differed (see Figure 2).
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The rules in both systems shifted to lockdown regulations, which led to a home-confined subject in
both systems with reduced tools and signs to support his academic learning and performance,
leading to formal academic learning losses.

Educational TV & limited homework
Outcome
Formal learning
loss

Home-confined
LSEN learner

Lockdown
regulations &
school closure

Home-confined
playful child

Restricted
formal
learning &
learner safety

Unresponsive
teacher;
unguided parents

Lockdown
regulations &
play confined to
the home

Figure 2: The structure of two interacting activity systems during Covid-19 lockdown (Engeström 2006: 3)

As shown in Figure 2, during the lockdown, Kabelo’s academic performance world was
dramatically curtailed, leaving more time for his play world, albeit confined within his home. In
the former, as the subject, he became a home-confined learner with special educational needs
(LSEN) mediating his academic performance world – initially through his tools and signs, which
involved self-motivated watching of educational television channels and then, later, through
homework provided to him by the school on Fridays between 12 June 2020 and 2 July 2020. These
tools oriented him towards an object (restricted formal learning and an emphasis on learner safety)
that led to his loss of formal learning as an outcome under lockdown regulations – initially, as
school closures and movement towards partial reopening on 6 July 2020.
An analysis of contradictions that emerged within and between Kabelo’s play world and academic
performance activity systems before and during the Covid-19 lockdown follows next.
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Pre Covid-19 pre lockdown contradictions
In Table 1, four critical contradictions are highlighted between the two interacting activity
systems, before the Covid-19 lockdown.
Table 1: Pre Covid-19 contradictions between activity systems
Pre-Covid Contradictions
Between Systems
Play World Activity System

Academic Performance World
Activity System

Subject

A playful and capable child

A cognitively challenged national learner

Tools

Translanguaging practices

Monolingualised boundaries and
questionable psychoeducational assessment
tools

Self-making and meaning making

Progression through performance

Play capabilities

Learning disabilities

Objects
Outcomes

Contradiction 1 (Subject): Playful and capable child versus cognitively challenged national
learner
In his play world, Kabelo as the subject is a playful child who can exercise his agency, choices
and capabilities, as demonstrated in the excerpts below (Table 2):
Table 2: Excerpts from participant observation
Context: Arriving at a workshop in Soweto on his
own

Context: Providing directions from school

Shafika: Wow, you are early. Where is your mom?
Kabelo: I came alone.
Shafika: By yourself?
Kabelo: Yes
Shafika: By taxi?
Kabelo: Yes
Shafika: Have you travelled on your own before?
Kabelo: Yes

‘I know the way to my grandfather’s
place,’ said the then 9-year-old Kabelo
confidently as he stepped inside my car, one
Friday afternoon. He then pronounced as if a
tour guide: ‘See, there is Maponya Mall.’
‘At the next robot, you turn left,’ directed
self-assured Sesotho-speaking Kabelo, a
minute before the computer-generated,
English-accented female voice beckoned:
‘In one hundred meters, turn left.’ Kabelo
continued:
‘At the garage, turn left, and then you turn
right and then you are at my grandfather’s
house.’
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He can provide clear directions when travelling around Soweto and demonstrates navigational
capabilities and knowledge of Soweto. He travels by taxi on his own, challenges his mother on
mobile learning apps that he dislikes, self-manages his morning routine to school, navigates
bullying and gambling at school and violence in the home and community. He is politically aware
and offers critical opinion on politicians from Soweto.
He is also an aspirant child with an imagination about a desired future. He wants to be a truck
driver, a fast-car owner, an engineer, and he aspires to go to the university. This resonates with
Zipin et al. (2015) who show how aspirations emerge via a range of sociocultural influences and
resources including family, community histories and populist ideologies.
In his performance world, Kabelo is a national learner who is severely cognitively challenged: a
boy with a learning disability. He is an underperforming learner, based on his challenges with
reading and writing in Sesotho as his home language and English as a first additional (second)
language, as reflected in his poor test scores. He is also a ‘progressed’ learner who has already
repeated the Grade 1 year and cannot repeat another grade in the foundation phase. Thus, he
progressed to Grade 3 before he moved to an LSEN school with a different grading system:
I struggle to see the words of the books. Sometimes it is the first word and the last word. The
sentence. I struggle to get to the end. (Focus group discussion 2018)

He can identify his struggles with reading in English and Sesotho, which he explains as a problem
with his eyes; he talks about his frustration and sadness that his reading challenges cause him, and
his plans to overcome them. Kabelo’s articulation of his sadness and frustration resonate with a
growing knowledge corpus on the learner perspective in literacy and language learning that
highlight the emotional aspects of literacy learning (Busch et al. 2016), and provide first-person
accounts of language learning.
Thus, there are two conflicting depictions of the subject in each activity system. He is a capable,
playful child with agency who contrasts with Kabelo as a cognitively challenged national learner.
Contradiction 2 (Tools): Multilingualism versus monolingualised boundaries as cultural tool
Across the vastness of Soweto as Kabelo’s playground, is a melting pot of local African languages
that combine with the languages of modernity via globalisation and digitisation. Kabelo is exposed
to, speaks and understands Sesotho, Setswana, isiZulu and siSwati. At his LSEN school, he is
further exposed to Afrikaans with his Afrikaans-speaking classmates, which he did not experience
at his former school. With me as researcher, Kabelo chose to communicate in English despite the
presence of a Sesotho translator. With his friends and peers, he talks of mpalma klap (a smack in
the face), zwebi (a gambling game) and of loving kwotas (a special sandwich) as reflections of kasi
taal. He also talks of ‘googling’ when he does his homework and sending ‘WhatsApp’ when he has
data. In these ways, Kabelo’s portrait reveals that he has a few languages in his fluid linguistic
repertoire (Busch 2010) and that he is a multilingual subject who communicates and understands a
range of African languages, English, kasi taal, the encroaching language that accompanies cultural
globalisation, and his recent exposure to Afrikaans at his new school. He moves within and
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between formal and informal language practices, which is consistent with translanguaging practice
(Makalela 2014).
This contrasts with his world of academic performance where the tools and signs are those that are
used to mediate academic learning and achievement. From the academic performance system’s
perspective, Kabelo learns English as a second language and Sesotho as his home language as
bounded, monolingualised (Busch 2010) languages. His multilingualism takes a back seat, and his
performance in reading is based on literacy and language teaching as prescribed in the curriculum.
In this way, the incongruencies in linguistic practice between the two systems of the boychild are
evident.
Contradiction 3 (Objects): Meaning making and self-making versus progression through
performance
The object under transformation in Kabelo’s play world is his meaning making and stylised
self-making. I interpret Kabelo’s stylised self-making as that of an urban multilingual digitally
exposed boy in a bustling Soweto that is integral to the 21st century Johannesburg. Through a
complex blend of interactions with local and modern global cultural consumption, Kabelo’s
Afripolitanism combines stable, routine family and churchgoing life with consumption of global
and local commodities and a precarious and vulnerable exposure to poverty, crime and
gender-based violence in his home and community. Kabelo demonstrates the construction of his
culture, his world through his selfies and digital photos and videos as acts of self-expression,
self-making and aspiration.
Kabelo’s meaning making and stylised self-making in his play world stand in contrast with the
object of his academic performance world, which is to demonstrate that relevant grade appropriate
proficiencies have been acquired in order to progress towards higher grades. Based on the
curriculum and assessment system, Kabelo’s progression through the system was challenged by
his underperformance, particularly in reading and literacy, which eventually led him to be labelled
as an underperforming, severely cognitively challenged learner who was eventually sent to an
LSEN school. Thus, his meaning making and self-making as object contrast with his
underperformance in his progression through the mainstream schooling system.
Contradiction 4 (Outcomes): Play capabilities versus learning disabilities
A further, related contradiction is manifest between the conflicting outcomes between the two
activity systems. The play world system highlights Kabelo’s play capabilities as an outcome,
whereas relevant academic skills and proficiencies are critical outcomes in the academic
performance system. However, the latter reflects Kabelo’s learning disabilities instead, thereby
juxtaposing his disabilities in the one system versus his play capabilities in the other.

During Covid-19 lockdown
The four contradictions explained above compare with three contradictions that emerged between
the activity systems during the Covid-19 pandemic outbreak when he was confined to his home
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during May and June 2020.
Table 3: During the Covid-19 lockdown: Contradictions between activity systems
Covid-19 Lockdown Contradictions
Between Systems
Play World

Academic Performance World

Tools

Range of play tools under home
confinement

Educational broadcasting and restricted homework

Outcomes

Play capabilities under home
confinement

Formal learning loss and limited formal learning
gains

Division of
labour

Parents and relatives in support
of play

Unresponsive teacher; Unguided parents

Contradiction 1 (Tools): A range of play tools and personal protection equipment versus
educational broadcasting and limited homework
Under lockdown Kabelo’s world of academic performance, while formally curtailed, continues
through his willing appropriation of tools to continue his formal curriculum learning under home
confinement:
When I get up in the mornings, I watch 317. They teach me about maths for Grade 6. They teach me
to multiply and divide. The other day they teach me about addition and subtraction. I sit with my
books and write when they teach me.

Kabelo sent photos via WhatsApp of how he watches the educational TV channel 317 in the
mornings. His mother reports that he watches for a short while every day, especially on weekdays
and on some afternoons.
With the phased return to school on 8 June 2020, Kabelo, being Grade 6 at an LSEN school,
continued to stay at home. However, over three of the planned four Fridays between 12 June 2020
and 2 July 2020, his mother went to the school to collect maths, English and life orientation
homework in the form of worksheets and readers, which Kabelo would work on during the week.
She dropped off his completed homework on Fridays when she collected homework for the
following week.
Kabelo, thus, circumvented learning losses through his self-motivation and reported self-discipline
to watch the educational TV channel on his own volition, his reported enthusiasm about receiving
homework from the school and completing it on time. Kabelo moved between his consumption of
educational TV, doing his homework, and everyday play, including:
•
•

playing car racing games on his mother’s phone;
playing cards with his father whose job in retail sales was drastically restricted from a
24-day to an 8-day working month during May and June 2020;
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learning to bake cookies with his cousin who stayed with them on some days;
cooking food;
playing soccer on his own;
helping out with cleaning the house; and
watching entertaining television programmes.

His knowledge of using personal protective equipment appropriately and restricted movement was
apparent:
I know I must wear my mask and wash my hands. I can’t see my friends, and I can’t play soccer
with them because I can’t touch anything. This will spread the virus. I must be one point five
metres.

While he expresses awareness of the restrictions on his play repertoire, the restricted play tools
under lockdown contrast with his expanded play repertoire before the pandemic.
Contradiction 2 (Outcomes): Play capabilities and informal learning gains versus formal
learning loss
I miss school so much.
I miss my teacher. I miss my principal. I miss my friends. I miss playing soccer at school.

For Kabelo, school is a place that offers more than formal curriculum learning. The outcome in his
academic performance world under lockdown is focused on his loss of formal curriculum learning
and schooling. This loss is associated with loss of relationship building with his friends and caring
adults, and his sporting activities at school. His excitement about going back to school for three
days of the week, wearing civvies and reconnecting with his school community was palpable. He
reports that his friends with whom he communicates via WhatsApp are equally excited to meet up
again.
Before their knowledge about returning to school, his parents expressed anxiety about extended
formal learning losses, which is why then encouraged educational TV viewing and wholly
supported Kabelo’s return to school on 6 July 2020. The loss of formal curriculum learning,
slightly compensated by the limited homework received, contrasts with the informal learning gains
through his everyday play, relationship building with his family, his digital play and making
activities in the home.
Contradiction 3 (Division of labour): Solidified parental relations versus unresponsive
teacher and unguided parents
During the lockdown, communication with the authorities in his academic performance world was
severely curtailed. At the beginning of June 2020, however, an SMS was received by Kabelo’s
mother from the school principal. Throughout the lockdown period until 29 June 2020, Kabelo had
not received any communication from any of Kabelo’s teachers. The absence of teacher guidance
was particularly felt when his mother expected feedback on the homework that Kabelo had
submitted to the school on 19 June 2020. The absence of communication from the school
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authorities, particularly the caring adults at his school, was also felt in terms of the expressed
guidance needed by Kabelo’s parents about ways to support his homework completion:
But I don’t know if he is doing it right. There is no writing from the teacher about the homework
that he did. They just gave it back to me like we gave it to them.

The lack of communication and expected guidance from Kabelo’s teacher contrasts with the
solidifying of Kabelo’s relationship with the caring adults in his home, with his relatives when
they visit and particularly with his father. He mentioned his playing time with his father during the
lockdown on three occasions, particularly the card games they played together. Before the
lockdown, Kabelo spent less time with his father at home. Despite the financial hardship they were
experiencing under lockdown, the time with his father and mother featured prominently for
Kabelo.
Thus, the contradictions identified above qualify as critical conflicts in the Engeström & Sannino
(2011: 375) model. This array of interrelated contradictions within and between the two systems
before and during the Covid-19 lockdown suggests that they operate as conflicting systems in the
life of the child. The one operates in a formal official domain above ground, while the play world
system operates as a subterranean system, hidden underneath. By virtue of the play world activity
system operating in the domain of informality, the knowledges and capabilities reflected as
outcomes would also lack legitimacy and recognition in the formal academic performance system.
This lack of legitimacy operates as moments of misrecognition of the child’s capabilities, voice
and agency as he moves within and between both worlds.
Misrecognition assumes the form of inappropriate assessment instruments used for
neuropsychological assessment and show up as the misrecognition of his play tools and
capabilities in his performative, measured schooled world. These contradictions assume renewed
form during the lockdown when they manifest as a loss of formal learning and a sense of loss of
relationship-building time from the family and community and loss of relationship building and
activities provided at school. The contradictions also manifest as the misrecognition of the value of
his informal, play world learning – the skills that he acquired while at home. Moreover, the critical
role of the caring adults at home to support Kabelo as the subject in his academic performance
world and his play world under lockdown is underutilised and misrecognised. The lack of
communication and the absence of guidance to his parents throughout the lockdown period is
evidence of the disconnect between the school authorities and his caring adult community at home.
Misrecognition also assumes the form of discrepancies in the value that Kabelo’s play activities as
learning in the home, relative to the value that society attributes to academic performance and
formal curriculum learning. Because the use value of Kabelo’s play lacks legitimacy, it is not
recognised in formal schooled knowledge spaces. Academic performance is premised on gaining
skills and proficiencies in exchange for progression through the system and eventual absorption
into the labour market. In this way, from a labour market perspective, the schooled knowledge
carries exchange value that gives it its legitimacy. Transformation of the formal education system
would thus entail a process of socially just recognition and valuation of Kabelo as a playing child
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and his imaginative play world.

Conclusion
The research question was: ‘How do the contradictions show up within and between Kabelo’s
everyday play world and his world of academic performance before and during the Covid-19
lockdown?’ Applying the concept of a portal of contradictions within and between worlds, the
study highlighted discursive manifestations of contradictions between the play world and
academic performance world of Kabelo before and during the Covid-19 lockdown. These
contradictions were analysed as manifestations of misrecognition. For the interacting activity
systems to become a portal towards socially just transformation, formative interventions that
confront the contradictions would be required.
The systemic recognition of Kabelo’s play capabilities would require a shift in the policy and
practice of his dominant academic performance world towards one that embraces the informal, the
openness, and that legitimises his play world. Implementation of the latter would have
implications for a more robust interplay with formal academic knowledge, in curriculum change
and the culture of learning and schooling in ways that also enable an active learning support role of
the caring adults in Kabelo’s home. Against the backdrop of the Covid-19-inspired calls for
education system reengineering, the socially just recognition that every child is a national playing
asset would need to be legitimised and would entail a critical, transformative disruption of the
current deeply embedded performative system.
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Abstract
When Covid-19 forced South Africa into lockdown in mid-March 2020, and closed school doors
indefinitely, it laid bare the essential and the most vulnerable aspects of education: children’s
home realities and the need for education to be an act of care. Presently, the well-being of children
across the world is under threat and subject to inexorable trauma due to members of their
community and family being infected and affected by the virus. What the advent of Covid-19 did
was expose the structural violence of disadvantage and poverty for vulnerable children’s
education. We see this in the diversity of children’s experiences of access to education during the
lockdown. The literature identifies parental educational involvement as a key contributing factor
to the educational success of children (Seginer 2006; Epstein 2011; Daniels 2018). However, for
many caring parents, the situational and dispositional challenges that Covid-19 introduced to their
families’ survival made the prioritisation of formal educational outcomes problematic. In this
article, I argue that under emergency conditions such as Covid-19, the strategies that the official
educational establishment imposed to retain the formal curriculum are unjust. The abnormal
educational circumstances require that education prioritise the well-being and safety of
schoolchildren. Furthermore, the parental educational role needs to be reimagined for its value in
advancing educational goals. I motivate for the valorisation of a caring pedagogy that entails
parents’ engagement with their children’s capitals through informal and non-formal learning
opportunities. I substantiate my argument by reporting on a caring pedagogy that used play as
strategy to create learning opportunities for traumatised children.
Keywords: Covid-19, parental educational support, parental engagement, structural violence
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Introduction
In mid-March 2020, a few days short of the start of the school holiday, South Africa’s state
president, Cyril Ramaphosa, declared a national state of disaster due to the spread of the Covid-19
virus. South Africa, like the rest of the world, was under threat of a global disease, so on the
recommendation of the National Coronavirus Command Council, the president declared a national
lockdown that started on 26 March. The continuation of the lockdown beyond the school holiday
shifted many parents’ role from educational supporter to educator. My research on parent
involvement (Daniels 2017, 2018) has shown that schools have a list of legitimised school-related
activities for parents. These include checking that their children do their homework, supporting
extracurricular activities, attending meetings and serving on school governing bodies (Lemmer
2007; Mncube 2009; Daniels 2017). The sanctioned role for parents is as supporter of the
educator’s work, not as a co-educator (Lemmer 2007; Epstein 2011). This narrow definition of the
caregiver role might have introduced constraints in how educators view parents’ educational
contributions to children’s success.
Collectively, many schools faced tremendous hurdles making distance learning work during the
lockdown, from schools not having the technology to offer online teaching to parents being too
poor to buy data to read WhatsApp communications from teachers. In the schools with excellent
technological infrastructure, teachers continued to teach and parents continued to be supporters of
the educational project. Distance learning seems to have exacerbated the already existing
academic injustices and weaknesses of the education system. Collectively though, all parents of
school-going children had additional educational responsibilities to navigate alongside great
emotional, psychological and financial stress. The unfamiliarity of Covid-19 and the potential
danger that the virus poses to families’ health is the cause of great fears and anxieties, and
detrimental to the mental well-being in families.
The deteriorating health situation in the Western Cape, the context of this study, has exacerbated
the challenges that poor school communities and families have to centralise formal education. It is
against this background that I argue that the prioritisation of formal educational outcomes is
problematic. My thesis for this article is that during the Covid-19 pandemic, the focus of school
communities should shift from the formal curriculum because the majority of schools are not able
to do justice for children. My contention is that the well-being of children should be the principal
consideration guiding all decisions that educational administrators make. I draw on the work of
Noddings (1999) in my motivation for a caring pedagogy that is situated in an informal and
non-formal educational site, the home. Education from the care perspective revolves around four
key components, namely modelling, dialogue, practice and confirmation (Noddings 1984; Smith
2020). These components guide most caregivers’ interactions with children, though we seldom
acknowledge them for their educational value. Recognition of the educational potential of the
home, and the parent as educator, in social policy could lead to the educational authorities
reimagining parents’ contributions to education development during the pandemic. It could shift
teachers’ thinking and broaden their perspective on the home as pedagogical site and parents as
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co-educators. I argue that this could position education in a more equitable way for vulnerable
communities during times of crisis. I conclude the article with my reflections on our learning
process and the lessons learnt.

The context, and the ethical dilemmas when children’s lives are involved
The challenging home circumstances of a relative’s family motivated our household’s decision to
invite three of his children to spend the 3-week lockdown with us. The family of 10 people had
been homeless since January, and had been living in their car. The parents’ search for suitable
accommodation came to an abrupt standstill when the lockdown started. My educational research
with vulnerable learner communities (Daniels & Adams 2010; Norodien-Fataar & Daniels 2016;
Daniels 2018) showed that homelessness, parent unemployment, and low socioeconomic status
pose major educational and psychological challenges to children. Due to their situational and
dispositional constraints, the children had missed more than a month of schooling at the beginning
of the year and only started their academic year in February. In 2020, they thus had had less than
two months of formal schooling when the lockdown happened. Psychologically, children’s
self-esteem suffers when their financial circumstances limit their opportunities and alienate them
from their peers. The official educational discourses seldom engage with societal structural
violence as a cause of children’s marginalisation and underperformance in school, other than to
report on their school dropout and failure rates.
This article is my critical reflective account of three stand-in parents’ experiences as generic
educators during the Covid-19 pandemic. Our all-female household consists of my 91-year-old
mother, my newly retired sister and me. My sister and I are qualified teachers with working
experience in high schools and in higher educational contexts. I want to reiterate that our invitation
to the children was not motivated by a research agenda and for the children to become subjects in a
research project. The children’s father is a relative whom we have supported through many of his
family crises. Given that it was the start of the school holiday, our invitation to his daughters was to
give the children a respite from the structural violence of their homelessness. They would be
spending the lockdown with relatives they knew well.
To authenticate my argument for an ethics of care approach to their education during the
pandemic, I had to divulge personal information about the cause of the children’s vulnerability.
Uppermost in my mind, however, was how that information could affect the rights, dignity and
well-being of the three children (Graham et al. 2013). My research interest in the last decade has
been the role of parents in the support of their children’s successful navigation of schooling. I have
conducted funded NRF research on immigrant parents’ educational support of their children’s
schooling and have supervised master’s and doctoral studies on the phenomenon, focussing on
vulnerable home contexts such as the single-mother household, farmworker parents and homes
with children with special needs. In all studies, parents reported on their experiences and actions of
support. As their parents and legal guardians, these parents were within their rights to provide
information about their engagement with their children.
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In this article, I turned my gaze inwards to report on my personal parenting experiences as a
stand-in parent, a role that I shared with the other two adults in my household. The dilemma was
that none of us was the legal guardian of the children. Both parents, however, gave their informed
consent that I could write about their children’s participation in the educational activities. In my
negotiation of consent, I explained to the parents that I reveal information about their
homelessness in order to argue for a caring pedagogical approach to education. Both parents gave
permission that this information could be shared. I draw on anecdotal information that the three
adults shared on the value that formal and informal educational activities had for the girls’
development. I also draw on two of the adults’ reflexive dialogue about the purpose of education
during the pandemic, and our efforts to advance a caring context in which the children could just
experience the joy of being children.

Framing the problem within parent involvement, parent engagement and
parental educational support
Because we had no internet access to find out whether the Department of Basic Education had
provided guidelines to support the educational initiatives of parents, we made the decision to
follow an asset-based approach to educational support. Drawing on the work of Yosso (2005),
Noddings (1984) and other educational researchers (Lopez et al. 2001; Williams & Sánchez 2012),
we explored the potential of formal, non-formal and informal education for the children’s learning
and development. The literature on parent support uses the terms ‘parent involvement,’ ‘parent
engagement’ and ‘parental educational support’ as if they are synonymous. In the article, my use
of the term, parental educational support, is in reference to all those home activities and practices
that promote academic and social outcomes for the school-going child (Epstein 2011). I positioned
the three adults as caring parents who had the well-being of the children as goal. I furthermore
engaged with parental educational support as a complex and multidimensional concept that is
subject to gender, race, class and socioeconomic status (Green et al. 2007).
At a policy level, a supportive parent–practitioner partnership is encouraged in South African
schools (SASA 1996). However, at the institutional level, most research on teachers’ views shows
that they mostly sanction a compliancy and supportive role for parents, and expect parents’ school
involvement to be an educator-approved involvement that schools should train parents for (Epstein
2001; Nargis & Tikly 2010). Educator-sanctioned parent activities at primary school are
homework support and their physical presence at school meetings and extramural events (Sheldon
& Epstein 2005; Green et al. 2007). This paradigm discourages co-educational roles for parents,
and situates the contributions that parents can make within a very narrow support framework that
misrecognises the educational contributions that parents make to the academic success of their
children. It furthermore discounts informal learning opportunities and interventions that happen in
homes as valuable and educationally worthwhile.
Education as a formalised system (Jarvis 2004) should equip those who participate in it with the
confidence to enhance their abilities and to develop the capabilities to make informed decisions
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about life’s issues. This happens when schools are enabling environments where equitable
opportunities exist for children to develop and become socially and economically empowered
(Vila 2000). The literature, however, identifies societal power relations as an influencer of
educational benefits – both at school and at home. The reasons for the disparities in children’s
educational attainment and the variations in their cognitive ability are not entirely due to economic
disadvantage. Cultural influences and modes of socialisation play a role in how children
experience school and respond to it. According to Bourdieu’s (1973) sociology of educational
attainment, the home culture and the socialisation of children from the dominant class in society
significantly advantage them over the children of subordinate classes. The school is a familiar
context for middle-class children because the language and the style of social interaction
correspond with what they have been orientated to at home (Goldthorpe 2007). How safe and at
home a child feels in school thus sets the stage for the successes that the child will have in school.
It is for this reason that many studies advocate that the sociocultural challenges in school and home
communities be studied for the barriers they place in vulnerable children’s navigation of
educational contexts (Hoover-Dempsey et al. 2001; LeFevre & Shaw 2012; Epstein 2011; Daniels
2017, 2018; Camacho-Thompson et al. 2019).
In her ethics of care theory, Noddings describes care as a basic human need; she describes natural
caring as having ‘a significant basis in women’s experience’ (as in Smith 2002: para. 6) and
equates it to a moral attitude that stems from women’s longing ‘for goodness that arises out of the
experience or memory of being cared for’ (Flinders in Smith 2020). She positions natural care as
the foundation of ethical care. As educators, we identify with her definition of education as an
assemblage of formal and informal encounters that encourage development through the
acquisition of knowledge, skills, understanding and appreciation. We also perceive the home as a
primary educational site where informal educational encounters occur that facilitate children’s
development. However, we acknowledge that in some homes, situational challenges such as
poverty and unemployment lead to a lack of material resources, which hampers such informal
educational encounters. Therefore, establishing an ethics of care in such homes could be a
challenge when children experience their parents’ absenteeism, lack of time spent with them, or
disorganised lives as divestment in their development, and as rejection. The philosophy that
undergirds formal education does not allow for an ethics of care because its main goal is to prepare
the individual for public life. The competencies that vulnerable children need to develop and
blossom in their private lives are not considered educationally important enough to be part of the
formal curriculum.
Educational researchers like Yosso (2005) argue for the recognition of community cultural wealth
that subordinate classes in society accumulate, but which does not necessarily have legitimate
positioning and recognition in schools. Yosso (2005) identified several forms of capital that
families in low socioeconomic communities accrue, namely, aspirational, linguistic, familial,
navigational and resistant capitals. She distinguishes the skills, abilities, resources and knowledge
that are acquired as different forms of capital to what dominant society produce. Aspirational
capital contributes to the ability to maintain a sense of hope in the midst of adversity. Linguistic
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capital is present when a family is competent in more than the dominant language. Significant
relationships with family or community members create familial capital. Often, these relationships
provide special knowledge on navigating systems or institutions, and this would constitute
navigational capital. Yosso (2005) also speaks of resistant capital, which refers to the skills or
knowledge that individuals develop through challenging systems of inequality or resisting their
status in life. The community cultural wealth can therefore be mobilised as active family
resources.

Starting on the back foot
The first week of the lockdown started disastrously. We normally have internet access and wireless
access from various hotspots in our home. We also normally enjoy off-site technical support from
my university’s information technology department and our telecommunications service provider.
However, when cable thieves struck a few days before lockdown and our modem started
malfunctioning, we found ourselves without a landline and without internet access. We could not
purchase a replacement modem due to suspended trading, and technical support from the service
provider diminished. When we realised that home schooling was on the cards, we were ill prepared
for the role of substitute teachers. Both of us are former high school teachers, but have no
knowledge of the primary school curriculum. Our lack of access to the internet and being unable to
search for external support online was disempowering and alienating. However, our situation was
not unique. Many South African homes are without technology other than a cell phone.
We sought advice from parents with school-going children on what to do. Not surprisingly, many
were unsure of what their role should be during the lockdown. Our informal survey of parents
whose children were in the same grades as the children in our care confirmed our suspicions about
the great class divide within the Western Cape public school system. At the affluent,
well-resourced schools, the school community was ready to continue classes through cloud-based
peer-to-peer software platforms such as Zoom and Teams. These schools transitioned from contact
to online teaching without major challenges. In such school communities, parents’ roles stayed the
same because teachers were still firmly installed in their role as teacher.
However, for schools serving pupils from the low socioeconomic communities, the situation could
not have been more different. Their schooling stopped because their schools did not have the
technology to make Zoom sessions and Teams meetings a reality. During the 3-week lockdown,
many children had no contact with the teachers at their schools because the lack of suitable
electronic communication channels between school and community led to a breakdown in
communication and support. In the absence of such communication, the educational role of parents
with children in township schools was very different from that of the former Model-C school
parents.
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Creating a conducive learning context
We were in the fortunate position that we knew about the children’s home circumstances. Their
family live a migratory life, parking their car wherever it is safe to do so. Such living conditions do
not allow for privacy, nor does it instil stability. Their car barely accommodated the 10 bodies
living in it. The material resources that children need to engage effectively with their schoolwork
were nonexistent because their worldly belongings were all in storage.
Acquiring the right tools and attitude
We assumed from the start that they had had limited experience with supervised homework.
Although they initially lied and told us that they had no schoolbooks, we discovered their
schoolbooks amongst their clothing a few days after their arrival. They had only written on the first
few pages of books that had no covers or had ripped covers. What was lacking in their educational
preparation was a good work ethic. This was evident in their approach to their schoolwork as well
as in how they engaged with their educational resources. When we started them on activities, they
would focus on just getting the work done. They did not take pride in their work and approached it
as a chore. The way they engaged with the material resources that we made available to them
suggested disrespect given that they kept on misplacing or damaging them. They seemed to not
know that it was their responsibility to store and take care of the items. We decided to focus on
their organisational skills and their sense of responsibility by introducing the practice component
of Noddings’ (1999) pedagogy of caring. We started by immersing them in activities and processes
that could lead to a required mentality, which, in this case, was to be responsible consumers and
better organisers. This we did by introducing them to a routine in the evenings where we assigned
them small tasks to bring order to their living space. These would be tasks such as preparing their
bed, packing away clothes and clearing the desk before they went to bed.
We gave each child two items that only she owned and was responsible for. The first was a
personal file where she could store her completed homework and collected artefacts. The second
was a personal diary. Every night before bed, they were encouraged to make an entry in it. We
compared these items to containers or personal spaces that only the owner could enter, and
encouraged them to store anything that they considered valuable, private or sacred in these two
containers. This was our effort to bring order to their lives and to encourage them to accumulate
capital in tangible ways.
Catching up
The older girls had been absent for more than half of the first school term given that they started in
February. Because we had assumed that they had brought no schoolbooks with them, we slotted
them into the mid-morning television class for their grade-level literacy and numeracy lessons.
These classes, however, assumed certain learner competencies that included fluency in English,
foundational competency in the subject area, and being able to work independently. The lessons
were offered at a fast pace and, because both girls struggled with comprehension, they could not
keep up with the work and soon became frustrated and disinterested. It seemed futile to assign
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homework on parts of the curriculum that they had not yet mastered. For us, it made sense to select
interesting activities in the textbooks and use them to develop competencies, or improve others
such as their reading competency. The plan we followed with each activity was for the learner to
read the activity aloud and explain what she had read. We would then engage in dialogue about the
topic, often inserting ourselves in the reading and creating different scenarios and outcomes for the
stories. This approach encouraged the girls’ personal investment in the formal school activities and
enhanced their eagerness to stay on task. The mentality that was established was that it is important
to understand what one reads because comprehension leads to the successful execution of the
activities. A benefit of the dialogue and reading was that they learnt new words that we had them
write down and use in our informal conversations.
Finding our rhythm and one another
In the beginning stage of their visit, the children seemed lethargic all the time and mostly wanted to
watch television. This was understandable because they did not normally have access to a big
screen television and the Disney cartoon channels. However, it was the girls’ lack of curiosity
about the world around them that was concerning. The two older girls seemed to have no interests
or opinions about matters affecting them and were submissive to most suggestions we made. They
seem to have not acquired ample dispositions – what Bourdieu (1973) referred to as cultural
capital. They were unfamiliar with games like Snakes & Ladders and Monopoly, and were not
interested or eager to learn how to play these games. Games are important learning experiences
and, through them, children learn skills that they use as bargaining tools to impress their peers.
Cultural influences and modes of socialisation play a role in how children respond to their
environment. My impressions were that the two older girls had had very limited opportunity to
acquire the cultural and social capital that girls of their ages need to confidently face the world.
The girls had a vulnerability about them that we put down to the marginalised lives they had led
during the past two years. In their young lives, they have been through many traumatic experiences
that included being homeless twice in the past two years. With this as context, my family wanted
their three weeks’ visit to be a happy one. We wanted them to experience a caring environment that
was affirming, fun and educational. In the rest of the article, I report on how we explored, created
and learned.

Learning in informal ways
In the second week, we decided to shift the focus of our educational engagement from formal to
informal educational activities. This decision we took based on our views that the children could
benefit from acquiring basic life skills and competencies to aid their being in the world. The
attraction of informal learning is that it does not require a formal classroom environment to occur,
happens in a much more relaxed manner, and is less threatening for children whose experiences
with formal education have been disempowering. We utilised play as our main strategy to advance
a safe environment in which the children could strategise with a caring adult on how to cope with
uncertain periods in their lives. Our aims with the play activities were simple: they should learn a
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new skill or gain new knowledge, and the activity should take them out of their comfort zone.
I do not know what happened to Little Red Riding Hood
On their first morning at the breakfast table, I asked the youngest sister if she knew the story of
Little Red Riding Hood. I discovered that none of them did, so I told them the story. In
middle-class homes, children grow up hearing fairy tales, and they read stories that convey certain
sanctioned values and dispositions of society. Importantly, they acquire knowledge about how the
world works through the questions they ask about the characters in the stories and the decisions
and activities the characters engage in. The stories that children from poor families hear about are
often the ones that they are living – and these are seldom fairy tales.
Knowing that the family was living in a car, we were concerned that the parents were putting their
children’s safety at risk by parking in unsafe areas. The story of Little Red Riding Hood provided
us with an opening to introduce the topic of children’s safety in society, and to find out how their
living arrangements were affecting them. The two older girls were 10 and 11 years old,
respectively, and were in a vulnerable stage of their sexual development. My sister and I took turns
supervising their bathing, which was a luxurious experience that the three enjoyed together. We
used this time as an opportunity to talk about feminine hygiene and facilitated informal
conversations on what to expect in puberty. We encouraged them to ask questions because their
mother had not yet initiated discussion about puberty with her daughters. Yosso (2005: 77) would
describe the above account as ‘struggles to survive and resist macro and micro forms of
oppression.’ In the days that followed, we often returned to the story of Little Red Riding Hood,
where each one of us had the opportunity to retell the story. The aim with the retelling of the story
was to teach the girls that they can take control of their personal narrative and that they can change
the course of the actions and so influence how the story ends.
Our breakfast table discussions served two purposes. The first was for the girls to find their voices
and to build familial capital. We did a lot of modelling that they could emulate. We would start the
conversation with an experience that happened the previous day and then reflect on the lessons that
we learnt from it. I would often follow this up by inviting each one of them to share a learning
experience too. In the beginning, they struggled to identify learning experiences and, instead,
piggybacked on my experiences. They seemed unable to identify the value in what they were
experiencing or doing. They furthermore lacked the vocabulary to describe their experiences. In
the first few days, the children had no stories to tell. However, by the third week, they were vying
for airtime to tell their stories. The second purpose was to check their mental well-being and to
determine whether the children were still happy to be with us. Although they had accepted that we
were in lockdown and that they could not have physical contact with their family, we knew that
they were missing their other siblings and parents. Because we had anticipated that this might
happen, we arranged that they have telephonic contact with their family every third afternoon.
During these short conversations, they mostly asked to talk to their father and their younger
siblings. Once they had assured themselves that their family was safe, they would be pacified and
settle down.
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A healthy body houses a healthy mind
We anticipated that confinement to the home without outdoor activities and interaction with their
school friends would have a negative effect on the children. In their study of the effect of school
closure and prolonged home confinement on China’s schoolchildren, Brooks et al. (2020)
expressed their concerns about the negative effect it was having on children’s physical and mental
health. They stated that children become less active, spend more time watching television and eat
less healthy foods. Because we limited their television viewing time to one film or programme per
day, and only in the mornings, it was challenging to keep the children occupied during the day.
Mostly, they would get into trouble for picking fights with their siblings. One way of channelling
their energies and frustrations was through structured play. Together, we identified an area in our
backyard that we dubbed our recreational area. Our arrangement was that we would spend one to
two hours outdoors to engage in group activities. The aim was to have collective fun, to encourage
exercising and to become fit.
We planned the first exercise series around four activities: rope skipping, dancing, shooting bottle
caps into a bucket, and jogging on the same spot – one activity for each of the four corners. To
progress from one activity to the next, the participant had to bunny hop or zig-zag between
strategically placed plastic bottles. During the first week, the adults planned and managed the
process and the timing. Thereafter, we passed on the responsibility to the children to plan new
activities and to manage the process. This activity was educational in many ways. The diversity of
the activities encouraged the 10-year-old, who was unfit and self-conscious about her clumsiness,
to participate. As the days passed and her confidence grew, she did not need our encouragement or
our validation to persist with the activities. On some afternoons, I found her setting up her own
course and practising on her own. These structured play activities improved their coordination and
enhanced their skills. It also made them come up with new games that they could introduce to their
siblings. Importantly, it became an outlet for built-up emotions. On more than one occasion I
noticed that, whenever the older girls fought, the eldest would go outside and start skipping.
The things girls did when we were your age
In our conversations with the girls, they kept telling stories about ‘When Pa was rich.’ They
seemed to be in awe of their father’s stories of the affluent life he had led before he had them.
Some of the activities we engaged them in were so that they could create their own childhood
memories. We used play within a romantic/nostalgic discourse where we told them anecdotes and
stories of our childhood and the activities that we engaged in when we were their age. This point of
view is informed by what Sutton-Smith (1995 in Ailwood 2003) referred to as ‘play as progress’
rhetoric. In other words, we engaged with our childhood as a time of innocence and focused on the
positive aspects of our childhood play. This stance was to debunk the children’s perception that
happy memories are only possible through middle-class upbringing.
We identified play activities that girls their ages did when we were growing up. One of them was
dressing our paper dolls. For working-class children, paper dolls were inexpensive toys that
anyone with imagination could make. We devoted a whole day to teaching them how to make
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paper dolls as well as how to design a wardrobe for each doll. We made a template of a paper doll
that each one could trace on shoebox cardboard and cut out. They then personalised their dolls as
they saw fit. Together, we planned clothes for each doll using magazine prints as material. All the
materials that we used were items that we repurposed. For each of these activities, one of the adults
usually took the lead and modelled the activity. Then we would challenge them to produce an item
that differed from ours and leave them to execute it. It was interesting to see how creative children
become once they start trusting their choices. Also, how competitive they become once they start
believing in their capabilities. As they gained confidence, they started commenting on each other’s
ideas and gave advice on the suitability of the clothing that they were designing. Children flourish
on praise, and that was given in abundance by their 91-year-old ‘grandmother.’
We also taught them to knit. Their eagerness to learn to knit was encouraged by the knowledge that
girls learn this skill in primary school. It was painstaking to teach the skill to two very inept girls.
They, however, were eager to learn and their perseverance paid off. On many nights, I would find
one of them practising her knitting. This was the one activity that they persisted with and mastered
before they returned to their family. In the period of lockdown, we also used the knitting activity a
few times as a time-out activity after a fight. We found that the process of knitting was therapeutic
to help calm young minds after a fight.
Feeding the soul
Despite the lack of stability in their young lives, the two older girls displayed a strong sense of
spirituality. They spoke with pride about their religious education and competed with each other to
lead in prayer. Although they struggled to read from their school textbooks, they were quite
competent reciting from their holy book, the Quran. I ascribed the religious confidence that they
showed to the madrassa classes being a constant in their lives and a place where they were
experiencing a sense of community and belonging. Their madrassa teacher had taken a personal
interest in them and they have flourished under her caring guidance. In the first week of their stay,
the girls struggled to abide by our house rules and kept on misbehaving and acting up. On one such
night, I reprimanded them and insisted on silence for the rest of the evening. An hour into the
punishment, the silence was broken by a loud rendition by the girls of an eminent chapter from the
holy book. We saw this as an act of defiance and as a way to provoke a response from the adults.
However, we also entertained the idea that they drew comfort from reciting the chapter. I
responded by going into the room to listen to their rendition. When they finished, I complimented
them on their melodious rendition, which diffused the tense atmosphere. By complimenting them
on their rendition, I engaged in an act of affirmation and encouragement, something that Noddings
(1999) refers to as confirmation.
From that night onwards, we established a ritual of reciting the surah (chapter) after evening
prayer, with them leading the reciting. What I learnt from this incident was that the religious
nurturing that the girls experienced from their madrassa teacher had empowered them spiritually.
Religious education can sometimes serve as counter-narrative for children who are struggling with
formal schooling and whose experiences of secular education is a disempowering one. Religion
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can also serve as a support in troubled times.

Discussion
Parents expect schools to be enabling environments where equitable opportunities exist for
children to develop and become socially and economically empowered (Vila 2000). However,
what the Covid-19 pandemic did was expose the academic injustices and weaknesses in our formal
school system. During the Covid-19 pandemic, South African schools closed for instruction.
While some schools could transition seamlessly to online remote course instruction and learning,
the majority of South Africa’s schools were in crisis concerning delivery of the formal curriculum.
Schools defined their crisis in terms of threats to curriculum delivery, assessment and time
management. Disappointingly, concerns about children’s mental wellness seemed to fall outside
of what the education department deemed it should be concerned about.
When one reviews the responses of the Department of Basic Education, common fault lines reveal
themselves – such as the prioritisation of formal education’s continuation in a time when
communities’ mental health was under threat. The situation that we are currently experiencing
mimics the normal, daily experiences of many children. This agenda of government reflected its
inability to acknowledge the intersectionality of school with home contexts. It is thus not
surprising that educators follow suit and engage with the school and the home as static spaces that
operate in isolation of each other. The main goal of formal education cannot be to prepare the child
for public life when we are living in times where there is no preparation of children to cope with
their challenging private lives. Education should also make sure that children’s well-being is
attended to and that they have the competencies to navigate education successfully. My
educational engagement with three vulnerable primary school children during the lockdown
exposed me to children’s vulnerabilities and alienation from formal school when the school system
is unsympathetic towards children’s disorganised private worlds. The lessons I learnt were that
when children feel safe, they flourish when a caring adult gives them attention and shows
compassion. They also need to experience validation to see themselves as individuals with
potential. Because schools mostly assess educational potential, children who struggle
academically become marginalised and alienated. The philosophy that drives formal education
should be an ethics of care where compassion, learning and knowledge intersect.
The Covid-19 pandemic has created an opportunity for official educational role-players to shift
their thinking towards a caring ethos in education and to consider a broader team of educators. The
crippling effect that institutional, situational and dispositional challenges (Jarvis 2004) have on
children’s education made me reflect on the role that parents as caregivers can play to mitigate
their marginalisation. During the lockdown, parents have taken on educator roles that they are
navigating in home climates filled with anxiety and vulnerability. As education happens in the
home space, the pedagogy that the parent as generic educator follows focuses less on education,
and more on learning. The successes that many caregivers have with their children’s learning
could lead to recognition of the parent as co-educator and contributor to the academic success of
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their children. It could also lead to the acknowledgement of informal learning opportunities and
interventions that happen in homes as valuable and educationally worthwhile.
In this article, I argued that effective formal education is not possible for the majority of South
Africa’s formal school learner constituency during the Covid-19 pandemic. Many children will
fail their 2020 academic year if assessed on the formal curriculum for their respective grades. This
one-size-fits-all assessment measure is blind to the unequal societal structures and school–home
dynamics and should be abolished for this year because it is unlikely to benefit our learning
societies in the end. However, if educators were to adopt a more holistic approach to education,
and explore children’s learning during the Covid-19 pandemic, they will find evidence of various
forms of learning. This knowledge might encourage educationists to advocate for a socially just
education system.
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Abstract
This article draws on recent literature spawned by the Covid-19 outbreak, together with related
research studies and a survey of 16 South African families undertaken in April 2020 at the start of
the national lockdown. A qualitative case study method was adopted and telephonic interviews
conducted with the main caregiver and up to two children in each family in order to understand
how learning at home might be promoted. Although the sample is not representative of the South
African population, the results of the survey may be used to guide policy and practice as long as
account is taken of the probability that the difficulties experienced by the typical family are likely
to be far more acute than those exhibited by most families in the study. Recommendations are
made about how to improve communication between home and school, to allay anxiety among
parents and children, to use printed material to support home educational practices and to provide
guidance to parents.
Keywords: Home educational practices, parental involvement, remote instruction
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Introduction
This article draws on recent literature spawned by the Covid-19 outbreak, together with related
research studies and a survey of 16 South African families undertaken in April 2020 at the start of
the national lockdown (Taylor 2020a). The purpose is to understand how learning at home might
be promoted, not only under conditions of home confinement, but more generally too.
At the time of writing (end of June 2020), South African learners had begun to return to school and
the question of learning at home became less urgent. However, the heightened awareness of the
relationship between the school and the home occasioned by the pandemic presents an important
moment for instituting new practices that have the potential to improve learning in the long term. If
this can be achieved then the virus, despite its devastating damage to economies and societies
across the world, will have presented an opportunity to facilitate lasting beneficial effects on the
quality of learning in school.

Literature review
Aside from providing instruction and the socialisation of young citizens, schools may be used to
supply a number of additional social benefits, including the provision of healthcare and nutritional
services. The latter are particularly important for children from poor homes, as is clear from the
fact that over nine million of South Africa’s poorest learners receive a daily meal through the
National School Nutrition Programme. The disruption to these services wrought by the Covid-19
lockdown has been written about extensively (see, for example, Taylor 2020b; van der Berg &
Spaull 2020) and we will not rehearse the arguments here.
This article focuses, rather, on the educational damage caused by the lockdown, how this might be
mitigated should confinement be reinstated, and what its lessons hold for the future. Four
well-established sets of research findings are pertinent to these questions: the effects of time spent
away from school on the retention of reading and arithmetic skills, the role of parents in the
education of their children, the modalities of remote instruction and, perhaps most importantly, the
differential effects of these three factors on children from more or less affluent families.
The summer slump
Research evidence is unequivocal that children suffer learning losses when they are out of school
for extended periods. The longer they are out of school the larger the losses, and the damage is
heaviest for the youngest learners. This phenomenon has come to be known as the ‘summer
slump,’ having been detected first during the summer vacation in the USA, although it has also
been shown to occur during teacher strikes and other disruptions to schooling. According to Busso
& Munoz (2020), on average over all studies of this kind, children from low socioeconomic
backgrounds lose the equivalent of around three months of learning, while their more affluent
peers continue to consolidate their skills (Figure 1).
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Figure 1: Change in test scores between end of school year and beginning of following school year
(Source: Busso & Munoz 2020).

The learning loss reflected in these graphs affects both reading and mathematics and ‘when
compounded over time, the differential summer loss can explain part of the learning gaps observed
between these two groups [children from more and less affluent families] that start very early on in
life and widens as students age’ (Busso & Munoz 2020: 1). Furthermore, these authors note, these
effects have a long-term impact, leading to increased grade retention and dropouts among children
from poorer homes, lower rates of employment and reduced labour market earnings.
These are the consequences that we can expect from the extended school closures in response to
Covid-19. For example, Reddy et al. (2020) speculate that the lockdown is likely to cause a
significant decline in the TIMSS mathematics scores, and that this decline is likely to be
significantly higher in no-fee schools than in fee-paying schools. To its credit, in the face of the
kind of evidence presented above, and taken together with the relatively very low rates of infection
and serious illness faced by children under the age of 19 years, the South African government
made the decision to reopen schools three months into the lockdown, despite strenuous (and
understandable) resistance from teachers, parents and students; a victory of science over emotion.
But the disruption to habitual practices occasioned by the virus presents an important opening for
doing things differently, not only to mitigate the learning loss that occurs ‘normally’ during school
holidays, teacher strikes and the like, but also to bolster learning in the long term. This is an
exciting prospect and one that would require reconfiguring both the role of parents and the
relationship between home and school.
The role of parents and the home–school relationship
Another phenomenon that has been known for some time is the strong relationship that exists
between parental involvement in the education of their children, and children’s performance. This
becomes apparent from the earliest age, in the way middle-class parents talk to their children and
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read to them. Not only are these children introduced to the exciting worlds that lie inside the pages
but, as they get older, they begin to crack the reading code themselves and appreciate the
differences between various literature genres. In these practices, we see parents stimulating
children’s imaginations and curiosities, imparting technical skills and generally socialising them
into the world of education. Less educated parents are far less likely to do this but, importantly,
when they do, their children are less likely to experience significant learning disadvantages
compared with their middle-class peers. For example, Dearing et al. (2006) collected longitudinal
data from kindergarten to 5th grade on both family involvement in school and children’s literacy
performance for an ethnically diverse, low-income sample (N = 281). Within families, increased
school involvement by parents predicted improved child literacy. In addition, although there was
an achievement gap in average literacy performance between children of more and less educated
mothers if family involvement levels were low, this gap was non-existent if family involvement
levels were high. According to these authors, the results support arguments that family
involvement in school should be a central aim of practice and policy solutions to the achievement
gap between lower and higher income children. They also conclude, from a survey of the evidence,
that high levels of family involvement during the elementary school years are associated with a
decreased probability of high school dropout and an increased probability of high school
completion in minimum time.
As children progress through the primary grades, many parents tend to become less directly
involved in matters educational, leading Hill & Tyson (2009) to wonder whether the same
relationship between involvement and performance seen in the early grades holds in the middle
school. Defining parental involvement in education as ‘parents’ interactions with schools and with
their children to promote academic success’ (ibid.: 741), they conducted a meta-analysis on the
existing research on parental involvement in middle school to determine whether and which types
of parental involvement are related to achievement. Across 50 studies, parental involvement was
positively associated with achievement, although the strength of this relationship was found to
depend on the type of activity parents engaged in.
Among the various types of involvement, what Hill and Tyson (2009) refer to as academic
socialisation had the strongest relationship with achievement. This includes creating an
understanding about the purposes and meaning of academic performance, communicating high
expectations from their children and providing strategies for adolescents to use in
semiautonomous decision making. The creation by parents of an educationally supportive home
environment by means of appropriate structure and intellectually engaging materials in the home
(books, newspapers, educational toys), taking children to events and places that foster academic
interest (museums and libraries), also had a positive impact on learning.
At the other end of the scale, parental assistance with or supervising and checking homework was
not consistently related to achievement, sometimes accelerating and sometimes interfering with
learning progress. Hill and Tyson (2009) speculate that the negative relation may be due to
parental interference with students’ autonomy, to the application of excessive pressure, or to
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differences in how parents and schools present the material. On the contrary, supporting a student
who is having trouble completing or understanding homework can deepen and further the
student’s understanding of the material.
Somewhere in between involvement with homework and academic socialisation, parental
activities such as visiting the school, volunteering to undertake duties at school, participating in
school governance and attending school events were moderately positively associated with
achievement.
These studies show that, while parental involvement not only significantly improves learning
across the board, it can assist in closing the gap between the performance of low and high
socioeconomic status (SES) learners. But the catch is that it is notoriously difficult to get poor
parents to participate in school activities, while their own reduced levels of formal education and
straitened circumstances preclude them from the providing the kinds of home support that their
more affluent peers are able to offer their children. Poorly educated parents tend to be intimidated
by teachers and hand their children’s education entirely over to the school. These difficulties are
well illustrated in an intervention by the Early Grade Reading Project in South Africa, which
attempted to get parents to undertake simple reading activities with their Grades 1–3 children in
schools serving poor families in North West province (Department of Basic Education, DBE
2017).
While there was positive association between test scores and parental practices such as reading to
their children, checking their school bag, keeping track of their reading levels and assuming some
degree of responsibility for their children’s reading, these practices seem to have predated the
intervention and showed little change as a result of the programme. Overall, children whose
parents participated in the programme showed a very small advantage over a control group in
terms of gains in reading ability, while parallel interventions with teachers, involving the provision
of lesson plans, reading materials and coaching, showed very significant gains (Taylor et al. 2018).
A large part of the problem with the parental intervention seems to be that parental attendance at
the workshops organised by the programme was poor (DBE 2017).
The modalities and intensity of remote instruction
Remote instruction by means of web-based modalities seems an obvious way to keep children
busy with educational activities during the lockdown. But this is easier said than done. In a survey
of remote-learning activities, Superville (2020: 1) pointed out the very inferior quality of online
remote instruction in the USA despite the considerable investment in hard- and software by many
school districts, that ‘left thousands of frustrated parents and students. Many just logged out.’
More detail of these practices is provided by the Covid-19 Educational Response Longitudinal
Survey (C-ERL), which tracked the lockdown responses by schools in the USA situated in a
nationally representative sample of 250 districts (Malkus 2020). Districts were stratified according
to high and low performance, and higher and lower percentages of minority students, and students
eligible for free and reduced-priced meals. Data on the quality of remote instruction offered by
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schools was collected from district websites in six waves over a 12-week
12 week period from late March to
the end of May.
C-ERL placed schools
chools in one of three categories based on the extent to which instructional
offerings
ings during lockdown approximated classroom instruction under normal conditions. Thus,
rigorous instructional offerings occurred in districts that relied on online platforms to allow
individual teachers to direct students’ remote learning; provided some synchronous
sy
(live)
instructional platforms; expected all students to participate, either through explicit statements or
by formally taking attendance in remote instruction; required that teachers grade students’ remote
work; and expected teachers to have some
some form of direct contact with students. In contrast,
perfunctory instructional offerings occurred in districts that explicitly stated on their websites that
students’ participation was not required, that attendance would not be taken, or that student work
would not be graded. If a district website did not communicate any information on remote
instructional offerings, then it was placed in this category. Finally, moderate instructional
offerings occurred in districts that were less ambitious than rigorous counterparts,
co
but more
ambitious than perfunctory ones. The results are shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2:: Categories of remote instruction offered by schools, by district characteristics
Note: * indicates difference is statistically significant at the 95 percent confidence level. (Source: Malkus 2020)

Overall, 40% of schools were in districts with perfunctory programmes, 40% were in districts with
moderate programmes, and only 20% of schools
schools provided rigorous instructional support.
Furthermore, the differences in remote instruction by poverty and academic achievement were
striking, with half
alf of schools in low achieving districts serving poorer children providing
perfunctory instruction, compared
mpared to about a third of wealthier and higher achieving districts. The
share of schools with rigorous programmes in high-poverty
high
and low-achieving
achieving districts was about
half the share in low-poverty
poverty and high-achieving
high
districts.
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Lessons from the literature

This brief review of literature offers three lessons relevant to the survey described below. First,
allowing children to spend time being educationally inactive causes a loss of learning, particularly
in the first two grades. Second, it is most important that children keep busy and the most important
forms of educational activities are reading, writing and calculating. Three, even in one of the
highest income countries in the world, the provision of online remote instruction is difficult, even
for schools serving wealthier communities. Four, failure to address the summer slump (for
northern countries), not facilitating parental involvement in their children’s education, and failing
to provide appropriate forms of remote schooling, may lead to a widening of existing
disadvantages experienced by low SES children.

A survey of 16 South African families
In order to study the home educational experiences of families during the lockdown in South
Africa precipitated by the onset of Covid-19, a telephonic survey of 16 families was undertaken
(see Taylor 2020a for a detailed description). The study commenced on 31 March 2020, just two
days into South Africa’s lockdown, which was initially scheduled to end on 17 April. The target
was to complete the study by the end of the initial lockdown period, providing the team with just
over two weeks to undertake the work.
Method

A qualitative, case study method was adopted. The families identified for the case studies
comprise a convenience sample, selected by researchers as South African families they were
familiar with. This sampling technique was adopted in view of the compressed timeframe, which
did not provide a lengthy period in which to build trust among the subjects.
The Google platform was used to develop a Household Education Questionnaire containing both
open-ended and multiple-choice items, and consent forms were developed and used to undertake
the case studies. The questions investigated the context and modalities of learning at home,
together with the resources available to children and their parents, rather than the actual content
and outcomes. Researchers identified a family they knew, but did not live with, obtained written
consent and administered the questionnaire, telephonically interviewing the caregiver 1 in the
family who played the biggest part in the education of the children. A maximum of two children
per family were interviewed, commencing with the oldest and moving to the next oldest in those
families with more than one child. The caregiver gave written consent for the study and was
present during the child interviews. Data was captured in real time by each interviewer.
Family demographics

All 16 caregivers interviewed were women with the majority aged between 31 and 40 years. The
majority were black, had completed high school and, in most cases (10), had a tertiary
1

Caregiver is used to refer to the parent assuming most of the responsibility for the children’s education during the lockdown.
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qualification. The majority were employed and living in either suburbs or townships. Details are
summarised Table 1.
All families had access to a cell phone and the majority had access to regular electricity supply,
television and radio. Fewer than half of the families had access to a regular internet connection.
Although only 19 children were interviewed, the families sampled contained a total of 37 children
aged 18 years and under. The children from six families were enrolled in independent schools: two
of these are classified as low-cost and two as pursuing an explicitly Christian education.2 The
children from 10 of the families were in public schools, with three of the latter specifying that they
were in Model C3 schools.
This is certainly not a sample that is representative of the South African population. It is almost
exclusively urban, caregivers predominantly are employed and over half have some post-school
education, and over a third of the children attend independent or Model C schools.

2

Independent schools in South Africa cater for just 3% of learners, but are made up of a variety of types. A key distinction in
this sector is between those that charge fees below R20,000 p.a. (low cost) and those that charge fees in excess of this figure.

3

Towards the end of the apartheid era, those schools reserved for white children were given the option of adopting one of four
forms of privatisation or partial privatisation. Model C refers to those public schools that opted for partial privatisation (96% of
formerly white-only schools), in which government continued to pay teacher salaries and supply a certain level of funding, and
to which the governing body was allocated a higher level of autonomy. These schools continue to be called Model C schools
and are generally better resourced than the majority of public schools.
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Table 1: Demographic characteristics of the case study families

Family

Race

Ed

No in
house

1

C

HS

3

2

C

Tert

3

Withheld

4

Ages of
children (years)

Dwell

Loc

School

Internet

Computer

14

Complex

Sub

Indep Christ

4

15

FS

Sub

Mod C

Y

Y

Tert

5

18

FS

Sub

Indep high-fee

Y

Y

B

HS

6

13

FS

Ts

Pub

Y

5

B

HS

7

10, 6

Plot

IS

Pub

Y

6

W

Tert

3

17, 15,13

FS

Farm

Pub

Y

Y

7

W

HS

3

18

FS

Sub

Mod C

Y

Y

8

B

Tert

10

18, 14, 12, 9, 9

FS

Ts

Pub

9

B

PS

13

16, 14, 8, 7, 4, 2, 1

SD

Ts

Pub

10

B

Tert

4

8, 2

Flat

Sub

Indep high-fee

11

B

Tert

2

6

Flat

Ts

Indep low-fee

Y

Y

12

B

Tert

4

10, 2

FS

Ts

Pub

Y

Y

13

C

HS

4

7, 3

FS

Ts

Indep Christ

Y

Y

14

B

Tert

5

17, 17, 5

FS

Sub

Mol C

15

B

Tert

4

17, 12, 11

Flat

Sub

Pub

16

B

HS

3

10, 1

FS

Sub

Indep low-fee

Y

Y

Y

Y

Key: Race: B – black; C – coloured; W – white. Ed: the highest education achievement of the caregiver interviewed: Tert – tertiary; HS – completed high school;
PS – completed primary school. Dwell: Dwelling: FS – Free-standing house; SD – Semi-detached house. Loc: Location: Sub – suburb; Ts – township; IS –
informal settlement. School: Pub – public; Mod C – Model C; Indep Christ – independent Christian; Indep high fee – independent high fee; Indep low fee –
independent low fee.
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Home educational practices before the lockdown

All 16 caregivers reported taking some form of responsibility for the education of their children
before the lockdown. Five (31%) stated that the father and the mother shared responsibility for the
education within the family, and seven families (44%) stated the mother had sole responsibility.
Three families (19%) stated that the children were responsible for their own education. In addition,
five families (31%) highlighted that siblings played an important role in educating the other
children in the home.
Those responsible for education within the family assisted in many varied educational activities,
with 81% being involved in all of the following: helping with specific homework exercises,
organising school calendars, preparing children for assessments, and motivating them to learn.
Some caregivers mentioned other ways of assisting their children, for example, teaching younger
children how to read (7%), transporting children to extra lessons (13%) and giving children
freedom to work independently on homework (19%).
The majority of caregivers (75%) stated that they used the internet as a resource to educate their
children using a computer, iPad or smartphone before lockdown. Fourteen (88%) families stated
that they used resources from school, with nine (56%) specifying textbooks. Other resources used
to a lesser degree included library books (25%), television (13%), newspapers, tutoring books, and
educational materials already in the house (6%).
Although 69% of caregivers were employed, 81% of them assisted their children with homework,
prepared them for assessments and checked their school schedules. It is interesting to note that
81% of caregivers noted motivating their children as a way of helping them, indicating that the
focus is not merely on skills development when it comes to education but also on emotional and
motivational support. Although fewer than half of the families (44%) had a stable internet
connection, 75% of caregivers identified the internet as a resource to support their child’s
education. Since all families had a smartphone, it may be that this device is often used for
children’s education or used to create a hotspot for the 81% of families who reported having a
computer, laptop or tablet. Although 94% of families had a television, only 13% reported using it
as an education resource.
Guidance from the school during the lockdown

When asked if they had received any guidance on what to do during lockdown, there was a marked
difference in the respective responses of caregivers and their children (see Table 2, which reflects
only the Child 1 interview responses). Whereas nine children answered positively (and a further
two from the Child 2 interviews), only five caregivers said yes and one of the latter said her advice
had come from television and not the school.
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Table 2: Responses of caregiver and oldest child on guidance from the school
To caregiver: Have you received
To Child 1: Has your school given you work to do at this time? Tell me how it
any guidance on how to educate your happens?
child during lock down?

No

School

Gr

1

Indep
Christ

9

No nothing. I’ve just tried to Google
myself and see what can be done at
home.

They give holiday assignments and homework. So before school closed they gave us a
number of papers and assignments to do and they gave us due dates of when they must
be in. My work isn’t checked by anyone.

2

Model C

10

No. I have just used my initiative to
keep schooling going.

They uploaded their school website under the resources, and select which grade you in
with the different work. The work is not checked by anyone.

3

Indep
high-fee

7

Parents have been instructed to
contact the teacher if needed.

We use Google Classroom so I just have to go to the site and get my work, but it’s all
the same like before because we had it before too.

4

Public

7

No, there was no guidance.

No.

5

Public

10

No. Nothing from Maswazi, nothing
from his teacher.

No.

6

Public

12

Yes, the school.

Some teacher gave us some work on a paper before the schools closed. Like pages to
do revision work on and prescribed books to read. One teacher sent us a video on
WhatsApp and we have to do an oral video as well.

7

Model C

12

I’ve just received from the school the
importance of signing onto Google
Classroom, of them signing into
Google Classroom. Apart from that
I’ve had two letters, like D6
communicators – email.

On Google Classroom. All the teachers from the different subjects are on the group for
that subject, and then the teachers on the group send the work through that needs to be
done for the week, or until we come back to school. If we have issues, we can email the
teachers between 8 and 2, or get help from our friends. Some work has to be handed in
before a certain time. There’s a little tab in Classroom where you take a picture of your
work, and then you submit it and it goes to your teacher. They then feedback that
they’ve received the work. I had to hand in my Afrikaans oral and prepared reading
and then the teacher gave me suggestions on what I could fix up, and the teacher
confirmed that she had received it.

8

Public

9

No.

No.
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9

Public

9

No.

No.

10

Indep
high-fee

2

Not really, the school simply shared I use my mother’s phone to watch videos from my teachers.
videos but not much has been shared
on how as a parent I can teach certain
topics.

11

Indep
low-fee

R

No, I believe other grades did but not No.
for Grade R

12

Public

5

No.

Child was out and not interviewed.

13

Indep
Christ

2

No nothing.

I do math, English, Afrikaans.

14

Model C

11

Yes, from the school. The Google
Classroom platform.

We are required to log into an online service known as Google Classroom. Work and
other updates are posted on this platform weekly.

15

Public

12

No.

No.

16

Indep
low-fee

5

Yes, from TV.

I do the homework with my mum.
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There was also a marked difference in the responses of public schools, on one hand, and their
independent and Model C counterparts, on the other. In only one case did a public school
provide advice to the child or caregiver (Family 6), whereas in only one case (Family 11) did a
Model C or independent school not offer advice to the child and, in the latter case, the child was
in Grade R.
The kinds of guidance provided by schools varied widely across the sample. Two of the Model
C schools and one high-fee independent school made use of Google Classroom to keep
children occupied. Although the modality of support and advice offered by schools was not
clear in all cases, it seems that the majority used a combination of electronic (internet,
WhatsApp, videos) and paper-based methods to communicate with children.
Difficulties faced by parents under lockdown
The challenges faced by parents point to the kinds of support that would facilitate involvement
in their children’s education: uncertainty about the future, lack of curriculum guidance, lack of
structure at home and access to resources.
Uncertainty about the future
During lockdown, parents and caregivers are faced with an enormous task of trying to educate
their children at home. There was a sense of general anxiety about teaching at home and the
future of the academic year. Six of the participants mentioned that they were really looking to
schools and the DBE for reassurance, specifically with regards to contingency plans and ways
of catching up the academic year. There was also a concern expressed about the continuation of
assessments and tests. It was clear that parents would have liked reassurance from schools that
alternative plans were being made:
I would say from [me] personally, maybe to get the reassurance from the School Governing
Body (SGB) contingency plan for the rest of the year for exams assignments etc., and how that
will be assessed for the child to progress. My major concern is how will we assess in terms of
exams? (Family 2. See Table 1 and Table 2 for family and school details)

Lack of curriculum guidance
In terms of content and curriculum, parents and caregivers wanted to know more about what
work and topics should be covered. This seemed especially true for the caregivers with lower
levels of education. Clearly, their own literacy level was something that was creating anxiety
among some caregivers because they did not feel equipped to help their children with
educational activities:
Because I am uneducated, I have been facing difficulties helping them with their school work.
(Family 9)

However, this challenge was not only limited to families in which caregivers did not hold
tertiary qualifications. The practice of actually teaching was something that caregivers were
finding challenging, even the well educated:
I quickly realised that knowing the topic doesn’t mean you can teach it, and that is the difference
between myself and the teacher teaching my child. I sometimes get impatient when she doesn’t
understand or isn’t paying attention. (Family 10)
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Parents would benefit from guidance from schools on what aspects they should be focusing on.
Eight of the survey respondents pointed to the fact that they would benefit from the provision
of lesson plans, resources and materials for them to facilitate learning at home. However, the
nature of this support needs to be simplified and should be something that parents can
understand and implement:
I don’t think everybody has the ability to interpret what is written in the CAPS document. A
simplified version would be to put out a document that outlines what will be the focus for
numeracy. (Family 11)

Lack of structure and routine at home
Not only were caregivers experiencing challenges with regards to content and teaching, but
also with the planning and structuring of lessons and weekly plans. Lack of routine was
highlighted as a concern:
It’s a challenge because sometimes I get lost, I don’t know what I am going to teach him today,
tomorrow, after that. I need to sit and think and plan about what I can teach. (Family 5)

Furthermore, respondents said they had difficulty setting boundaries between the roles of
parent and teacher; behaviour and discipline were mentioned as challenges that parents were
facing:
Kids do not listen at all because I am not their teacher. (Family 5)

Access to resources
Access to resources was a persistent challenge for many families. For one caregiver this was
given as a pretext for not taking responsibility. Furthermore, while the approach taken by
government and schools is to drive online teaching and electronic resources, the question still
remains, how applicable and accessible are these resources to caregivers? Fewer than half the
families had regular access to the internet, and many of these cited the costs of data as a
significant inhibition to accessing educational materials:
Are there any resources available? There are no resources – the libraries are closed. If you want
to do any activity – where should you go? Even Google – no-one in the community has
resources to buy data and go to Google all the time. It’s difficult for us. (Family 4)

Responses from the children
The 19 children interviewed were spread across both primary and secondary schools, from
Grade 2 to Grade 12. The majority (12) describing their average daily activities under
lockdown referred to their schoolwork, with nine clearly dedicated to actively keeping up their
learning momentum; these children made a point of creating time in their day for doing their
schoolwork regularly. While a further four children did not mention schoolwork in their
account of their daily activities, some of the activities they engaged in, for example reading,
may be viewed as educational.
Ten of the 19 children were in touch with their friends, with eight of them using electronic
devices to socialise with friends. Eight of the children used WhatsApp on mobile phones, with
one child using Instagram as well.
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Learners were asked to identify what made their learning easier or more difficult. Things that
made it easier included being able to work at their own pace, concentrating better at home and
being comfortable there, having help and support from family members and friends, and being
able to access the internet. Not being under time pressure or having time constraints was
identified by six of the children who reported doing schoolwork daily.
When naming things that made learning at home difficult, one child said she missed having
physical contact with friends. Other inhibiting factors included distractions, including noise
within the family and from neighbours (4), interpersonal dynamics (1), television and gadgets
(3), lack of teacher support/interaction (3), teachers overestimating the amount of work
students could manage (1), parents being unable to offer adequate help (2), too many chores
(1), no space for study in a household with many occupants (1), and no data at a time when
access to the library is not possible (1).
Some children who were actively engaging in schoolwork whilst at home were finding it
challenging to work with electronic sources while not having access to live teacher input.

Conclusion
The 16 families and their home educational practices before and during lockdown described in
the survey are not representative of the South African population. Although there are cases of
less advantaged families in the sample – including one living in an informal settlement and six
in townships – a good proportion of the subjects of the study are highly educated, live in a
suburban setting and send their children to independent or Model C schools. Nine of those who
directed educational practices in each family have tertiary qualifications and only one has not
completed high school; all are women and 56% are 40 years old or younger.
Do these atypical features of the sample render the research results incapable of providing
lessons for the country? The answer to this question is negative, as long as we interpret the
results according to two provisos. One, the home educational practices exhibited by the sample
are likely to represent best practice in the population, and the task of the research analyst is
therefore to recommend conditions under which such practices could be aspired to by less
advantaged families. Two, the difficulties experienced in directing home schooling practices
by families in the sample are likely to be experienced far more acutely by most South African
families. From this perspective, the research task is to identify support measures that are likely
to enable less advantaged families to overcome these difficulties. These two conditions guided
the discussion of the research implications below and the recommendations contained in the
final section of the report.
The first point to note is that even before lockdown, in the large majority of these families
(81%), caregivers were involved in their children’s education, assisting children with
homework, preparing them for assessments, checking school schedules and motivating them.
Resources from the school (88%) and the internet (75%) were stated as the main resources used
in the child’s education. But even the most highly educated of these parents experienced
difficulties undertaking these tasks, and these difficulties became more acute under lockdown.
These difficulties were of two types. One, more than half of the families (nine out of 16) did not
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have access to a regular internet connection, including five families who live in the suburbs.
Furthermore, a frequent complaint from families was that downloading educational materials is
data-heavy and the cost of data restricts access to these materials. The internet is therefore not
the best way of communicating with even relatively highly educated families, and must
therefore be a very poor choice for communicating with the large majority of South African
homes. Only seven of the families had access to a computer, but all had cell phones, and
WhatsApp was widely used. However, while phones present a viable form of communicating
with families, the problem of data costs remains, while less sophisticated smartphones are
unable to download any but the most simple documents.
The second kind of problem experienced by the families in our sample relates to the changes to
their home education practices demanded by lockdown. Here too, even the most highly
educated caregivers felt inadequate in undertaking tasks such as drawing up a work programme
that lays out which topics should be addressed, in which order and, even more problematic,
guiding their children through these topics. This is the expert work of teachers, and parents
cannot be expected to assist their children in relation to these curricular and pedagogical tasks
without very clear guidance. In this regard, the research findings outlined above indicate that
such guidance is being provided by some independent and Model C schools.
Eight of the 16 families in the sample were receiving support from their child’s school by
means of printed material given to children to take home before lockdown, or electronic
platforms such as Google Classroom or D6 Communication Platforms. Furthermore, the
provision of these resources was accompanied by advice from the schools on how to use
materials, commonly by means of WhatsApp chat groups. In such families, there appeared to
be a more structured learning programme occurring in the home during the lockdown.
The majority of public schools serving families in the sample were not providing educational
resources or advice to homes, and it is clear that they require guidance on how to do so. The
DBE did place large quantities of learning material on its website
(https://www.education.gov.za/), while the Western Cape Education Department (WCED)1
established a model for school support, which may provide lessons to other provinces (Schäfer
2020). In addition, an increasing number of online libraries, learning platforms and websites
offer educational materials while a number of telecommunication networks have zero-rated
their learning sites (Jantjies 2020). However, widespread utilisation of the DBE electronic
material, the WCED model, or the many other online facilities will run into the same IT-related
problems described above, namely, internet access and the cost of data.2
While the use of electronic forms of communication and resource provision should be utilised
wherever possible, these modalities are not easily available to the majority of families. It seems
that the best way to overcome these difficulties is to provide printed materials to families, both
for use by children in their daily tasks and to guide parents in supporting their children. And the
most effective way of getting such printed materials to families is for parents or children to
collect them from their schools during lockdown. And once the lockdown is ended, they should
1

The materials may be accessed from https://wcedeportal.co.za/eresource/92236

2

Although the WCED website contains much material that is useful to teachers, it is very busy and complex to navigate,
and is probably not useful to all but the most tech-savvy parents.
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be provided as a matter of routine in order to enhance the important role played by parents in
supporting their children’s education.
One of the most important functions in regard to parental support is establishing a routine for
doing schoolwork, whether this is for a substantial part of the day during lockdown, or for
undertaking homework after school when things return to normal. Many children find it all too
easy to be distracted even in the most advantaged homes, and for children in crowded homes in
which space and quiet time are restricted this is even more of a problem.
Interviews with caregivers and their children indicate that the educational uses of television are
not being exploited nearly as well as they could be. A wealth of material, pitched at all levels of
schooling, is available for broadcast, and low-cost access to television is widely distributed
across the country. And while SABC and other stations do broadcast educational programmes
daily, the families described above make little use of the medium for educational purposes.
What is required is not only stronger advocacy but also a higher degree of coordination
between daily broadcasts and the rollout of the curriculum.
Finally, a major source of anxiety among parents and children arises from uncertainty. While
government should be commended for swift and decisive action as soon as the virus entered the
country, and while the abruptness of the lockdown left little time to prepare, many schools did
manage to send books home and to communicate with families during the lockdown. Schools
should have communication strategies in place and have contingency plans for emergency
situations in future.
Table 3 provides a set of strategies aimed at promoting learning at home, both during lockdown
and normal times.
Table 3: Steps to promote parental involvement and learning at home
Problem
Lack of communication
between school and
home

Solution

Responsibility

Keep class lists with cell phone numbers (parents, children, Provinces,
neighbour or other family member).
schools
Communicate regularly with parents.

Parents and learners
Communicate with parents regularly.
anxious about the future Issue simple quarterly and annual plans.

Provinces,
schools

Lack of structure for
learning at home

Parents

Set aside fixed time and place for learning every day and
encourage and support learners to adhere to these.

No curriculum guidance Provide simple guidance to parents on promoting learning.
Reading to young children daily; discussing the reading.
Ensure that all children undertake reading, writing and
calculating daily, according to a programme:
- Grades 1–6: Use the DBE workbooks for home
language, first additional language and
mathematics daily
- Grades 7–12: Work from textbooks.
Paucity of resources

Provinces,
schools,
parents

Grades 1–6: Provide readering material for children to take Provinces,
home; ensure DBE workbooks are taken home.
schools
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Grades 7–12: Ensure textbooks and stationery are taken
home according to a work plan.

Parental involvement in the education of their children is difficult to promote but the anxiety
and heightened awareness of the importance of schooling precipitated by the virus presents an
opportunity to intervene decisively in promoting better home–school relations and more
effective learning at home. If the kinds of support to and communication with parents
recommended above are implemented by the Ministry, the DBE, provincial departments and
schools both during and in the immediate aftermath of the pandemic, then the crisis
precipitated by Covid-19 may result in significant educational benefits.
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Data or bread? A policy analysis of student
experiences of learning under lockdown1
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Abstract
The response of many schools to the pandemic-enforced lockdown of 2020 came in various
forms of online learning. We know from research that online learning in unequal social
contexts leads to unequal academic outcomes. What we do not know is how students in
unequal societies experience lockdown learning through various forms of online learning – if at
all. This study offers a policy analysis of student experiences of online learning by focusing on
emergent themes from more than 600 student stories including the educational and emotional
costs of lockdown learning and what this means for immediate and long-term policy
interventions.
Keywords: online learning, lockdown learning, emergency remote teaching, digital inequality,
social learning
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Introduction
We know from research that the pursuit of online learning in unequal social contexts leads to
unequal academic outcomes (Ahn & McEachin 2017; Heppen et al. 2017). As one recent
review found,
Even when overall outcomes are similar for classroom and online courses, students with weak
academic preparation and those from low-income and under-represented backgrounds
consistently underperform in fully-online environments. (Protopsaltis & Baumi 2019: 1)

What we do not know in fine-grained detail is how digital inequality is experienced by
schoolchildren in the context of social inequality in one of the most unequal countries in the
world (Spaull & Jansen 2019). This study offers an analysis of more than 600 stories composed
by primary and high school children drawn from the nine provinces of South Africa in which
the participants responded to the broad question: ‘What were your experiences of learning
under lockdown?’

Background and methods
In May 2020, I posted on social media (Facebook and Twitter) an invitation to school students
to write a short essay on their experiences of learning under lockdown, the so-called LuL
Project as it came to be called. As prompts, the following questions were given:
What was ‘learning under lockdown’ like for you? Was it easy or difficult or a bit of both? Say
why. What did you struggle with? What did you enjoy? Were you able to access online learning
from your school or not? And if you did do online learning was that a new experience for you?
How did you manage? Did you parents also play a role in your learning during lockdown? Are
you homeschooled? Were you able to reach out to other students in your class to learn
together? How many hours on average did you spend learning? What did you miss most about
regular school? Could you concentrate or were you distracted learning from home? Were you
worried about what was going on with the pandemic and did this affect your ability to learn
from home? What tips do you have for other students about how to make the most of learning
under difficult circumstances?
Students from at least 220 schools submitted 640 stories from all nine provinces. Most of the
stories came from schools in the Western Cape (77), KwaZulu-Natal (61) and Gauteng (43),
and the majority of submissions came from high schools (84%). Some stories were sent via
teachers, others were written on paper and copied via a WhatsApp message or sent by e-mail
attachment. Each story came with the child’s age, name (some chose anonymity), school and
province.2 Given the nature of the call via social media, the stories submitted are not therefore
representative of the national school system.
It has become difficult and somewhat meaningless to describe many of the responding schools
by their racial origins, in part because the race and class status of schools often change
dramatically over time (Jansen & Kriger 2020) and, in part, because one cannot read resources
2

There was missing school information for 23 submissions, while one submission was from a California primary school
and one from an online school.
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such as access to online learning off a school’s apartheid classification. For example, students
in the same school may or may not have access to data and devices depending on their family’s
economic circumstances. Nevertheless, using data from one province (KZN), most schools
were black public (46%) and black independent schools (7%) with the rest being formerly
white and mainly public schools (47%) with varying degrees of racial integration in the student
body.
All the stories were run through Atlas.ti software using an auto-coding tool applied to the
following preselected codes based on frequency identification of keywords by two researchers:
emotions, distractions, piling-up (work), friends, family, and data. The substantive paragraphs
from this initial coding were used to identify the themes and construct the narrative analysis
representative in this article. For example,
1:45 I use Netflix as a form of escapism to distract me from the loneliness . . . (409341:409604)
D1: Learning under Lockdown Final DR
I use Netflix as a form of escapism to distract me from the loneliness of lockdown and as a way
to remember what the world used to be like. But it is just another distraction, another way to
procrastinate tackling the constantly increasing pile of work in my room.

Particularly insightful paragraphs were extracted from the results of the auto-coding search and
appear as partial quotations in the text below. All students quoted in the article provided
permission directly or through their parents/guardians (for those younger than 18 years) for a
retrospective policy analysis of their stories, originally collected for a popular book publication
(Jansen & O’Ryan 2020). The richness of the data and its implications for education policy and
practice suggested that another reading of the stories would be invaluable for policy research
purposes as well.

Main findings
Three dimensions of digital inequality
The most important finding is also the least surprising. There is an emphatic digital divide
when it comes to opportunity to learn (Wang 1998) in the context of online learning and under
conditions of a pandemic-enforced lockdown. The reference to lockdown learning conditions
is important because how and whether students learn is directly affected by the social context
around them – that of a pandemic, which poses an existential threat to their lives and those of
their families and therefore impacts on their state of mind even as they are called to receive
teaching through a device and pursue learning from a distance. We identify three
non-equivalent digital divides among students in terms of their relative access to learning
technologies.
The Google Classroom group (high tech, digital)
For students in the elite, middle-class schools – almost all formerly white schools – the
transition from face-to-face teaching to online learning was relatively smooth. Devices and
teachers were readily available: ‘I am lucky enough,’ says a student from an elite institution, ‘to
attend a school that was able to move online relatively swiftly. My school has a staff of brilliant
teachers capable . . . to do everything they can to conquer online schooling.’ One of the reasons
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is that these schools were already offering some form of blended learning prior to the lockdown
as part of the regular educational experiences of their students. Google Classroom is a common
platform and many students experienced the teaching-learning connection as a productive
engagement – though there were many other connecting technologies such as FlipGrid, Google
Meet, d6, Zoom, Khan Academy, Moodle and Microsoft Teams. It is this group that
experienced fully online teaching and learning almost from the start of the 26 March 2020
lockdown.
The WhatsApp group (medium tech, digital)
For students in many of the working-class and poor schools, the alternative to Google
Classroom was the WhatsApp facility. Teachers created WhatsApp groups and found ways of
downloading materials onto this text and voice messaging system. Students could in turn
upload assignments to WhatsApp for teachers to receive and assess. But the online uses of the
facility were often rudimentary, as this student explains: ‘They just give us the pages to study
on WhatsApp and there’s no more teaching. This scares me because I really want to pass this
grade.’ Or, in the words of another: ‘The problem with these online classes is [that] they make
learning extremely boring and monotonous. This causes a major lack of interest and
commitment.
This was the group that experienced the most frustration because of the intermittent availability
of devices (often shared) and data (very expensive), while unstable internet connections
constantly disrupted the learning process.
The Radio-Television group (low tech, analogue)
It is reasonable to project, even from the limited data in the stories of disadvantage, that for
most students in South Africa, there are neither devices, data or a connected teacher and this
means that online learning – even if intermittent – simply does not exist. In the poorest schools,
there is no tradition of sending books home because of the scarcity of these basic resources and
the school’s estimation that these precious resources might not be returned. One student’s story
captures this shared reality:
I was very worried about my schoolwork because I don’t have the resources to study online. Our
school does not have enough textbooks for each and every learner so we leave the books in
class. That means I only had my writing books with me.

Most students would be left with a connection to educational radio and television programmes
and then only when older, competing family members would grant access to these two sources
of broadcast learning. A recent study found, however, that for educational broadcasting via the
public broadcaster, ‘scheduling and information on what is available on both TV and radio is
often confusing and at best limiting . . . you can’t see exactly what content is covered’ (Perlman
& Potenza 2020: 3).
It is for this group that the lockdown carried little if any academic benefit and where the
inequality of the opportunity to learn was intensely experienced.
The social dynamics of learning from home
The often upbeat assessments of online learning by technology evangelists completely ignore
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the complex dynamics of learning from home. Homes for most children are crowded spaces
with competing demands on the resources available, such as the television, and this makes
living and learning difficult. The following student narration beautifully holds together the
living–learning dynamic under lockdown:
I have shared a bedroom with my grandmother forever. When my mother moved in with us, she
stole my bedroom and since then I have had no privacy. When I want to learn in the bedroom my
granny wants to do her granny business too. I have no say because it’s her bedroom. So I
decided to use my aunt’s bedroom when she is at work, but there is a television in her bedroom,
which makes it hard for me to study because I get distracted.
There is only one television that has all the channels and so I struggle because at a particular
time my aunt would want to watch the news and I would have to sacrifice my show or miss the
work that was covered. Sometimes I would study anywhere and everywhere, from the lounge to
outside, just to find a place where I could concentrate.

The question of the social context of learning as portrayed in this insert shows that the question
of out-of-school education is much more than simply one of access to online facilities. It is
about contexts in which social inequalities and educational inequalities merge to create
profoundly negative experiences of learning under lockdown.
The access to off-line familial resources
The fact that cultural capital (knowledge, skills and values) plays such a powerful role in the
opportunity structures available to students from middle-class and wealthy families is
incontrovertible (Sui-Chi & Willms 1996; Henderson & Mapp 2002). What is not
well-described is how exactly various forms of cultural capital, such as the education levels of
the parents, influence learning opportunities and outcomes from the perspective of students.
What the stories reveal is the critical role of the family in making or breaking opportunities to
learn. One student story was particularly evocative on this point:
My parents are not that well experienced with homeschooling – I should actually just say my
mommy. She’s a single mother who receives a social grant due to disability. She cannot help me
because she only has Grade 9 and my dad, well, let’s just say he only gives money when he feels
like it because my mommy raised me all on her own. She made me the young lady I am today.

The complex of issues here includes a broken family living with economic hardship and a
devoted, caring mother who invests in the development of her matriculant daughter. This is an
important observation across the stories – that the absence of formal education did not mean the
absence of social and emotional support for lockdown learning, as this student pointed out:
‘My mother, who is uneducated, supported me all the way and I really appreciate her for such.’
What the devoted mother cannot do is provide the direct educational support that other stories
reveal about parents with degrees and, in some cases, parents who are teachers as well.
Where there is cultural capital in abundance, parents help with difficult mathematics or science
assignments. A father’s profession as an accountant or engineer comes in handy when the
whole family is under lockdown and that practical knowledge can assist with project
assignments. Few students could boast that ‘my father and I will soon be studying data science
online which is an area of mathematics that requires calculus, statistics and computer science.’
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In one middle-class family, this learning bond is intimate and productive: ‘Most days my mom
will read a few books and I will read a few, then we write about what we read and do some
maths before spending some time singing and learning about artists.’ But parents with
resources do much more, as these stories tell. They monitor performance and check on progress
with assigned work: ‘Two or three responses from teachers later, I was booted from my room
to work in the lounge right next to my mother, where she could watch me from the comfort of
her own chair.’
By surrounding their children with these forms of social and academic support, a stay-at-home
parent (often a mother) plays a crucial role in creating an environment very similar to the
school in which learning is managed, monitored and secured.
Data versus bread
Easily the most difficult element in the stories about the lockdown is the stark choices faced by
parents and children when it came to online learning. One student described this heartrending
problem as ‘the pain of choosing between bread and data.’ Often, student stories are very
conscious of this dilemma for the family and end up simply not asking their parents because ‘it
will eat into her pocket,’ said one of her mother’s budgetary choices. Or, another: ‘I decided not
to ask for a smartphone and Wi-Fi connection because that would mean my family had to
choose between those facilities and providing food for me as we depend on social grants for
living.’
Data is expensive and universities in South Africa would among themselves experience
‘unequal digital access and [the] relative affordability of data’ (Czerniewicz 2020: para. 26). In
the case of poor and working-class schools, there will always be inadequate provision of these
essential resources. The data available would have to come from poor parents’ limited
resources or not at all. The crisis is even worse in cases where more than one child requires data
to enable at least a cell phone connection to the school.
The contrast could not be more stark than so crisply captured by a student writing about her
own privileged circumstances in an elite school: ‘I could very well sit here in front of a R7,000
laptop with optic fibre connection [and] I am lucky enough to attend a school that was able to
move online relatively swiftly.’ For this student there is no pressure of data or lack of devices,
let alone the warm comforts of food and security in a spacious learning environment. For
another privileged student, ‘nothing was a hassle’ because teachers were quick to respond and
there were printing facilities at home for downloading.
‘Please can you get me a cell phone?’ asked a student after submitting her story for the book
project. The device (a single cell phone) is shared with her parents and other siblings attending
school. It was not only the data on the phone, but access to the phone itself that was a very real
challenge. When the parent required the phone for her normal business, there was no online
access to learning materials for these students even if only through the WhatsApp facility.
The new demands of the pedagogic relationship
What learning under lockdown revealed was the complex new relationship between teacher
and learner. A teacher who was not physically present to solve problems or address questions
about a science or mathematics problem was not accessible for immediate resolution in the
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usual way. This was experienced as stressful for many students, especially in the learning of
mathematics – an observation that calls for further research across subject areas. As one student
explained,
Many subjects were easy to work with but our main subjects were not. Maths, science and
accounting are subjects that need hands-on explanations and face-to-face interactions with
teachers and students. This became a very difficult task for me.

What is interesting in the context of online learning is how exactly the technology is
experienced as the communication medium between students and teachers in the WhatsApp
group. The complexity of the teacher–student relationship is limited in part by the technology
available to children in poorer schools but also by the lack of assistance to make better use of
what is available:
My maths mwalimu (teacher) and we communicated at set times. We formed a small WhatsApp
group. There were a few things that were not positive about that: you have to type out
everything and it was difficult, especially with maths. We had a whole two-hour long session to
work out one problem because of the typing and getting everybody on board.

At the same time, some students talked about new opportunities that the online relationship
enabled. For example, students who described themselves as introverts claimed that they could
now ask a question via the technological facility – the chat room or the hands-up device –
without feeling exposed, embarrassed or ‘looked at’ for asking a question. Paradoxically, the
distance of the teacher behind the screen made the pedagogical relationship more intimate for
the more reserved student.
In this regard, some students also expressed relief that they could no longer be bullied because
of their lockdown status. Some said they did not miss school at all and would happily continue
learning from home if that was possible through, for example, homeschooling. This was,
however, the desire of a minority of students.
The social nature of learning
Even though learning is often conceived of as an individual learning effort (Soudien 2020), we
know that it is also a social activity (Okita 2012). What student stories reveal is how much and
in what ways learning is experienced as a profoundly social activity in these lockdown
reflections. The examples students cite are themselves revealing of how learning actually takes
place in dynamic classroom spaces.
A hand-up summonses a teacher to a problem. By leaning over, a student can consult with a
friend next to or behind their seat. Groups of students discuss a project or solve a problem
together. For one student, ‘not being able to see or physically interact with my peers is also
difficult, and I miss learning and solving problems together.’ ‘Things that I miss,’ says a
younger learner, is ‘sharing ideas, doing schoolwork together with other learners.’
Taking a look at another student’s marked script gives the other a sense of what to do next.
Outside the classroom, a discussion of a problem set might continue in the course of playing
outdoors. All of these myriads of pedagogical interactions take place in traditional school and
classroom settings and enable learning much more than the one-dimensional analyses often
assumed, if not claimed, about the teacher teaching in the front of the classroom and the learner
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learning at her or his desk. It is the social atmosphere of the classroom that enables learning: ‘I
miss the learning and teaching spirit that took place in the classroom,’ says a matriculant
student. That broader purpose of education is captured beautifully in this excerpt from one
student’s story:
[This] has been one of the most difficult aspects of learning under lockdown for me – not being
able to bounce off ideas about essay topics with my classmates and share my worries and
burdens with my friends. School is about so much more than learning how to find the distance of
the hypotenuse of a right-angled triangle; it teaches us how to be human. Learning in isolation,
however, teaches us how to stay human in conditions that we, as a social species, find very
challenging.

This dynamism of the social interactions that constitute learning is poorly understood and
requires more systematic inquiry – ‘that influence of all the other learners working,’ according
to one student, or those ‘debates in English and Afrikaans classes’ that another student misses.
Online learning experts claim that these kinds of pedagogical transactions are also possible in
online learning. That may well be a function of learning design and not an inherent limitation
of online technologies (Hodges et al. 2020). If so, what students experience in the lockdown
learning may reflect both the state of the technologies they access and the capacity of teachers
to be able to activate higher functions in the online platforms. In fact, one student from an elite
school complains explicitly about the linear nature of teacher instructions to learners and
learner responses to teachers: ‘The need for a more interactive online learning experience is
sorely needed and, more importantly, desired.’
The impact of ‘distractions’ on lockdown learning
Almost every story contains the word. At home, distractions are everywhere. Television.
Netflix. Xbox. Fridge. Games. Friends. Family. Online learning, it turns out, is not as simple as
sitting down in front of a screen. With no teacher to issue commands and manage attention,
students find the drift of distractions to be a major concern in lockdown learning.
Sometimes the distractions are online where ‘social media, YouTube videos and our friends
texting us during lessons threaten,’ and sometimes it is off-line as when
the television in the living room is calling my name. It was seductive. It played all my favourite
series: High Fidelity and my all-time favourite series Black-ish. I feel for the television’s
seductive ways. I sat on the couch for two weeks doing no schoolwork.

Not all homes make the neat separation between schoolwork and homework, claim several
students who complain of being called to do house chores at all times of the days. For others, it
is the distraction of siblings tumbling into their learning spaces. Where concentration is
difficult, all kinds of noises distract – from the neighbour’s barking dog to the birds chirping
outside or, simply, ‘my sister munching annoyingly on a bag of crisps.’
Where schools are punctilious in keeping student attention online, for example, requiring
sit-down sessions on the basis of a timetable given in advance, such scheduling discourages
distraction. Even then, students would slink onto a classroom late because they overslept and
make apology. Some schools record such online tardiness.
Many schools are less demanding when it comes to online learning and monitor progress
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mainly via assignments completed. Parents are sometimes informed when work is not done.
All students complain of the one huge consequence of distraction – ‘the work piles up’ is the
phrase of choice. This brings down huge pressure on the distracted student and some fold under
the workload while others play catch-up simply to stay ahead of ‘the tsunami of work’ as one of
them put it. Sometimes those distractions are of the intimate kind; one student reports that he
became a father during lockdown.
Those who eventually manage the many distractions that come their way speak of a new
maturity and even an independence that will serve them well as they prepare for university.
This learning, incidentally, might be one of the most important benefits of lockdown learning –
the ability to learn, or at least try to learn, on your own. Several students tell of how they
developed their own timetables and schedules to deal with distractions, and advise other
students to do the same.
It now becomes clear that the structured environment of the classroom, while it provides
direction and imposes discipline, has one major disadvantage. It seldom empowers students to
learn in ways that manage the distractions that surrounds all young people, especially in a time
when technological inventions such as any number of gaming consoles can eat up so much
time.
The emotional costs of lockdown learning
The emotional costs of lockdown learning are often invisible in media accounts of biomedical
health (rates of infections and death). In the context of schools, the emotional toll of a
protracted lockdown is seldom included in calculations about when and how to reopen schools.
There is much more emphasis on the education policy response to physical protective
equipment (PPE) and mitigating measures such as social distancing and hand hygiene.
But what about students’ emotional lives? These stories lend urgency to a broader response that
must include the mental and emotional health coming out of lockdown. Student stories of
students speak of isolation, anxiety, depression, loneliness, fear, anger and disappointment.
Here are some representative voices about the emotions of lockdown learning:
Sadness, a feeling suffocation and being deprived of interaction makes one grow weaker
psychologically.
During the lockdown, I learned that humans thrive on contact, to be touched, to be looked in the
eye.
As the lockdown was extended, I was forced to accept that my desire for human touch and
connection could not be met and I fell into a deep hole of depression.

What emerges from these stories is the direct connection between emotional states of children
and their ability to learn:
Hopelessness. Fear. Anxiety. Feeling hopeless about schools reopening, fearful for my loved
ones dying and anxious about being falling behind on my schoolwork. How was I supposed to
learn under lockdown with all these emotions haunting me?
I progressively lost my drive for online learning – skipping Zoom lessons, handing in
assignments late, but also neglecting my emotional health.
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We’re all separated, touch-starved, restless, and plagued by loneliness. It negatively affects our
productivity.

One profound moment in the swing of student emotions is when the lockdown was extended –
just as millions of students had expectations of returning to ‘normal,’ their hopes were dashed
as a limited lockdown became an interminable shutdown.
The general uncertainty about the future weighed heavily on the emotions of students. What
was initially a period of great excitement – schools closed early for the vacation because of the
virus and students could study from home – became a period of great boredom. There were
dark moments for many students as their world came crumbling down around them.
Then there are students with preexisting emotional distresses. For one such student, the
lockdown and the loneliness brought back memories of an earlier assault. This traumatic
memory weighs heavily on the mind of the senior high school student as she writes about the
experience of learning in isolation.
In other words, the emotional distresses of lockdown often grafts onto existing traumas such as
the recent death of a parent or grandparent (mentioned by several students) and not being able
to attend the funeral due to regulations, or the fact that one or both parents are essential workers
(doctors, nurses), which itself creates an abiding fear in the family house. Says one student, ‘I
lost my dad to a kidney infection in March so my family and I literally had to bury my dad a day
before the lockdown began.’
Students, even the very young, are always aware of the existential threat of coronavirus and the
disease Covid-19. They hear their parents speak and they hear of climbing infections and
hospitals set aside for Covid-19 patients. Sometimes the parents talk to their children about the
virus and its effects as they console their young. The television, says a student in her story, is
stuck in repetition mode: ‘Everybody on radio and television only spoke about the virus. I
started to feel scared that I may not go back to school.’ The news is unrelenting. All of this
combines to influence the emotional lives of schoolchildren.
How schoolwork piles up
There is something unusual about students’ experiences of schoolwork during online learning.
It is the extraordinary amount of work that teachers require of them. This is not an observation
of some students in particular schools or communities. Across the board, these stories tell of
more work than ever before, and this requires some explanation. As one student puts it: ‘My
teachers seemed to think that just because we were at home they could pile us with work, not
realising that this was adding to the stress of lockdown.’ Another student shows the link
between the tenuousness of connectivity and the piling up of work:
Learning is a struggle because you have either a good stable internet connection and can attend
classes or you have an unstable connection. . . . The work is endless. When you think you’re
done, it keeps coming like you’re Pac-Man and the more you eat those dots, the more those
ghosts chase you.

In the context of the WhatsApp group of students, the facility is often experienced as nothing
more than a dumping ground for content that the student or student group has to make sense of,
as this story explains:
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We have WhatsApp groups on which our teachers give us work daily. It was all fine until data
problems occurred. This meant I missed a day or two’s work that led to piles of work that you
had to go through while also being worried about the following day’s work. I would see in the
WhatsApp group that fewer and fewer students were participating. I was starting to lose hope.

Sometimes it would appear that teachers are not talking to each other and that each of them
simply made work demands without careful coordination of the effects on students. But there
seems to be an unspoken logic about workload expectations on the part of many teachers – that
because the student is at home they have more time to do more work than they would in class.
Perhaps this piling on of work is a genuine desire to keep students busy rather than waste their
time at home on nonacademic activities.
The problem is that students report working long hours at the computer screen from early in the
mornings to late at night. It appears that the growing workloads – and some stories are quite
bitter about this – really do stress students, and that the only way they can keep up is to keep
going until dark. This excessive workload has a debilitating effect on student motivation.
There is of course the fear that falling behind might mean doing poorly in examinations and
even failing the academic year. And so the students press on at considerable costs to
themselves. Clearly, more and more work does not mean better teaching or improved learning;
it more likely means, as these stories tell, simply more pressure.
Many students use the word procrastination – putting off work for later until they realise that
this was a major mistake, given the piling up factor. With distractions around and no teacher to
monitor work done on a daily basis, it is easy for many of the students to delay working on the
growing pile of assignments. Some recover strongly and keep up with the pace. Others stare
dimly into the future, exhausted and demotivated.
The added dilemma of managing schoolwork is that learning at home means attending to other
work as well. In tightly controlled families, students have to find a way of negotiating everyday
household chores and daily schoolwork commitments. When at regular school, this problem is
of course resolved; there is homework and there is schoolwork.
Not all parents understand this distinction and so become part of the distraction arrangements.
A student is called to help with a maintenance problem or to attend to a sibling. Where parents
are both working, that becomes an even greater burden because the older sibling has to take
care of the younger ones and also assist with their school tasks.
Because learning from home blurs the distinction between home and school or between
housework and schoolwork, it invariably means that a student falls behind even as workload
demands increase.
The other things children learn during lockdown
Learning under lockdown is much more than coverage of the official curriculum. The student
stories are replete with examples of other learnings they experienced during lockdown. The
obvious learning was how to use a computer, for some, and how to navigate the many different
online learning platforms available through the school. Lockdown learning meant doing the
same things differently as for this student: ‘I started doing online extramural activities like
ballet, drama and public speaking.’
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But the learning students experienced was something that also blossomed in the kitchen and in
the garden. Some students learnt to bake alongside a parent, and this was at once a wonderful
diversion from the demands of online learning and an opportunity to enjoy the learning from
home. It is telling from these stories that the more parents were involved in the daily lives of
their children, the more they drew them in to learning new skills in and around the home.
Students also credit themselves with learning patience and acquiring the discipline of
self-guided learning. The initial and extended lockdowns demanded an unusual level of
self-control and a readjustment of social and academic expectations. Often, these dreary
experiences brought on emotional distress. But in many (not all) cases, student stories tell of
bouncing back and resetting course, of making new determinations. There were both academic
and social learnings in the constraining context of lockdown learning: ‘I have not only learned
things for school. I learned how to talk to my parents about my feelings, my anxiety and fears
about the future.’
The resilience of students in lockdown learning
Despite the emotional burdens and stresses of online learning, the student stories reveal a
strong resilience among schoolchildren as they deal with the pressures of continuing education
under lockdown conditions. A common theme is the need for organisation, as this student tells:
It may have taken a whole weekend but I managed to make myself weekly planners and broke
my work down into manageable chunks. After nine weeks of being safe but stuck at home, I
have managed to keep up to date with my work.

Others found strength in their faith as this beautiful story reveals about a pandemic that came in
the heart of the Muslim holy month: ‘The best news for me was that I could spend the entire
month of Ramadan working from home and still have time for religious involvement. I have
developed spiritual peace and have felt enlightened numerous times.’
The student stories paint a picture not of hopelessness but, for many students, of
resourcefulness as they find ways of coping with living and learning in the lockdown. Many
students talked about altering their thinking by considering those with less – no data, no
devices and no connection to live teachers. That reflection brought gratitude rather than despair
as the more privileged students took account of their own advantage. It made them appreciate
the ordinary, said one student, teaching the lesson of ‘not taking any class or teacher for
granted.’ Others found strength in family structure and supportive friends; a working class
student found her vital strength in a mentor from the Women Lead Movement without whom,
she claims, ‘I would still be suffering from anxiety and depression and telling myself I would
not make it.’
One student drew on the memory of tough experiences to carry her through the present. Her
family travelled 47,000 km through 38 African countries and had 27 breakdowns. ‘I am using
the same techniques I learned on the road to keep myself stable, focused and calm. The first and
most important is routine.’ Others looked for the upside in lockdown learning – learning in
pyjamas, watching late-night television, accessing the refrigerator throughout the day and not
dealing with all kinds of classroom pressures.
Suddenly, learning that was abstract and distant became very real and applied. One student saw
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this as an opportunity for ‘learning new things everyday’ for ‘the exponential growth of the
virus are two topics in maths and life sciences. We study the exponential function in
mathematics and the study of viruses is a concept in life sciences.’
In reassessing the future, several students speak of the toughness that lockdown learning
produces within them:
This generation will be the most resilient . . . the most diligent and hardworking as we had to do
everything by ourselves. It is also good practice for people who would like to go to university,
as the learning style is very similar.

It is this capacity to look for the positive in the dire circumstances of lockdown learning that
sustains many students and enables them to cope, as in this reflection: ‘Not having to my life
cut up into 30-minute intervals and being dictated by a bell is a refreshing escape from the
routine drilled into us since primary school.’

Conclusion
There are many lessons from this study of student experiences of lockdown learning for
immediate and urgent education policy actions. First, there must be educational mitigations for
the predictable growth in inequalities between students in the three categories of learning
experiences described as the Google Classroom group, the WhatsApp group and the
Radio-Television group. One way to do this is to develop a school-based version of what was
developed for universities as Strategies for Addressing Unequal Technological Access (Olds
2020).
Second, there has to be provincial (department of education) guidelines for schools on how to
manage student workloads via online learning through much better coordination at the school
level. The piling on and piling up of workloads are sources of great stress for students learning
under lockdown.
Third, there has to be structured emotional support for students both at home and as they return
to school in the phased-reopening approach. Such support could come from the resources of the
more well-endowed schools but from government departments in the case of the majority of
ordinary public schools. As shown, the emotional vulnerability of students is directly related to
their ability to learn.
Fourth, there has to be investment in what is often mischaracterised as online learning. There is
a difference between effective full online learning and what is more accurately described, in the
student experience, as little more than ‘emergency remote teaching’ – a distinction so aptly
made in recent writings (see, for example, Hodges et al. 2020). What students often describe
reveals perhaps a third version of distance education – emergency rote learning where
content-heavy material is downloaded for purposes of coverage of an already crowded (CAPS)
curriculum. The key element in this regard is urgent investments in teacher capability and
technological capacity that leads to highly interactive, substantive and resource-rich
pedagogies rather than simply ‘dumping’ content to learn for examination purposes (see Means
et al. 2014).
Fifth, there has to be design elements in online learning that encourage social learning given
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the relative isolation of students. This need for human connection is something strongly
expressed in student stories and that researchers also point to when it comes to teachers. ‘It will
be essential,’ holds Laura Czerniewicz (2020: para 12), ‘to pay attention to human connection
in virtual teamwork and to find ways to ensure that human support is continued.’
Sixth, schools should also provide students with concrete guidelines for managing learning in
the context of home dwellings that impede learning in different ways. Students could be given
direction on how to manage distractions and pace their learning in the absence of a present
teacher. Parents need to be informed on how to create dedicated time and spaces for learning
even in difficult (such as crowded) home dwellings. The social context of learning in homes
cannot be assumed to be uniform, let alone supportive of student learning.
Seventh, government has to plan for investments in infrastructure that serves poor and
working-class schools into the future such that the availability of data and devices does not
become reduced to the survival of the fittest. Emergency policy action now is no substitute for
long-term planning to prevent what is already likely to be an exacerbation of racial and class
differences in learning outcomes that compound those legacy deficits of apartheid education
and postapartheid inattention to the grinding inequalities of opportunity to learn for the
children of the privileged and the children of the poor (Spaull & Jansen 2019).
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